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Management Summery 

The use of co-creation communities seems promising. Consumers have valuable product know-how 
and by sharing this knowledge in an online community, innovation processes of companies can be 
strengthened. Moreover, customer integration into the innovation process is a method that aims at 
reducing the risk of failure of the new product. However, business models that can support in 
establishing successful co-creation communities have not been developed yet. The elements that 
create value in these communities for customers and firms, required resources and costs have not 
been explored in detail. 

Research questions and Research Design 
Therefore the research question of this thesis is 'what are viable business models for co-creation 
communities?' This study focuses on the co-creation communities established by companies. In these 
communities company owned products and services are co-created. 
Business models consist of three main elements: (1) the value proposition: what are the benefits for 
the user to use the service? (2) The value network: how is the value created in the new service? and (3) 
the revenue model: which cost and revenues are involved in the service? 
In line with these three business model elements three sub questions are formulated: (1) Which 
benefits are the main drivers for users to participate in co-creation communities? (2) How are the roles 
of the company and the customer, which create value organized in the community? (3) What are the 
likely outcomes of co-creation communities for the company in terms of cost and generated value, 
based on a viable business model? 

Yin's (1994) case-study methodology is applied to investigate these research questions. First, a 
conceptual model is developed based on literature. Next, appropriate cases are selected, data 
collection instruments are developed and data is collected. Finally, data are evaluated, conclusions are 
drawn and managerial implications are formulated. 

Conceptual model 
An extensive literature study on co-creation, communities and business models is conducted to 
address the research questions and to develop a conceptual model. The model presents how the 
business model elements, value proposition, value network and revenue model, are influenced by the 
company and user. A characteristic of a co-creation community is that both the company as well as 
the user are a part of the value network. The user and the company collectively create value in the 
community, thus both the company and user are taken into account in the value network. 
Co-creation can be performed in different phases of new product development cycle. Consumers can 
be involved during the concept phase, development phase, test phase and use phase of products. In 
figure 1 the cycle is presented. The developed conceptual model will be applied to these four phases. 

Case selection & Data collection 
Co-creation communities are selected for in-depth evaluation based on three criteria. First, the 
community needed to be initiated by the company and the product or services are company owned. 
Secondly, the community needs to be active for at 
least a half year. Finally, the cases have to fit in 
one of the phases of the NPD cycle. The final 
sample is presented in figure 1. 
Three data collection methods are used to obtain 
a complete picture of the business models. First, 
observation is used to study the processes and 
communication within the communities. 
Secondly, semi-structured interviews are 
conducted with the community managers. 
Thirdly, open surveys are provided to heavy 
users to explore the relation between the value 
proposition and value network of the company. 

Dell·fdea-Storm 
My..starbucks-fdea 

Samsung~/O 

Figure 1: NPD cycle and sample 
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Viable business models 
On the basis of the findings it can be concluded that viable business models for co-creation 
communities consist of a clearly defined set of elements. These elements are presented in Figure 2. 
Though the most elements in the business model remain equal across different phases, other elements 
are NPD phase-dependent. The product related benefits, in the value proposition, the validating role 
and knowledge role in the value network of the company appear to be phase-related. The most 
important elements are elaborated. 

C=:::J Vnlue Network 
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Figure 2: Viable Business model Co-creation Communities 

Value Proposition 
Regarding the value proposition, for all phases the most important driver for users to participate are 
the product related benefits. Based on the phase and user 'type' the product related benefits are different. 
In the use and concept phase, where regular users are participating, product improvements are 
important. While in the development and test phase, where lead user or specialists are contributing, 
benefits like product knowledge and product curiosity are required. Furthermore, the effects of 
community related benefits, like recognition, sense of efficacy and sense of community and monetary 
related benefit seem to be related. If the community related benefits are clearly presented, the monetary 
benefits seem not to matter. And if the monetary benefits are presented the community related 
benefits are less presented. However, the activity level of the users seems to be higher when 
community related benefits are presented. The presence of these benefits seems not to be related to 
the phase. 

Value Network 
Regarding the value network, an important aspect of the mobilizing role is the 'engagement' of the 
company. It appears that 'engagement' of the company in the community is important to strengthen 
the community related benefits. Engagement implies committed and dedicated employees who 
participate actively in the community and 'speak' with a human voice. 

The validating role refers to the efficient validation and use of content generated in the community. 
This means that feedback should be provided to the users in the community. In all phases validating 
of the content provided by the contributors appears to be an important aspect to retain users. 
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Especially, in the use and concept phase validating seems important; the users are motivated by the 
improved products .. 
Supplying new product knowledge refers to supply of new product or technology knowledge in the 
community and appeal's to be important in the development and test phase. The users in these phases 
aTe interested in the new product knowledge. 

Post-moderation seems the best method to enhance the participation of the users. By post-moderation 
the content is adapted after the user posted the content The users feel that their submitted content is 
recognized by the company. Moreover the accessibility of the website stays low. 

Revenue Model 
The major costs in all phases are employee costs and platform costs. Improving or developing new products is 
in all phases a major value return. Moreover the community is also an important instrument to 
communicate with the customers. The communication can increase the customers' loyalty. Furthermore, 
customer knowledge can be obtained by giving the user the chance to rate or review the idea or 
application. The last addressed benefits are the learning benefits. With the established community, 
companies can experiment with the Web 2.0. 
Within the revenue model it is remaTkable that every studied case announced the gained value return 
is worth the costs. However, there is evidence that the value retmn can extinguish, especially when 
only one service or product is discussed. At the beginning many issues are discussed, nevertheless 
after a while the flow of new suggestions dries up and the discussion fades out. Users have given 
their input and there is a danger that the community does not receive new content anymore, than aTe 
the expenses not worth the value return. 

Recommendations 
The findings of this study provide meaningful insights for managers who want to establish a 
corporate co-creation community and community managers 
First, the NPD objective of the community should be defined to select the right business model. The 
NPD objective can include co-creation in the concept, development, test and use phase. On the basis 
of objective the target users can be selected, and the value network can be developed . 
Secondly, being aWaTe of the needs of the audience and offering services that fit within their benefits 
is required to ensure the viability of the business model. 'Regular' users have got different 
information and wishes than 'lead users' . The company should cope with these differences, and 
provide the right benefits and information. 'Regular' users are more interested how their ideas aTe 
used, while lead user gain benefits from new product information. 
Thirdly, the formal involvement of employees and departments, who aTe responsible for 
implementing the innovations, is required in a viable business model. Efficient validation of ideas and 
supply of knowledge can be achieved when the responsible employees are involved and committed 
to the community. Efficient validation and knowledge supply aTe needed to enhance the product 
related benefits of the users. The product related benefits will strengthen the paTticipation of the user. 
Next, engagement of the company is another key element in the business model. Engagement implies 
committed and dedicate employees who paTticipate actively in the community and 'speak' with a 
human voice. With their paTticipation they show their appreciation towards the contribution of the 
users, even when the contribution is negative. This engagement appeaTs to increase the community 
related benefits of the users and this strengthens the activity of the users. 
Furthermore, the company should be prepaTed for critical feedback and complaints in the community. 
The users are not always satisfied with products and probably they will mention their discomfort in 
the community. Nevertheless, the community managers do not need to forget that these users put 
effort in the community, by registering and submitting feedback. So the company should try to listen 
to these complaints and respect the users' effort. The company should be ready to admit mistakes and 
to be transpaTent as possible. Open and honest communication can enhance the participation of the 
users. 
Finally, the post moderation approach should be utilized in the community. Post moderation means 
that the users can view their content immediately and that content if necessary is moderated 
afterward. By employing this approach, the users feel that their submitted content is recognized by 
the company. 
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1. Introduction 

The participation of people in online communities is rapidly increasing and the shared data, 
information and knowledge in these communities is becoming greater and more diverse. For example, 
the social community Facebook.com has over 140 million active members and over 700 million photos 
uploaded to the site each month (Web source 1). Moreover, Wikipedia.org has more than 75.000 
active contributors, who are working on 10 millions articles in more than 260 languages (Web source 
2). 

The opportunities of these large sources of information and knowledge gathered in communities are 
slowly being discovered by companies. For instance, Harley Davidson has established a large 
community where motorbikes and accessories are demonstrated and discussed by members. 
Moreover the members interact about riding and maintenance tips (Fuller, Bartl, Ernst & Mtihlbacher, 
2004; Algesheimer, Dholakia & Herrmann, 2005). Participation in this community has been found to 
increase the commitment and affection for the Harley Davidson brand . The toy-manufacturer LEGO 
has over 2.5 million participants in their community (40% adults) and weekly 3000 new designs are 
uploaded to this community (Web source 3). The best designs are produced and sold in stores. 

One of the possibilities of customer based innovation is extracting valuable information based on jOint 
learning in the co-creation community (Nambisan, 2002, Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). Co-creation 
community can be defined as 'an online webspace where customers are involved in the new product 
development (NPD) process of the company' (Nambisan, 2002) . Consumers have valuable product 
know-how and by sharing this knowledge in an online community social capital can be created (Amit 
& Zott, 2001). Social capital is better known as 'the combination of resources that individual 
customers gain from their connections to one another' (Mathwick, Wiertz & Ruyter, 2008). Companies 
can use this created social capital to enhance innovation projects. For instance, customer integration 
into the NPD process can lead to the identification of information on customer needs and can 
translate this information into new products or services (Kohli & Jaworski, 1990). Moreover, customer 
integration in the innovation process is a method that aims at reducing the risk of failure of the new 
product (Enkel, Perez-Freije & Gassman, 2005). 

The advantages of co-creation communities are mentioned and confirmed in several studies and the 
use of co-creation communities seems promising (Nambisan 2002; Fuller, Bartl, Ernst & Mtihlbacher, 
2004; Hsieh & Chen, 2005; Algesheimer & Dholaki, 2006; Enkel et al., 2005; Rowley, Kupiec-Teahan & 
Leeming, 2007; Nambisan & Nambisan, 2008). However, business models of co-creation communities 
that can be used to establish successful co-creation communities have not been addressed yet. The 
elements that create value in these communities for customers and firms have mainly been 
considered in isolation. Needed resources for co-creation communities are not yet clear and have not 
been explored in detail. The 'revenues' for the firms compared to the expenses for firms have not been 
researched well and thus remain unclear. To be sure that the co-creation community is more than a 
hype, the communities' economic and strategic value should be researched (Westphal, Gulati & 
Shortell, 1997) . Business models are important because they can provide valuable insights in co
creation communities. Companies can use these business models to establish and organize their own 
co-creation community. 
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1.1 Objective of this study & research questions 
This study will focus on the co-creation communities established by companies. In these communities, 
company owned products or services are discussed and proposed, henceforth these communities will 
be mentioned as co-creation communities. 

The objective of the research is to describe the business models of co-creation communities. Business 
models are used to detennine the unique conformation of elements which create value for customers 
and 'revenue' for the company (Jansen, Jagers & Steenbakkers, 2007). Business models are the 
underlying logic that explains how value is delivered to the customer at appropriate costs. This 
underlying 'logic' is not generic for a certain service. A business model for a certain service can take 
many forms, each form with its own value and revenue elements. 
As mentioned in the introduction, an overview of business models for co-creation communities does 
not exist. Therefore the objective and research question of this master thesis will be: 

What are viable business models for co-creation communities? 

On the basis of three main elements business models can be described: (1) the value proposition, what 
are the benefits for the user to use the service. (2) The value network, how is the value created in the 
new service and (3) the revenue model, which cost and revenues are involved in the service (Haaker & 
Steen, 2003)? In the literature study these elements will be elaborated and underlying aspects will be 
determined . 
The first aspect in a business model, the value proposition, reflects which values are created for the 
customer. Therefore the first sub question is: 

1) Which benefits are the main drivers for users to participate in the corporate co-creation 
community? 

The second element, the value network, in a business model describes how the value in the new service 
is created. A typical aspect of a co-creation community is that user and the company collectively create 
value in the community, thus both the value network of the company and user are taken into account. 
Therefore the second sub question is: 

2) How are the roles of the company and customers, which create value to corporate co-creation 
communities, organized in the community? 

The last element of the business model, revenue model, should implicate which cost and revenues for the 
firm are involved in the new service. 

3) What are the likely outcomes of co-creation communities for the company in terms of cost and 
generated value, based on a viable business model? 

1.2 Research Design 
The best way to examine business models is to perform qualitative research. Business models are 
vibrate and fall short of a fixed set of elements. Qualitative research is a ' process of examining and 
interpreting data in order to elicit meaning, gain understanding, and develop or test empirical 
knowledge' (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). A common approach to conduct qualitative research is the 
'Case-Study' approach outlined by Yin (1994). The case study method is especially appropriate for 
research on new topics, and can contribute with critical insights as well with identify important 
factors. In this thesis the approach of Yin (1994) will be used to develop the research design. Yin 
(1994) distinguishes three main parts in a case study. The first part is the 'Research definition & 
Design part'. The second part of the study is the 'Data Preparation, Collection & Analysis part'. The 
final and third part is the 'Data Comparison & Conclusions part' . Figure 1 provides an overview of 
these three parts. The structure of this report and the arrangements of the chapters are also presented 
in this figure. Below these elements will be elaborated. 
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Research Definition & Design 

Introduction, Research Question & Research Design 

y 

Literature Overview 

Conceptual Framework 
Overview & Selection Co

creation communities 

Preparation Data Collection & Data Analysis ,. 
Data Collection 

Results Data analysis 

Data Comparison & Conclusion ,. 

Conclusions & 
Managerial Implications 

Figure 1: Overview Chapters 

1.2.1 Research Definition & Design 

Discussion 

Limitations & 
Further Research 

In the first part of the study the research questions are formulated and the research design is 
developed. Moreover, an overview of the existing theory is provided. The conceptual framework is 
developed and potential cases are selected . 

Research questions 
At the beginning of this chapter the objective, the main research question the sub research questions 
are determined. The research questions follow from the literature and the assignment of TNO. 

Research design 
In this chapter the research design is explained. "A research design is the logic that links the data to 
be collected and analyzed to the initial questions of the study" (Yin, 1994). The research design is a 
blueprint of the research, dealing with the questions, what questions to study, what data is relevant, 
what data to collect and how to analyze and evaluate the data. 

Literature overview 
According to Yin (1994), every case study must start with a theory. The theory is used to understand 
the context of the objectives of the study. The existing theory, regarding co-creation, communities and 
business models is studied in chapter 2. 

Conceptual framework 
On the basis of theory and the research questions, a conceptual model is developed in chapter 3. This 
model will be used as a blueprint for the case studies. The data collection methods will be based on 
this conceptual framework. 
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Case selection 
With the 'unit of analysis' relevant data can be selected (Yin, 1994; Johnston et al., 1999) and 
determines which group, person, firm need to be studied, in order to answer the research question. 
To determine viable business models of co-creation communities, active co-creation-conununities 
need to be studied. These conununities will thus be the unit of analysis. To gather insight in the value 
and revenue network managers of these conununities need to be involved. To study the value 
proposition, users of this unit of analysis need to be involved as well. Now that the unit of analysis 
has been chosen, criteria for case selection should be determined . In chapter 4 the case selection 
approach is discussed and the final research sample is presented. 

1.2.2 Preparation Data Collection & Data Analysis 
The second part of the research design is the 'Preparation Data Collection & Data Analysis'. In this 
part the data collection method is determined. Furthermore, the data collection instrument is 
developed, data analysis is described and the results of the analysis are described. 

Data Collection 
The data collection method is presented in chapter 5. To collect the appropriate data, data collection 
approaches need to be chosen. Johnston et al. (1999) propose four commonly used techniques, in
depth interviewing, participant observation, observation and documentary evidence. The difference 
between participant observation and observation is that with participant observation the researcher is 
personally involved, while by observation the researcher is an unobtrusive observer. 
To study the research questions the interview technique and the observation will be used. The 
observation instrument will be used to study ongoing processes in the community. The (structured) 
interview method will be used to interview community managers and several heavy community 
users. In chapter 5, the approach is explained in-depth. 

Results Data analysis 
Yin (1994) proposes to rely on the developed theoretical models to analyze the data. The pattern
matching logic can be used to compare the empirical based pattern with the predicted pattern. Thus 
the collected data will be analyzed according the elements of the conceptual model. The results of 
these analyses are presented in chapter 6. 

1.2.3 Data Comparison & Conclusions 
In this part the results will be evaluated and the research questions will be answered. Furthermore, 
the results will be compared with the existing literature. 

Discussion 
After the data is analyzed, the different phases will be compared to each other. Similarities and 
differences will be discussed. Moreover, important business elements will be explained and the 
accurately of the conceptual model is studied. The discussion is conducted in chapter 7. 

Conclusion and Managerial Implications 
The thesis will be concluded in the second last chapter. The research question will be answered and 
important research finding will be presented. Moreover managerial implications will be addressed. 

Limitations and Further Research 
On the basis of the discussion the limitations of the thesis will be addressed . In this final chapter 
suggestions for further research will be provided. 
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1.3 Company description 
This research will be conducted for TNO Information and Communication Technology (TNO ICT). 
TNO is a research organization with the purpose to apply scientific knowledge with the aim of 
strengthening the irrnovative power of industry and government. 

One of the core areas within TNO is TNO ICT. The objective of this department is to investigate new 
possible ICT services and applications in industry, society and government. ICT can increase the 
efficiency and irrnovation of organizations and services. Moreover, ICT facilitates the more efficient 
organization of work processes, faster interaction with suppliers, and a better provision of 
information for users. 
By developing business models for new ICT service TNO tries to provide industry, society and 
government, instruments for ICT irrnovations. 

The emergence of online communities offers new possibilities for organization to irrnovate and 
improve products and services. Therefore, TNO ICT is interested in the opportunities of communities 
and more specific co-creation communities. TNO ICT wants to expand their knowledge and expertise 
among these developments. By studying business models of co-creation communities this study aims 
to contribute to TNO ICTs' knowledge and expertise. 
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2. Literature Study 

In this chapter the literature regarding co-creation, communities and business models will be 
discussed . The purpose of this literature study is to understand the context of the objectives of this 
study. The literature will be used to develop a conceptual business model. 

2.1 Co-creation 
Co-creation refers to 'the practice of product or service creation that is collaboratively executed by 
developers and customers together' (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). 

Involving customers into the new product development is not new, and occurred before the 
maturation of Web 2.0. Customer panels, focus groups, surveys, living-labs and idea boxes are used 
by companies to gather product knowledge. However the development of Internet infrastructure 
provided a better connectivity from customer to customer and from customer to businesses (Amit & 
Zott, 2001). Moreover the high reach and richness of information can improve the customer 
involvement into product development. The reach refers to the number of people that are reachable 
quickly and cheaply in a virtual environment. Through the lack of geographical boundaries the reach 
of virtual markets is unprecedented . Richness refers to the depth and detail of information that can be 
accumulated, offered and exchanged between participants (Amit & Zott, 2001) . 

With the emerge of Web 2.0 new concepts for customer based innovation evolved, for instance the co
creation community, user generated content or crowdsourcing. 
Before discussing co-creation in depth, several concepts related to Web 2.0 and co-creation, will be 
clarified. 

Web 2.0 is a living term describing changing trends in the use of World Wide Web technology and 
web design that aims to enhance creativity, information sharing, collaboration and functionality of the 
Web. Web 2.0 concepts have led to the development and evolution of Web-based communities and 
hosted services, such as social-networking sites, video sharing sites, wikis and Blogs (Murugesan, 
2007, Web source 4). 
If the user provides content on Web 2.0 this content can be defined as User Generated Content. 
The content reflects a certain amount of creative effort and is created outside of professional routines 
and practices (OECD, 2007). The content can be new, such as images, videos, music, designs or text. 
The content can be modified, such as compilations, video mixes or mash-up services. Or the content 
can be categorised, such as playlists, reviews or keywords (Kozinets, 1999). 
By crowdsourcing companies or organisations use the crowd as a source, gathered on Internet, to find 
solutions on a wide range of company-problems. 
Co-creation refers to the practice of product or service development that is collaboratively executed 
by developers and customers together (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004). 
Community based co-creation, community based innovation (Fuller, Bartl & Ernst, 2006), user 
innovation networks (von Hippel, 2005) or NPD communities (Nambisan, 2002) are communities 
with the purpose to develop new products with customers. The difference between the co-creation in 
communities and crowdsourcing is strictly speaking that crowdsourcing does not have to take place 
into a community (Web source 5). 
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2.1.1 New development process 
Co-creation refers to the practice of product and service development. 
New product development is the term used to describe the complete 
process of bringing a new product or service to market. According to 
Enkel et a1. (2005) the following six phases can be distinguished; idea 
generation, concept development, core concept and design, concept 
evaluation, pre-announcement and market launch (Figure 2). 

In the first stage, developers generate ideas with known needs, trends 
and new technology. In the second stage these ideas are translated into a 
concept and a concept of a new product is developed. In the third stage 
the main concept is chosen and designed. In the fourth stage this main 
concept is evaluated. If the concept is approved in the 4th stage, the pre
announcement of the product will be done in stage 5. The first product 
will be launched at stage 6 and after completing the product will be taken 
into production and be sold on the market 

2.1.2 The roles of Customers in New Product Development 
A customer can fulfill different roles in this new product development 

o 0 

Figure 2: NPD process 
(Enkel et aI., 2005) 

process. Each roll can create different value for the new product. Several authors have described the 
potential roles the customers. Successively, the point of views of Enkel et a1. (2005), Fuller et a1. (2004) 
and Nambisan & Nambisan (2008) will be briefly discussed. 

Enkel et a1. (2005) distinguish five roles with can be full filled by the customer. The first one is the idea 
generation role; in this role the customer delivers a product idea. In the second role product concepts 
are identified. Good product concepts are selected by the customers. In the third role the customers 
participate during the development of the product. The fourth customer role can be fulfilled by 
product testing. In the last role the customer provides product feedback. In Table 1 the five types of 
users are presented. 

Fuller et a1. (2004) argue that the customer can fulfill three roles. The first stage of idea generation and 
concepts is focused on the identification and generation of opportunities, fresh ideas and novel 
concepts. The second role, design & engineering, allows the users to design their own products 
according to their wants and needs. In the test and launch role the customers test the product and 
give feedback. In Table 1 the three types of users are presented. 

Nambisan & Nambisan (2008) distinguish five roles. First the product conceptualizer, this customer 
relates to the customer as a source of innovation. The customer provides the idea for the new product. 
Secondly the product designer, customers can design their own versions of the "ideal" product. The 
third role is the product tester; the customer is asked to test the developed products. The product 
support specialist is supporting other customers as product support specialists. This allows them to 
leverage their product-related knowledge and expertise to extend support to peers. The last role is the 
product marketer. This customer takes care of the diffusion of new product information; shaping peer 
customers' purchase behavior. In Table 1 the five types of users are presented. 
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Enkel et aI. (2004) Fuller et al. (2004) Nambisan & Model 
Nambisan (2008) 

1) Idea Generation 1) Idea Generation and Concept 1) Concept 
development 

2) Identification of 1) Product 
concepts Conceptualizer 
3) Participation in 2) Design & Engineering 2) Product Designer 2) Develop 
development 

4) Testing 3) Test & Launch 3) Product Tester 3) Test 
4) Use 

5) Feedback 4) Product Support 
Specialist 

5) Product Marketer 

Table 1: Overview customer roles in NPD 

On the bases of Enkel et a1. (2005), Fuller et a1. (2004) and Nambisan & Nambisan (2008) a model can 
be developed, which covers all types. In Figure 3 the model is presented. 
The model contains four general stages (Figure 3) . 
The first stage is the concept phase. In this phase 
ideas for new products are generated and selected. 
In the development phase, the second phase, the 
design and engineering specifications for the new 
product are formulated and developed. In the third 
phase, the product design is tested and potential 
product issues are solved. In the last phase the 
product is commercialized. The product is launched 
on the market and used by customers. Customers 
have the possibility to provide feedback or support 
other customer peers. Customers can participate in 
all stages of the new product development process. 
This model will be used to describe the business 
models. 

concepts 

Feedback 
Product supporl 

Testing 

Figure 3: Model customer roles in NPD 
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2.2 Communities 
The term community is derived from Latin 'communitas' and the means 'a group of interacting 
people in the same environment' (Web source 6) . 
Communities are defined as 'networks of interpersonal ties that provide sociability, support, 
information, a sense of belonging, and social identity.' (Wellman, 2002). 
Huysman et al. (2003: 3) characterize a community by a boundary (common interest/ ideal context), 
a sense of membership, ongoing interaction and collaboration (mutual support). Kozinets (1999) 
defines community as a group of people who share social interaction, social ties, and a common 
(cyber) 'space'. 

Virtual or online communities use Web 2.0 technologies to interact with each other on the same 
virtual places (Koh & Kim, 2004). Virtual communities depend upon social interaction and exchange 
between users online (Kozinetz, 1999). 

To gain better understanding in communities, three essential aspects that distinguish an online 
community from the rest of the sites and information you can find online will be discussed (Preece, 
2000) The first one is a shared purpose. This can be a common interest or need that gives the 
community a reason for existing. The second element is people, who interact with each other to satisfy 
needs. The last element is computer systems, which is the software needed to mediate the interaction. 
These three elements will be discussed for co-creation communities in the following sections. 

2.2.1 Co-creation communities 
According to Preece (2000), communities need to have a clear purpose or goal and the user must be 
aware of this purpose or goal In the literature different online communities for different kind of 
purposes or goals can be distinguished. These goals have an effect on the culture of a community, as 
well on the way the participants communicate with and relate to one other (Jansen et aI., 2007). 
Hagel and Armstrong (1997) defined in their study four types of purposes: 

(1) Sharing resources, knowledge and information. Virtual communities enable individuals to 
share information on topics they may be interested in. 

(2) Establishing relationships. In virtual communities we may find people with same interests, 
similar problems and experiences. 

(3) Living fantasies. Thanks to virtual communities members may share fantasy experiences. 
(4) Trading. Some virtual communities are used to carry out economical transactions. (Flavian & 

Guinaliu 2005) 
Online communities can have one or a combination of these purposes. For instance, the purpose of 
Wikipedia is sharing information, while the purposes of Myspace is sharing resources and 
establishing friendships (Lai & Turban 2008). 

The purpose of the co-creation community is to collaboratively create products. These communities 
are mainly based upon shared enthusiasm and knowledge concerning specific product domains and 
are often virtual meeting places for innovative users to discuss opportunities and ideas for new 
products and their improvement (Fuller et al., 2004). Therefore co-creation communities are a 
combination of the first and second purpose; sharing resources and establishing relationships. 

Besides the purpose, the origin of community can differ as well. As Porter (2004) mentioned in her 
study the establishment of communities is either member initiated or organization sponsored (Figure 
4). Moreover, Porter (2004) explains that member initiated communities can have a social or a 
professional relationship. For instance facebook.com is social orientated, while linkedin.com has a 
professional purpose. Furthermore Porter (2004) argues that organization-established communities 
are communities that are sponsored either by commercial, governmental or non- profit organizations. 
The co-creation community can be member-initiated or organization sponsored. However this study 
focuses on communities which are established by organizations and in particular 'commercial' 
communities. This implies communities who are established and owned by the companies. These 
communities are established and owned by the company, corporate communities. 
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Figure 4: Framework establishments and relationship virtual communities (Porter 2004) . 

Thus this study focuses on corporate co-creation communities. The use of corporate co-creation 
communities to improve the innovation process is increasing rapidly. For instance, TomTom, KLM, 
Starbucks, Dell, Microsoft, Samsung and Talpa have established their own community. 

2.2.3 The people in co-creation communities 
Community members share thoughts and content and spend sometimes a lot of time in the 
community. In this paragraph the activity level and motivation of users in co-creation communities 
will be discussed. Moreover, appropriate user 'types' for co-creation are explored. 

Activity level 
To distinguish the activity in communities Broekzitter (2008) developed, on the basis of empirical data, 
the community pyramid for user's activity . Six levels of participation are presented: (1) the consumer, 
(2) the rater, (3) the participant, (4) the producer, (5) the promoter and (6) the manager. Below these 
roles will be explained . 
According to Broekzitter (2008), consumers are users who only read and use the submitted information 
in the community. These users are a passive member in the community and in this role they will start 
their 'life' in the community. 
Rating is the second stage. The raters are users who read and use the information, and also rate the 
relevance of the content. For instance, they give marks to product concepts. 
The participants are users who not only consume and rate the information, but also submit comments 
to interesting topics. The participants can agree or disagree with the content and post suggestions to 
improve the content. The participant role is the third stage. 
Producing can be the fourth activity in the community. The producers are users who submit the 
content. These producers have a good idea or are curious about a specific topic and stimulate other 
users to give their opinion. In general, the producers not only submit new content, but also post 
comments to existing concepts. 
The promoters not only produce content, but also advise non community members to become a 
community member. Finally, the managers are users who feel responsible for the community. The 
managers control the content and relevance of the submitted information. They will inform the owner 
of the community in case of abuse or misbehavior. In Figure 5 the six levels are presented. Only a few 
users will reach the final stages of promoter and manager. The most users will stick into the consumer 
and rater role. 

,. 

Figure 5: Community pyramid for user's activity (Broekzitter, 2008) 
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Motivation 
Community members can spend a lot time and effort in participating in communities. Four different 
motivation aspects can be distinguished. 
Kollock and Smith (1999) studied the non-monetary motivations for contributing to general online 
communities, the (1) community related benefits. They recognized four motivations factors; (a) 
anticipated reciprocity, (b) increased recognition, (c) sense of efficacy and (d) sense of community. 
Anticipated reciprocity refers to the motivation that originates from the expectation that useful 
contribute information to the group will lead to valuable help and information in return. 
Increased recognition. Individuals want recognition for their contributions. If the recognition increases 
the contributions will increase. Therefore it is important that the contributions are clearly visible on 
the community and that the contributor is not anonymous. If the contributions are valuable, users will 
receive recognition. This recognition is perceived as prestige and one of the key motivations of 
individuals' contributions to the group. 
Sense of efficaCt) refers to the sense that people had some effect on their environment by adding their 
information. 
Sense of community is that people becomes motivated by receiving direct responses to their 
contributions. 
The influences of community-related benefits are highly dependent on the participation of other users. 
If the participation is low, the reciprocity, the recognition, sense of efficacy and sense of community 
will be low. Therefore the community related benefits for users will be low as well. 

Beside the community related benefits, Nambisan (2002) distinguished two types of benefits that 
customers perceive by participating in co-creation projects: (2) product/ service-related benefits and 
(3) medium related benefits. 
The product & service-related benefits contains three aspects; (a) the gained product knowledge, (b) 
improving products and (c) product-technology curiosity. 
The gained product knowledge; the customer can increase his product knowledge or product technology 
by being involved in the NPD process. 
Improving products; the idea of improving the quality of the product can motivate customer to 
participate in co-creation communities. 
Product-technology curiosity can encourage customers to get involved into communities. 

The medium related benefits reflect the willingness of the customer to interact in the virtual 
environment. The virtual environment is 'a positive opportunity for a firm to keep its customers 
deeply involved, motivated, and highly focused on the activity or experience' (Nambisan 2002). 

The previous discussed motivation factors are all non monetary incentives, however Hennig-Thurau 
et al. (2004) recognized also (4) monetary incentives as well. People can share content or knowledge in 
exchange for monetary incentives or presents. 

User types 
Different type of users can be involved into the co-creation process. Von Hippel (1986) introduced the 
idea of the existence of lead users - users who have two very specific characteristics that make them 
particularly interesting as a group for development point of view. Firstly, lead users are said to 
experience needs that are not satisfied with the current offerings and are said to experience them long 
before the mass. Secondly, lead users are in a position to benefit greatly from the solution to those 
needs. According to Lilien et al. (2002) the lead user approach is a successful way to collect ideas and 
designs to develop new products. 

2.2.4 The computer systems supporting Co-creation Communities 
To support social interactions on an online platform, appropriate software is needed. 
To understand the social software elements, Smith (2007) developed the Social Software Honeycomb. 
The honeycomb contains seven building blocks which can be a part of a community or social platform. 
The building blocks are: identity, presence, relationships, conversations, groups, reputation and 
sharing. The honeycomb is presented in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Social Software Honeycomb (Smith, 2007) 

The identihj element provides a way of uniquely identifying users in the system. For instance user 
registration or users profiles are identity elements. The presence element takes care of knowing who is 
online, available or otherwise nearby. The relation aspect describes how two users in the system are 
related, for instance friends or business partners. The conversation aspect reflects how users can 
communicate within the system, discussion boards or forums are part of the conversation aspect. 
The group element provides a way of forrning communities of interest. The reputation aspect reflects 
what the status is of the user in the system, for instance what the contribution of the user is to the 
system. The sharing element provides the possibility to share content and thoughts that are 
meaningful to users, for instance opinions or photo's. 
A social platform does not need to contain of all of these variables. Moreover not all the available 
elements need to receive the same attention. Depending on the purpose of the community the 
elements are available or are emphasized. For instance, the purposes of Linkedin is to establish and 
retain professional relationships, therefore the relationship and identity elements are emphasized, 
however other elements are also present 

The purpose of the co-creation community is to collaboratory create products, therefore the sharing 
and conversation element are required. It is important to have the possibility to share thoughts, 
content or new products. Moreover, the users need to have the possibility to have discussions about 
these thoughts, content or new products. 

In this thesis only the software required in co-creation communities will be discussed. The hardware 
of the community systems will be leaved aside. Therefore, the computer systems refer only to the 
software in this thesis. 
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2.3 Business Models 
Business models are models of organizations, with the purpose to determine the unique conformation 
of elements which create value for customers and 'revenue' for the company (Jansen et al., 2007) . The 
business model is useful to identify the activities of the firm are related to economic implications 
(Haaker & Steen, 2003) . The business model approach can be used to describe new businesses or new 
services. 

Although the term 'business model' received first attention in literature in 1960 by Jones (1960), the 
mainstream appearance of the term business model in literature is a phenomenon that found the peak 
during the Internet hype (Osterwalder, 2004). With the emergence of the Internet the business models 
got attention. The Internet provided new opportunities to rearrange business model elements 
(Timmers, 1998) . In the next paragraph different approaches of business models will be discussed. 
TNO developed their approach to determine the business model of companies or services, the 
Business Blue Print (BBP) (Haaker & Steen, 2003). This approach will also be described and compared 
to other business model approaches. 

2.3.1 Different point of views 
Different authors use different approaches to describe business models. Successively Timmers, 
Mahadevan, Stahler, Osterwalder and the Business Blue Print will be discussed. 
Timmers (1998) uses three streams to determine a business model: (1) the value stream, (2) the 
revenue stream and the (3) logistic stream. The value stream identifies the value proposition for the 
various business actors. The revenue stream is a description of the sources of revenues. And the 
logistic stream is the architecture for the product, service and information flows, including a 
description of the various business actors and their roles. 
Mahadevan (2000) applies the same approach as Timmer (1998), but complements the revenue stream. 
He states that the revenue stream also includes information about user patterns, customer loyalty and 
customer knowledge. 
According to Stahler (2001), a business model contains the following elements, (1) the value 
proposition, (2) the value architecture and (3) the revenue model. The meaning of the terms 
respectively corresponds to the value stream, logistic stream and revenue stream of Timmers (1998). 
Osterwalder (2004) describes a more comprehensive business model. He distinguishes four main 
elements and nine business model building blocks. In Table 2 these elements are presented and 
explained. 
TNO developed a business model of companies or services: the Business Blue Print (BBP). The BBP is 
mainly developed to analyze new information, communications and technology systems (leT). The 
BBP contains four streams; (1) the value proposition, (2) the value network, (3) the revenue model and 
the (4) technological architecture (Haaker & Steen, 2003). The value proposition is ' the service as seen 
from the end-user perspective' and the value network determines 'all roles necessary for realizing the 
new service' . The revenue model defines 'all activities that create value and all streams of money' and 
the technological architecture describes 'the functional building blocks and architecture'. 
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Building Blocks 
Pilar of Business Description 

Model 

Product 
Value A Value Proposition is an overall view of a company's bundle of products 
Proposition and services that are of value to the customer. 

Target Customer 
The Target Customer is a segment of customers a company wants to offer 
value to. 

Customer 
Relationship 

The Relationship describes the kind of link a company establishes between 
Interface itself and the customer. 

Distribution 
A Distribution Channel is a means of getting in touch with the customer. 

Channel 
Value The Value Configuration describes the arrangement of activities and 
Configuration resources that are necessary to create value for the customer. 

Infrastructure 
Capability 

A capability is the ability to execute a repeatable pattern of actions that is 
Management necessary in order to create value for the customer. 

Partnership 
A Partnership is a voluntarily initiated cooperative agreement between two 
or more companies in order to create value for the customer. 

Cost Structure 
The Cost Structure is the representation in money of all the means 

Financial employed in the business model. 
Aspects 

Revenue Model The Revenue Model describes the way a company makes money 

Table 2: Business Model approach Osterwalder (2004) 

2.3.2 Comparing Business Model approaches 
The approach of Timmer (1998), Stahler (2001) and Haaker and Steen (2003) correspond nearly. The 
value proposition of Haaker and Steen (2003) corresponds with the value stream (Timmers, 1998) and 
value proposition (Stahler, 2001). The revenue model of Haaker and Steen (2003) corresponds to the 
revenue stream (Timmers 1998; Stahler 2001). The value network and technological architectme of 
Haaker and Steen (2003) are both part of the logistic stream of Timmers (1998) and value architecture 
(Stahler, 2001). Because the leT focus of the BBP, the technical architectme is separated from the 
value network. Technology is the important driver in new ICT services; therefore the BBP analyses 
the technology separately. An overview of the approaches is presented in Table 3. 

The difference between the Osterwalders' approach and the other approaches are more evident then 
the comparison between Timmer (1998), Stahler (2001) and Haaker and Steen (2003). The first 
difference is that Osterwalders' approach is divided into more components than the other 
frameworks. It is nevertheless important to mention that the components that the other models 
apparently are lacking, are often included within other components. For instance, the business 
models of Timmers (1998) and Haaker and Steen (2004) have fewer components than Osterwalder's, 
but these components cover in some cases a wider area. As an example, what Timmers (1998) and 
Haaker and Steen (2004) call revenue model includes also the issues addressed under financial 
aspects in Osterwalder's approach. 
Furthermore, the customer-interface element in Osterwalders' approach is partly covered by the 
value proposition and value model of Haaker and Steen (2003). The 'target customer' and 
'relationship' are components of the value proposition of Haaker and Steen (2003) and Stahler (2001) 
and the value stream of Timmers (1998). In this value stream and value proposition not only the 
product is covered, but also the different customers and the relationship. Moreover, the distribution 
channel (Osterwalder, 2004) is part of the logistic stream (Timmers, 1998), value architecture (Stahler, 
2001) and value Network (Haaker & Steen, 2003). 
Infrastructure management (Osterwalder, 2004) is also a part of logistic stream (Timmers, 1998), value 
architectme (Stahler, 2001) and value Network (Haaker & Steen, 2003). 
And the infrastructure management (Osterwalder, 2004) covers the technology architecture (Haaker 
& Steen, 2003). 
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Timmers (1998)/ 
Stahler (2001) Osterwalder (2004) 

(Ha.lker & Steen, 2003) 
Mahadevan (2000) (TNO - Blue Print) 

Value Stream Value Proposition Product Value Proposition Value Proposition 

Target Customer 
Customer 

Relationship 
Interface 

Distribution Channel 
Value Configuration 

Logistic Stream Value Architecture Infrastructure 
Capability 

Value Network 
Management 

Partnership 
Technology 
Architecture 

Financial 
Cost Structure 

Revenue Stream Revenue Model Aspects Revenue Model Revenue Model 
Table 3: Overview BM approaches 

2.3.3 Using the Business Blue Print 
In the previous paragraph the different business model approaches are compared. It can be concluded 
that the different approaches have many similarities. The revenue part, the value proposition and the 
value network are nearly the same. The biggest differences are that Osterwalder (2004) has a more 
fragmented approach and Haaker and Steen (2003) pay special attention toward the technology 
element. Because this thesis will be conducted for TNO, the BBP approach will be used to describe 
business models. In this paragraph the BBP will be more elaborated. The four elements will be 
explained in depth and the relation between the elements will be described. There are several 
possible business models for a service or organization. Two comparable services can have a different 
confirmation of actors, another value proposition, or a variation in the value return. Both services can 
be viable. 
A viable business model can be defined as a model were the generated revenue equals or exceeds the 
cost (Osterwalder, 2004) . The revenue does not necessary need to contain money. Product knowledge, 
customer knowledge or customer loyalty also can be seen as generate 'revenue' . 

Value proposition 
The value proposition describes the service from end user perspective. The value proposition should 
explain what 'the added value' is to the customer. In other words: what are the benefits for the 
customer? Moreover, the target customers need to be defined and the context where they will use the 
serves need to be determined. According to Haaker and Steen (2003), the value proposition should 
verify it there is a market for the service. In addition to the value proposition the relationship with the 
customer can also be described. The relationship describes the kind of link a company establishes 
between itself and the customer. 

Value Network 
The value network is an overview of all the actors necessary for the development and exploitation of 
the new services. Actors can be determined as 'activities and resources that are necessary to create 
value for the customer' . 
The role of each actor is defined by the product or service it delivers to the other actors (Haaker & 
Steen, 2003) . In the value network the distribution channels and partnership with companies and 
customers are included. 

Revenue model 
In the revenue model all the activities in the new service that generate or add economic values are 
mapped, the cost and revenue structure, preferably linked to the value network. The way in which 
the actors work together in combining the activities that finally constitute the service and the way 
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they distribute the revenues for those activities among each other determines the revenue model 
(Haaker & Steen, 2003). The costs structure, within the revenue model, can contain investments and 
operation cost. The revenue structure does also contain non-monetary gain, for instance product 
knowledge and loyalty. Therefore the revenue structure will be defined as value return. 

Technological architecture 
In the technology architecture all necessary technical functions for the new service are mapped. 
Because the main focus of this thesis will be on the value and revenue aspects of communities, the 
technology architecture element will not be discussed separately in this thesis (Haaker & Steen, 2003). 
However, the element will be assigned to the value network element and will be discussed in depth 
to gain understanding what the necessary requirements for the service are. 

The four described elements that are part of the business model determine the unique conformation 
of elements which create value for customers and 'revenue' for the company (Jansen et al., 2007). In 
Figure 7 the business model is presented for a service established by a company. The figure shows the 
relationships between the company, service and customer. 

Business Model 

Revenue Model 

Figure 7: BBP (Haaker & Steen 2003) 
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3. Conceptual Model 

In this chapter the conceptual model will be developed to determine viable business models for co
creation communities. First a general model will be introduced. Next, the tltree business models 
elements; value proposition, value network and revenue model, will be elaborated. Finally, the 
influences of the New Product Development (NPD) process will be added to complete the conceptual 
model. The conceptual model will be used to collect appropriate data. 

3.1 Approach 
According to Yin (1994) and Johnston et al. (1999) a conceptual model generated of theory is needed 
to investigate the research question systematically. Conceptual models are intermediate that have the 
potential to connect to problem definition, literature review, methodology, data collection and 
analysis . First, a general model will be introduced and discussed. This basic model explains how the 
business models elements, value proposition, value network and revenue model, can be influenced 
by the company and the users. Moreover, this model explains how the business model elements 
influence the community. Secondly, the separate business models elements are studied in-depth and 
relevant literature for co-creation and communities related to the separate business model elements. 
Thirdly, these elements will be combined and the relationship with the NPD process will be 
elaborated . 

3.2 Co-creation Community Business Model 
In this paragraph a general model will be presented. The model reflects how the business model is 
related to the co-creation community, company and the user. The model is presented in Figure 8. 

A special characteristic of a co-creation community is that the company and users are the major actors 
in the value network. In general only the company is the major actor in the value network, however 
by participating in the community, the users create collectively the community services. The activity 
of the users determines a part of the attractiveness of the co-creation community. 
Collectively the company and user influence the organization of value network of the co-creation 
community. The organization of the co-creation community will affect the value proposition and the 
value return. 
The value proposition will again influence the user, whether he/ she will continue participating. The 
value return will affect the company. 
To establish and retain the value network both the company and the user need to provide resources, 
like money and time. However, the focus of this thesis is on the company perspective of co-creation 
communities, therefore the resources of the users will not be study in-depth and are not reflected in 
the model. 
The provided resources by the company are covered by the term 'cost structures', in the revenue 
model. 
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Figure 8: Relation business model elements, actors and service. 
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3.3 Elaboration Co-creation Business models Elements 

Company 

In this paragraph the three business elements will be studied in depth for the co-creation 
communities. 

3.3.2 Value proposition 
The value proposition is a description of the 
potential values for the user. In the case of 
community based co-creation the value 
proposition reflects why a large enough group of 
users are willing to participate in a community 
and co-create. In the literature review the 
motivations factors why users would participate 
in co-creation communities are explained. 
Summarizing, four main drivers can be 
distinguished; (1) community-related benefits, 
(2) product/ service-related benefits, (3) medium 

Users 

related benefits and (4) monetary related benefits . Figure 9: Value Proposition Co-Creation 
In Figure 9 these benefits are presented . Communities 
The community-related benefits can be divided into four benefits. Anticipated reciprocity, increased 
recognition, sense of efficacy and sense of community can motivate the user to participate in the 
community. The product & service-related benefits contains three aspects. The gained product and 
brand knowledge, the idea of improving the quality of the product or brand and product-teclmology 
curiosity can encourage customers to get involved into communities. 
This part of the model will give answer on the first sub question: 'Which benefits are the main drivers 
for users to participate in the corporate co-creation community?' 

3.3.2 Value Network Company 
The value network represents 'all roles necessary for realizing the new service' . As discussed earlier, 
in this thesis the teclmology aspect of the Business Blue Print will be a part of the value network. The 
company and the users are actors in the value network. First the roles of the company will be 
determined . In the next paragraph the roles of the users will be discussed. 
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To establish the co-creation community the company needs to fulfill several roles within the 
community; (1) member-mobilizing role (Labs, 2008) (2) the idea validation role, (3) the knowledge 
role, (4) the moderating role and (5) the technology role (Preece 2000; Nambisan, 2002). 
The member-mobilizing role is needed to recruit users who want to participate in the community 
(Labs, 2008). Attention has to be paid on the number of user and the type of users (Labs, 2008 and 
Hoegg et al., 2006). 
The validating role of the company refers to the way the ideas are used, validated and implemented 
in the new products. Giving feedback how ideas are used are part of the validating role and enhances 
the participation of users (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004) . 
The knowledge-supply role of the company is also needed to enhance the co-creation within the 
community (Hoegg et al., 2006; Nambisan & Nambisan, 2008). The company has to provide product 
knowledge and/or a knowledge related assignment to the community, to inspire and motivate the 
community members (Nambisan & Nambisan, 2008). 
The moderating role is needed to help the community with creating an own identity (Preece, 2000; 
Kim 2000) . The identity formulates rituals on how people are supposed to interact and behave in the 
community. This identity can motivate users to participate and produce content in the co-creation 
commW1ity. For instance, moderating the community towards an identity with trust, voluntarism and 
reciprocity can enhance the creation of new knowledge (Matwick et aI., 2008). 
The technology role is needed to establish the virtual environment and to mediate the interactions 
between users and the company (Preece, 2000). The Social Software Honeycomb (Smith, 2007) can be 
used to determine the software requirements. Special product design and prototype tools can be 
developed to enhance the involvement of customer (Nambisan & Nambisan, 2008). The products can 
contain configured packages or common of the self packages. The company can fulfill these roles, to 
establish a successful community in several ways. These roles can be found in Figure 10. 

3.3.3 Value Network User 
The user can fulfill different roles in the community. In the literature six activity levels of Broekzitter 
(2008) are distinguished: (1) the consumer, (2) the rater, (3) the participant, (4) the producer, (5) the 
promoter and (6) the manager. Every level represents another contribution. These contributions 
together form the value network of the users. In Figure 10 the roles of the users are presented as well. 
The second sub questions focuses on the interpretation of the company and the user roles. Therefore, 
this part of the model will cover the second sub question: 'How are the roles of the company and 
customers, which create value to corporate co-creation communities, organized in the community?' 

Figure 10: Value Network Co-Creation Communities 
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3.3.4 Revenue Model 
In the revenue model all activities that generate (economic) value and cost are reflected. To start with 
the value return; new product knowledge (Nambisan, 2002), customer knowledge and customer 
loyalty (Lab, 2008) can be generated by the community. The new product knowledge can contain 
product ideas, product improvements or new product designs. This knowledge can be used in the 
NPD process to improve the quality of the products or reduce 'the time to the market'. The customer 
knowledge can contain customer preferences or needs (Garcia-Murillo & Annabi, 2002). Applying 
these values into new products or services can lead to higher competitiveness of the firm, because the 
product or service can better fit into the customer requirements. 
Moreover the customers' integration and interaction in a corporate community can increase his 
product or brand loyalty. Through the increased loyalty, the customer is more willing to buy the 
product (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004; Algesheimer et al., 2005). 
The gained product knowledge, customer knowledge and loyalty are part of the value return of the 
community. Indirectly this value return can increase the competitiveness of the firm. 
To establish a co-creation community the company needs to invest time, money and effort in the five 
elements of the value network of the company. The company needs to recruit community members 
and promote the community. Furthermore, the technological support systems need to be developed 
and retained. The interactions of the co-creators need to be moderated. The company needs to add 
product designs, knowledge or assignments to the community. Finally, the generated contents need 
to be assessed, valued and implemented into the new product development cycle. These activities 
lead to employee cost, technological cost, and promotion and reward expenses. In Figure 11 these cost 
are presented under the cost structures. In Figure 11 the revenue model is presented. 

Revenue Model 
Cost SlnKtllres 

Employment costs 

Platform costs 

Promotion costs 

Reward coots 

- i -

Company I 
J 

Revenue Model 
Vallie Retunr 

I Product Knowledge I 
I Custon\er Knowledge I 
I Customer loyalty I 

Figure 11: Revenue model Co-Creation Communities 

In a viable business model, the delivered values must satisfy the expenses. In this part of the model 
the third research question is investigated: 'What are the likely outcomes of co-creation communities 
for the company in terms of cost and generated value, based on a viable business model?' 

3.4 Relationship with NPD process 
In Figure 12 the complete conceptual model is presented. As mentioned before, there are several 
possible business models for a service or organization. Two comparable services can have a different 
confirmation of actors, another value proposition, or a variation in the value return. In literature 
review four potential phases for co-creation are defined the concept, development, test and use phase. 
In chapter 2 a classification is provided. In Figure 12 these elements are added in the box 'community'. 
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This classification will be used as guide to find viable business models. The elements of the business 
model of these phases will be mapped to discover critical factors. 
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Figure 12: General conceptual model 
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The purpose of this thesis to define viable business models for corporate co-creation communities. 
The conceptual model presented above, describes the general aspects of a co-creation community. 

To define the right business models, the aspects that lie underneath and influence the business model 
need to be investigated. A brief investigation on these four categories shows that, besides the purpose 
of the community, two other aspects can influence the organization of the business models; (1) the 
involvement of different departments in the community and (2) target group of the community (Table 
4). In the preceding of this thesis these aspects are called context factors. 

Concept phase Development phase Test phase Use phase 
Involvement Marketing and R&D R&D department R&D department Marketing/ Sales and 
Departments department. R&D department. 

Target Group Lead Users Lead Users Lead Users Regular Users 

Table 4: Differences NPD phases 

Involved departments 
Co-creation in the concept phase is initiated by the marketing department. This department wants to 
uncover new needs and product ideas; however support of the development department is needed to 
realize the ideas. Thus two different departments need to be involved in the community. 
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Co-creation in the development and test phase are both initiated by the R&D department. The 
development departments are also responsible for the implementation of the input of the customers. 
T1US, probability only one department needs to be involved. 
In the use phase at least two departments are involved in the community. The sales or marketing 
department initiate the co-creation community to receive feedback of product performance, while 
development department is responsible for the realization of the product improvements. 
The required involvement of different departments can influence the organization of the business 
model. 
The involvement of the required departments will enhance the quality of the value network. The 
development department can supply the acquired knowledge and validate the ideas of the users 
efficiently. This can improve the product related benefits for the users. 
Moreover, if more departments are involved the cost structures will probability increase. For instance, 
if employees of both the development and marketing department need to be committed, the 
employment costs will probably be higher then when only employees of the development department 
are involved. 
However, the involvement of more departments can enhance the perception of the value. If more 
department are involved the social capital can be used in more departments. 

Target Group 
The other aspect that could influence the business model is the intended target group. As Von Hippel 
(1986) and Lilien et al. (2002) indicate lead users are more suitable for developing products. The lead 
user approach 'collects information about both needs and solutions from users at the leading edges of 
the target market' (Lilien et al., 2002). In the concept, development and test phases the co-creation 
community can target on these users. The involvement of these users, by the development of 
products which are not available on the marketplace, can strengthen the success of the innovation 
process. However, in the use phase product feedback and support is needed. Regular users can report 
the feedback as well and lead user characteristics are less required. 
Targeting on different users can influence the business models as well. Different users prefer different 
benefits. Lead users are more interested in product features while regular users are maybe more 
interested in the community benefits. Therefore, the value proposition needs to be adapted to the 
target group. The value network of the company should be organized to satisfy these benefits. 
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4. Case Selection 

To determine viable business models of corporate co-creation communities, corporate co-creation
communities need to be studied. In this chapter the selection of those cases is discussed. First the 
approach of the case collection and selection is discussed. Moreover, the selection criteria are 
addressed. Finally, the participatory cases are presented. 

4.1 Approach 
To find cases for the empirical research several approaches were used. First TNO employees were 
consulted. These employees are specialized in co-creation topics and active in online media projects. 
Through this, they are aware of possible cases and contacts in the on-line community envirorunent. 
After a brief description of the research question, the employees were explicitly asked to provide their 
input, regarding corporate co-creation initiatives and online communities. As a result of these 
interviews a list of potential cases was composed. Moreover, the employees provided a list of other 
sources, like documents and Internet sources. 
Secondly, documents within TNO have been used to collect potential cases. TNO has done a lot of 
research regarding co-creation and online communities. Published reports, presentations and 
collected literature have been studied to find co-creation initiatives. 
Finally, several Internet sources have been examined. Co-creation, online communities and online 
marketing receive a lot of attention in online marketing and media blogs and are therefore an 
excellent source to find cases. Online marketing experts and professionals meet on these blogs and 
share experiences and best practices on new Internet and media initiatives. Marketingfacts.nl, 
Frankwatching.nl and Emerce.nl are typical examples of these blogs. Because the traditional literature 
does not cover recent co-creation initiatives, the online blogs are an excellent way to get familiar with 
potential cases. Moreover, to receive attention for this research and to find more appropriate cases an 
article has been written on Marketingfacts.nl (Web source 7). This has resulted in a few cases. 
The three approaches complemented each other and helped to obtain an adequate number of contacts 
and firms for further selection. 
As a result of these three sources a list of potential cases were composed. These cases are presented in 
paragraph 5.2. To create a representative sample to determine viable business models a set of criteria 
need to be established. The discussed literature and conceptual framework brought relief. Moreover, 
TNO employees, who have been interviewed for case collection, have been consulted by the 
development of the criteria. These criteria can be found in the third paragraph. The collected cases 
will be measured according these criteria and appropriate co-creation communities are chosen. 

4.2 Selection Criteria 
Three selection criteria have been used to selected appropriate cases. 
First, the community is initiated by the company and the product or services are company owned. 
Therefore it is checked if the community is established by the firm if the community is co-creating 
corporate owned products. . 
Secondly, the community needs to be active for a certain amount of time. Without an active 
community little insight is obtained in motivations and results of the community. To determine the 
viability of a business models it is necessary that the community is active for at least half a year. At 
that time, the different elements in the business model have fulfilled certain tasks and have been 
proven that they are viable. 
Finally, beside these two general criteria, the cases have to fit in one of the phases of the NPD cycle. 
As described in chapter 2, the NPD process can be dived into four phases. The characteristic of the 
four phases are repeated in Table 5. 
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Phase: Characteristic: 
1) Concept phase - idea generation 

- concept development 
- identification of concepts 

2) Develop phase - design 
- development 
- engineering 

3) Test - test 
4) Launch! Use - feedback 

- launch support 
- product support 

Table 5: Overview customer roles in NPD 

4.3 Selected Cases 
In appendix I the initial cases are presented. After utilization of the sampling criteria twelve cases are 
qualified for this research. In Table 6 the appropriate cases per 1'\PD phase are presented. 

Concept phase Development phase Test Phase Use ph.lse 
- Talpa-Creative - TomTom MapShare - Nokia-BetaIabs - KLM-bluelab 
- Dell-idea-Storm - Vodafone-Betavine - American- Express-Labs - Robeco-Connect 
- My-Starbuck-Idea - Samsung IQ -ABN AMRO-Blackboard 
- Generation-Benz 

Table 6: Overview customer roles in NPD 

4.4 Final Research Sample 
To invite the selected co-creation communities, managers of the concerning communities are e-mailed 
or contacted by a professional Network community. In Appendix II a mail-example can be found . 

Seven communities have approved to participate in this research: Robeco-Connect, My-Starbuck-Idea, 
Dell-idea-Storm, KLM-Bluelab, ABN AMRO-Blackboard, Samsung IQ and Nokia-Betalabs. The 
definitive sample can be found in Figure 13. In chapter 6 the co-creation communities will be further 
introduced. 
Yin (1993) and Johnston et al. (1999) suggest that two or more cases should be included within the 
same study-area, because the investigator predicts that similar results will be found . However, the 
'newness' of co-creation communities and therefore the limited number of potential samples, it is not 
realistic to expect full cooperation of all the cases. Therefore, sufficient spread and at least one case is 
required. In Figure 13 the final sample is presented. In the development and test phase only one case 
is available. There appears to be adequate spread over cells of research design. Hence we continued 
with the research. 

Del/-Idea-Storm 
My-Staroucks-Idea 

Samsung-IQ 

Robeco Connect 
BlackBoald ABN-AMRO 
KLM-Blue-Lab 

Figure 13: Final Sample 

Nokia-Beta-Labs 
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5. Data Collection & Analysis 

Data needs to be collected and analyzed to investigate the business models. First the used approach to 
collect data is discussed. Hereafter, the establishment of the collection instruments is presented. 
In the approach is explained which methods have been use 

5.1 Data Collection Approach 
Three data collection instruments were used to determine viable business models of co-creation 
communities. It helped to obtain a complete picture as the different data complemented each other 
and allowed for some initial cross checks. Below these approaches are briefly described. 
First, observation is used to study the processes and communication within the communities. 
Evidence about the value network, like software applications, user roles and moderation of the 
community can be collected. The protocol for collecting this data is developed on the basis of the 
conceptual framework. By reviewing the framework it can be determined, which elements can be 
studied through observation. 
Secondly, semi-structured interviews are developed to collect data about the business model of the 
communities. The community managers have knowledge about the community value network and 
revenue model. Moreover, the community managers could have knowledge about the value 
proposition. To gather this knowledge, semi-structured interviews are performed with involved 
community managers. Semi-structured interviews are interviews that start with specific questions 
and then follow the individual tangents of thoughts with interviewer probes. Semi-structured 
interviews are used to extract more and a greater variety of data. Moreover greater clarity and 
elaboration of answers can be achieved. Because the business model can be viable in different ways, 
semi-structured interviews offer the possibility to explore new relations between business elements. 
The questions will cover the elements in the business model and the relation between elements. 
Furthermore, the research protocol is developed. In this protocol the directives, how to conduct the 
interviews, are described. To check the internal validity of the interview protocol the community 
manager of Not Invented Yet (the corporate TNO co-creation community) is interviewed and the 
questions and protocol are checked. 
Thirdly, open surveys with heavy user, based on the conceptual model, were used to explore the 
relation between the value proposition and value network of the company. Open surveys allow the 
users to include more information, like feelings, attitudes and understanding of the subject. This 
enables better access the respondents' true feelings on an issue (Cooper and Schindler, 2006). These 
surveys are conducted among 'heavy' users of the community. Heavy users are users who are 
frequently using the community. They have, through their experience knowledge about the value 
network of the community. These users have information, which is not immediately obvious by 
observation, because it includes behavior of users and employees, therefore the surveys are a perfect 
addition to the observation instrument. For instance, these users can provide information how the 
company can enhances the participation or what should be improved in the community. The heavy 
users are approached by the community managers. 

The data from the observation, semi-structured interviews with managers and customer surveys were 
analyzed as follows. The complete data sets can be found in Appendix IV. 
First the data from the observation protocol is reviewed and relevant information is processed in the 
analysis. This data is mainly used to describe the technology role and the value network of the user. 
Moreover, the observation protocol provides insights in the conversations between users and 
employees. 
The interviews with the community managers are taped to ensure completeness. After conducting the 
interviews, the interviews are literally transcribed in order to have a complete overview of the 
discussed issues. The data from interviews is structured in accordance with questions and parts of 
conceptual model. To ensure a correct interpretation the literally transcribed document and the 
document with the structured questions and answers are sent back to the interviewees for review. 
The surveys of the heavy users are studied, and where needed the respondent is asked to provide 
additional information. Because only a few heavy users are interviewed, the data provided by the 
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heavy users is not representative for the whole population. Therefore the evidence provided by the 
heavy users will be used to support the evidence found by the other sources. 
In a next step the data was integrated. This was done per case using the 3 components of the 
framework. The complete data analysis can be found in Appendix V. 
In the next paragraphs the most important issues per phase will be summarized. 

5.1.1 Observation 
Observation of the community is suitable to study the parts of the value network of the company and 
the users. The technical role of the company, the activities and communications of the users and the 
employees in the community can be studied. However, by observation the 'natural' behaviour of the 
community is not disturbed. 
The social software honeycomb of Smith (2007) can be used to objectively and constructively observe 
the co-creation community. On the basis of this classification the software functionalities in the 
community are studied. The classification contains 7 aspects: identity, presence, relationship, 
conversations, groups, reputation and sharing. 
The company and user will probability not be able to perform the same actions in the community. 
Therefore a distinction is made between the user and company in the analysis. In the observation 
protocol this aspects is elaborated. The observation protocol is presented in Appendix III-I. 

5.1.2 In-depth Interview Community manager 
Community managers can provide valuable knowledge about the business model, therefore they will 
be interviewed. A semi-structured interview is developed to investigate the business model in-depth. 
With the conceptual model as basis, questions are developed. The model and corresponding 
interview questions can be found in Appendix III-2. The questions cover the three business model 
elements, the context factors and the relation between these aspects. Furthermore, questions are 
stated regarding general information. 
For instance, to investigate the value network of the company the manager is asked which employees 
and departments are involved in the community and what their role is in the community. Next the 
roles are discussed in detail. 
To check the internal validity of the interview questions the community manager of Not Invented Yet 
(the corporate TNO co-creation community) is interviewed and the questions and protocol are 
checked. 

An interview can be conducted on the phone or personal. To ensure that the community managers 
understand the objectives of the study, an introduction mail is send before the interview. In this mail 
the purpose of the study is explained and the structure of the interview is elaborated. Preceding on 
the interview the purpose and the structure is explained once more. Then the interview is conducted. 
Where needed examples of other communities are mentioned and explained, during the interview. 
The structure and the procedure of the interview are presented in Appendix III-2. 
To practice the interview techniques two interviews are conducted with non-sampled co-creation 
communities. 

5.1.3 Survey community member 
heavy users are familiar with the procedures in the community and they can provide additional 
knowledge. For instance, they can explain how the value network does influence the value 
proposition. Moreover, these users can provide insights about the behavior of the company in the 
community. In the open survey, the relation between the value network of the company and the value 
proposition is further investigated The survey is presented in Appendix III-3. 
Heavy users are approached by the community managers. Not every community manager agreed to 
cooperate in this part of the research. Therefore, not for every community the heavy users are 
involved. However, the information provided by the involved heavy users appears to be sufficient to 
explore globally the relation between the value proposition and the value network. The survey is 
mailed to the respondents. 
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5.2 Data Analysis Approach 
The data from the observation, semi-structured interviews with managers and customer surveys were 
analyzed as follows . The complete data sets can be found in Appendix IV. 
First the data from the observation protocol is reviewed and relevant information is processed in the 
analysis. This data is mainly used to describe the technology role and the value network of the user. 
Moreover, the observation protocol provides insights in the conversations between users and 
employees. 
The interviews with the community managers are taped to ensure completeness. After conducting the 
interviews, the interviews are literally transcribed in order to have a complete overview of the 
discussed issues. The data from interviews is structured in accordance with questions and parts of 
conceptual model. To ensure a correct interpretation the literally transcribed document and the 
document with the structured questions and answers are sent back to the interviewees for review. 
The surveys of the heavy users are studied, and where needed the respondent is asked to provide 
additional information. Because only a few heavy users are interviewed, the data provided by the 
heavy users is not representative for the whole population. Therefore the evidence provided by the 
heavy users will be used to support the evidence found by the other sources. 
In a next step the data was integrated . This was done per case using the 3 components of the 
framework. The complete data analysis can be found in Appendix V. 
In the next chapter the most important findings per phase will be presented. 
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6. Results 

In tills chapter, the most important findings are presented per phase. The extended analysis can be 
found in Appendix V. Per phase, sequentially the value proposition, value network and the revenue 
model will be elaborated. In chapter 7, the findings will be compared with each other, differences and 
similarities will be discussed. 

6.1 The concept phase 
The two cases selected for better understanding of the concept phase are My-Starbucks-Idea and Dell
Idea-Storm. These cases are described below. Results per component for Starbucks and Dell case are 
presented together to obtain best insights. The detailed analysis can be found in Appendix V-I, below 
a summary per element is presented. 

My-Starbucks-Idea 
My-Starbucks-Idea (MSI) is a community where members can submit ideas regarding Starbucks 
products or services. Starbucks is the largest coffeehouse company in the world, with more than 
16,000 stores worldwide. MSI was established to have an open dialogue with people who have an 
opinion about Starbucks. These ideas can be used to improve Starbucks products or services. 
Moreover, the community is set up to reconnect people all over the world. 
MSI is established in March 2008. Since then the community grew to 110.000 members. 
Approximately 60.000 ideas are posted, 100.000 comments are submitted and 460.000 votes are given 
till now. People have to register to become a member, everyone can become a member. 
The community is established by the marketing department of Starbucks. Starbucks has several other 
market research tools, however My-Starbucks-Idea allows to have a direct dialogue with Starbucks 
and the customers. 

Dell-Idea-Storm 
Dell-Idea-Storm (DIS) is a community where people can post ideas regarding Dell services or 
products. Dell is the second largest computer-seller in the world. Dell sells among others, computers, 
servers, data storage devices, network switches, software. DIS was established because Dell wanted 
an easy place where someone can come online and share ideas. Dell knew that people around the 
Internet were talking about Dell products, and with the help of DIS, there could be a dialog between 
Dell and those people. DIS is established in February 2007. Since then the community grow to 9000 
members. 
Approximately 11.000 ideas are posted, 84.000 comments are submitted and 650.000 votes are given 
till now. People have to register to become a member, everyone can become a member. The 
community is established by the marketing department of Dell. Dell has several other market 
research tools, like focus groups. This is the first online initiative where everyone is able to 
communicate with Dell. 

6.1.1 Value proposition 
From the interviews follows that both cases target everyone who is interested in the Starbucks 
product or the Dell technology. The users do not need to be lead users. 
Both cases indicate the importance of community and the product related benefit in the concept 
phases: people are participating because they have an idea or need and they want the company to 
take action on tills idea or need. Especially the improvement of the products is important for the users. 
'The user has an idea about the product and would like to that idea in a new product' and 'the 
contributors would like to have the feeling that they have been heard' 

6.1.2 Value network Company 
Starbucks uses a team of two people who work fulltime for the community. These employees are 
responsible for the moderators, internal reporting and technical issues. Both employees are part of the 
marketing department. Furthermore, there are 30 or 40 moderators, spread trough out the company: 2 
or 3 in the food team, 2-3 in the beverages team etc. They have two tasks; the first one is to monitor 
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their section on the site and have conversations with clients. The other job is to find ideas, which are 
interesting, analyse the ideas and promote those within their own team. In other words, validate the 
posted ideas. They spend on average 2-3 hours a week on these tasks. 
Dell states that there are two community managers who work fulltime in the community. It is their 
task to moderate and monitor the community and have a dialogue with community members. 
Furthermore, they have to find the right development team for the submitted ideas. 

Mobilizing 
To enhance the value proposition and to mobilize customers both companies engage in the 
community. Employees participate in discussions, listen to users and explain situations. Part of the 
engagement is that the company speaks with a human voice instead of a marketing voice. 'People 
would like to have a rich conversation; customers are providing information and suggestions and the 
company need to respond humanly and accurate on these input.' 
Online Word of Mouth seems to contribute to a major part of the publicity of two the communities 
and has attract the majority of the users. WOM is a consumer-dominated chalU1el of marketing 
communication where the sender is independent of the market. It is therefore perceived to be more 
reliable, credible, and trustworthy by consumers compared to firm-initiated communications (Brown 
et al. 2007). Dell mentioned: 'when we launched the site, we had it in a pilot version for a few weeks. 
Michael Dell announced DIS at an speaking-event around education and it took off from there. 
Everything that happened since is viral Word-Of-Mouth: People talking about it'. 

Validating role 
Both companies indicate that if an idea in the community is popular or seems relevant to the 
moderator the idea will be promoted internally. Because the communities are established by the 
marketing departments, the development departments of both companies need to be involved to 
validate the ideas and implement the ideas. The involvement of the development departments differs 
in the two studied cases, which will be explained in the 'involvement of the departments' section. 
Dell and Starbucks address that the validation process needs to be organized carefully; status of the 
ideas need to be presented in the community and reasonable arguments need to be given why an idea 
calU10t be implemented. Moreover, the ideas in action are mentioned in a special blog. Knowledge 
about product updates is supplied to the community as well. 
Starbucks mentions two other important aspects for the validation of ideas: the first one is the 
response time: 'users want to see visible action'. The ideas need thus to be reviewed and commented 
in a certain time period. 
Another important aspect is the support of the executives within the company. According to 
Starbucks: 'I think you need executive support, it is very important, to take action on ideas'. 

Knowledge supply role 
Both companies explain that the majority of knowledge by the company is added by validating the 
ideas. For instance, explaining the status or circumstances of the submitted ideas. 
However Starbucks is also experimenting with 'assignments'. In these assignments Starbucks shares a 
'real-world constraints tough issue with MSL' Starbucks asks their members to come up with some 
ideas that fit in these real world situations. Starbucks indicates that giving an issue with real 
constrains makes the discussion much richer, which results in better quality of the ideas. 

Moderating 
Both communities are post-moderated. The users can view their content immediately. If content is not 
conform the policy the content will be removed, for instance spam. Dell states, 'we think that 
everyone has the right to share their idea, even when the tone is negative, however it needs to be an 
idea.' 

Technology 
Both companies use purchased community software. 'This product enables, registering users, posting 
ideas, voting, commenting and tracking'. The users need to login, before they participate in the 
community. When they login they have access to their ideas, comments, and other comments to their 
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ideas. Furthermore they can select favourite items. The most active users are recognized and 
mentioned on a leader board. Employees of companies have a company 10. 

Involvement departments 
The most remarkable difference between the to cases is the direct involvement of the development 
teams in de Starbuck community. Within Starbucks employees from different departments are 
directly involved in the community. The community manager and program manager are part of the 
marketing department. The other employees, 30-40 moderators, are spread through out the company 
and come from the different development teams. The users and employees of different teams 
communicate directly about specific issues. These employees promote and validate the ideas within 
their department. 
Within Dell, mainly two employees, the community managers, are responsible for DIS. The 
community managers communicate with the user, find appropriate ideas and contact the 
development teams to promote those ideas. However, the development teams are not directly 
involved into the community. Furthermore, the community managers update the community if ideas 
are taken into action or under review. 
The approach of Starbucks ensures that employees can provide quickly an adequate explanation or 
status on a specific topic, because their team is responsible for the topic. Moreover, these employees 
can achieve fast action on ideas, because they can promote then internally in their team the ideas. 
According to Starbucks this approach leads to better engagement and more efficient action on ideas. 
If these employees are not present, the community managers first need to communicate with the 
development teams then try to promote the idea and investigate if the idea can get implemented. 

6.1.3 Value network User 
In both communities the users can consume the content. The users can view the information, 
comments and ideas posted by the company or other users. Furthermore, users can rate posted ideas. 
The rating can be either positive or negative. Moreover, the users can participate by adding comments 
to an idea and produce by submitting ideas. Promoting of communities happens outside the 
community. Through the great attention both communities received by online WOM it can be 
concluded that people have been promoting My-Starbucks-Idea and Dell-Idea-Storm on the Internet. 
Observation of the community shows that users manage the community as well. 
However, Dell mentions three interesting aspects. First, users do not often post two or more ideas: 
'we have almost 11.000 ideas, and we have approximately 9000 persons who posted those. Dell states 
'you do not see very often that people post multiple ideas. Most of people post one or two ideas.' 
Furthermore, 80% of the comments is posted by approximately 450 users. Thus 80% of the comments 
are posted by 5% of the users. The remaining users post and vote on ideas. 
Finally, Dell found that there is a linear correlation between the number of ideas and number of votes. 
If the number of ideas increases the number of votes increases with the same amount. There is no 
correlation between the number of comments and the number of ideas or votes. 

6.1.4 Revenue model 
Cost Structures 
The major costs of the cases seems to include employee and platform cost. Resources for monetary 
incentives are negligible. 
Starbucks indicates that it made the following expenses to establish the community and to keep the 
community running. First, the salary of the directly involved employees: 2 full-time employees and 
30-40 part-time employees, who work on average 2-3 hours a week. Moreover, the software platform 
and the servers need to be purchased and retained. Little advertising' is done on the New York Times 
and cards are distributed in the stores. Furthermore, Starbucks declares that approximately 500 
dollars per year is spent to appreciations, like gold cards and gadgets. 
Dell states as well, that they have platform cost and there are two persons working on DIS full time. 
Sometimes DIS provides surprises, for instance when an idea is implemented. 'We give Dell 
accessories, like a bag or a mouse.' 
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Value Return 
The major value the companies gain from the communiUes are the enormous amount of ideas and the 
customer knowledge. Starbucks and Dell received respectively 70.000 and 11.000 ideas, a few percent 
of the ideas is implemented. 
Moreover, both cases emphasize the importance of community to communicate with the customers. 
The company has a tool to have a dialogue with the customer. This should increase the customer 
loyalty. Dell declares, 'this tool is perfect to become more human. That increases customer loyalty, 
because you are no longer a big corporation. People feel that they really know you. It is a good 
customer relation management (CRM) tool.' 
The direct revenues are not measured. Starbucks states: 'We wanted to get in touch with the 
consumer and to have a place for valuable feedback. We haven' t thought about the ROI and we never 
going to test the ROI ever. That is not the way we look at it, because it is not a big of expenses. It is not 
trivial or high on the list in term of dollars. We have the fundamental believe that we want to listen to 
our customers.' 

6.1.5 Summary 
From the interviews follows that both communities aim on everyone, who is interested in Starbucks 
or in Dell products. The users do not need to be lead users. Both cases indicate the importance of 
community and the product related benefit in the concept phases. People are participating because 
they have an idea or need and they want that the company to take acUon on this idea or need. 'The 
contributors would like to have the feeling that they have been heard'. To enhance these drivers both 
companies engage in the community. Employees are participating in discussions, listening to users 
and explaining situations. Moreover, they frequently posting new blogs and showing the status of 
new ideas the company tries to show visible action on ideas. To validate the ideas and implement the 
ideas the development departments of both companies need to be involved. To validate the ideas and 
implement the ideas the development departments of both companies need to be involved. Starbucks 
applies a different approach than Dell; within Starbucks, employees of the development departments 
are directly involved in the community. According to Starbucks this direct involvement of this 
department leads to better engagement and more efficient action on ideas. 
The community software should support those aspects. Therefore, tools for conversation and sharing 
are needed. To recognize and disUnguish the contributors and the employees user IDs are needed. 
Online Word of Mouth seems to contribute to a major part of the publicity of the two communities. 
The major values the companies gain from the communities are the enormous amount of ideas and 
the knowledge which ideas are really important for the customer. Moreover, both cases emphasize 
the importance of community to communicate with the customers. DIS has a tool to have a dialogue 
with the customer. This should increase the customers' loyalty. The direct revenues are not measured. 
The major cost of the cases includes employee and platform cost, resources for monetary incentives 
are negligible. A brief overview of the most important issues is presented in paragraph 6.6. 

6.2 The development phase 
The case selected for better understanding of the development phase is Samsung Mobile Innovators. 
This case is described below. The detailed analysis can be found in Appendix V-2, below a summary 
per element is presented. 

Samsung Mobile Innovators 
Samsung Mobile Innovators (SMI) is a community where members can develop mobile applications. 
Samsung is one of the largest mobile manufactures in the world. In Mobile Innovators, Samsung 
supports members by developing mobile applications. Samsung and the members share tools, 
protocols, knowledge and software codes. Both Samsung professional partners and 'regular' users are 
invited to participate. The professional partners are called the core users and have access to Samsung 
knowledge. The regular users are called the hub users and have for instance no access to the Samsung 
Roadmaps. In the thesis only the hub users will be part of subject, because the focus of the thesis 
contains only potential customer and not professional business partners. Therefore, the analysis will 
only focus on the elements related to the hub users. 
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SMI was established in auturrm of 2008. Since then the community grew to 1.000 hub members. Hub 
users have to register to become a member, everyone can become a member. However to actively 
participate and develop applications, basic understandings of software programming is needed . The 
community is initiated by the development department of Samsung. 

6.2.1 Value proposition 
Samsung targets on software developers who are interested in developing mobile applications. Inside 
Mobile Innovators there is Samsung IQ, and this part is focusing on student developers. Developers 
need to have skills in C++. The information how to apply this in mobile applications is explained in 
the community. 
Samsung mentioned that there are two main drivers why persons would participate in Samsung 
Mobile Innovators. The first reason is that, 'we provide any kind of tools that developer need to 
develop applications and we provide technical support' . This driver can be categorized as a product 
related benefits, users are interested to learn about the new knowledge provided by Samsung and 
other users. 
The second reason mentioned, is the possibility to gain money. Hub users can sell, together with 
Samsung, the applications in an online applications store. 

6.2.2 Value network Company 
Samsung indicates that in the Samsung Mobile Innovators 12 persons are employed. Moreover 
several employees of technical departments are involved as well. 
These employees are responsible for the whole Samsung mobile innovators project. As mentioned, 
hub users are a part of the project. Thus, the employees are part time working with the hub 
community. The majority of the time is spent to the professional partners. 
The team deals with the community, internal communication, proposes applications to other business 
units and receives new tools and knowledge. Furthermore, several employees from technical 
departments are involved to support the community with technical issues. 

Mobilizing 
The hub users are mainly reached by Online WOM. Developers' blogs and forums announced the 
launch of the mobile innovators platform'. Moreover, Samsung IQ, the part for student developers, 
was also announced on universities around the UK. Furthermore, Samsung has launched a small 
promotion campaign, called the 'free signing'. Normally 'there is a small amount of money involved 
when you do the Symbian signing in our program we sign applications for free'. 
To retain users Samsung provides users with technological support, for instance there is a virtual 
device laboratory which enables developers to test applications on real phones from a remote location. 
Moreover user can earn money by selling their application. Furthermore, specifications are shared 
and technical staff can answer questions or provide additional information. 

Validating role 
Applications can be 'signed' by the users themselves. This means that the quality of the application is 
checked virtually. Samsung declares 'that enables developers to certify any kind of application, 
because of security issues. It gives a kind of quality and it approves the quality of the application. 
Moreover if the application is signed, Samsung 'business developers' will evaluate the product for 
potential further uses. There are dashboards where members can track the progress of their 
submissions. If a business proposal will be approved and the application will be become available on 
the application store. 

Knowledge supply role 
Samsung shares devices and application knowledge with the users. Samsung states: 'the users receive 
information how that feature works. We are providing Samsung specific details. Moreover technical 
knowledge is available in the community. Employees are participating in discussions and explaining 
technical issues. Moreover several tools are provided by the Samsung, like a virtual testing tool where 
user can test there applications on a real Samsung phone. 'The virtual testing is that we have devices 
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connected to network or server, a real device, and people would be able to active that device online'. 
Moreover validation software is provided, the signing software. 

Moderating 
One of the involved employees is in charge of the moderation part of the website. The site is post
moderated. He is looking at the posted content and where needed the content is moderated. 
Confidential issues and terms of abuse are deleted. 

Technology 
Samsung has an own developed platform to communicate with the user and to share tools and 
knowledge. In the knowledge part of the website, software, knowledge and tools are shared. In the 
discussion part of the website this knowledge is subject of discussion. To consume the discussion 
board no registration is required. However, to obtain knowledge registration is required. Moreover, 
to rate, participate and produce regjstration is required as well. Company employees have got their 
own 10. 

Involvement departments 
Within Samsung employees from different departments are involved in the community. The technical 
staff is directly involved into the community. The users and employees of different teams 
communicate directly about specific issues. Moreover, these employees provide adequate knowledge 
and support by the validation of applications. 

6.2.3 Value network User 
Within Innovators, the users can consume. The users can view the information, knowledge posted by 
Samsung or other user. Furthermore, users can rate posted comments. The rating can be either 
positive or negative. Moreover, the users can participate by adding comments or to propose 
applications. Promoting of Mobile Innovators happens outside the community. Browsing the Internet 
showed that many blogs have announced the launch of Samsung Mobile Innovators, thus online 
WOM is present and thus the promoter role as well. 
Observation of the community shows that users do not manage the community. No posts can be 
found, which indicate management characteristics 

6.2.4 Revenue model 
Cost Structures 
Samsung mentions that the budget is confidentially. However, to establish and to keep the 
community running at least the following costs need to be addressed. First, the salary of the involved 
employees needs to be taken into account. Moreover, the platform needs to be retained. 
One of the benefits to participate is the monetary gain. However, Samsung pays the users not directly. 
Samsung provides a platform where the user can sell the application, and both the user and the 
company gain from the sale. Thus the cost for monetary incentives does not need to be calculated. 

Value Return 
The major value the company gains from the community is the development of new applications. The 
availability of new applications can increase attractiveness of the Samsung phones and strengthen the 
sales of mobile devices. Samsung states: 'This software increases the handset value' . Moreover, the 
company shares in the revenue of the sold applications. The number of developed applications is 
confidentially as well. 

Samsung addresses that the Samsung combines the professional applications developers, with the 
'regular' developers on one platform the additional cost are negligible. Regarding to the professional 
applications, Samsung indicates that Mobile Innovators has led to workload reduction of other 
departments, because the communication is now facilitated by Mobile Innovators. 
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6.2.5 Summary 
The Samsung case indicates that monetary and product related benefits are the main reasons to 
participate. Persons are participating because they are interested in the applications and they 
potentially can earn money with it. To enhance the participation Samsung provides the tools and the 
knowledge. Technical support is available in the community. Employees are participating in 
discussions and explaining teclmical issues. To validate the products virtual testing tools are 
provided. Teclmology is supporting the knowledge sharing and tools. Samsung development and 
marketing team are involved to decide whether the applications can be sold on the applications 
platform. Online Word of Mouth seems to contribute to a major part of the publicity of two the 
communities. 
The major value the company gains from the community is the development of new applications and 
monetary gain. The availability of new applications can increase the sales of mobile devices. Because 
Samsung combines the professional applications developers with the 'regular' developers on one 
platform the additional cost are negligible. A brief overview of the most important issues is presented 
in paragraph 6.6. 

6.3 The test phase 
One case selected for better understanding the test phase is Nokia-Betalabs. This case is described in 
this section. Results per component of the conceptual model of Nokia-Betalabs are presented to obtain 
the best insights. The detailed analysis can be found in Appendix V-3, hereafter a summary per 
element is presented. 

N okia-Betalabs 
Nokia-Betalabs is a community where Nokia beta applications are provided. Nokia is the worlds' 
largest manufacturer of mobile telephones. Users can use and test the Nokia beta applications for free. 
Beta applications are not ready for sale, but still in the development phase. The purpose of the 
community is to receive valuable feedback to improve the applications. Moreover the community can 
be used to experiment with new applications, with a low risk of failure . 
The community was established in April 2007. Since then the community grew to 100.000 members. 
Nokia receives approximately 1300 submissions and 400 blog comments monthly. 
To download some applications no registration is required . However to submit feedback a user id is 
needed. The community is initiated by the development departments of Nokia. 

6.3.1 Value proposition 
Nokia is targeting on lead users, not only on technical users but also on users who are for instance 
fashioned about photography or gaming. 'Those people have specific wishes and we can check if 
these wishes can be satisfied'. Moreover, 'these people are the most demanding and the most relied.' 
From a study conducted with Nokia the product and community related benefits are the most 
important reasons to participate (Peltrol, 2008). 
Product related benefits contain gaining new product (teclmology) and product curiosity. For 
instance, a user argued 'I get to see what's out there and following what is happening in the mobile 
front' . For the community related benefits, anticipated recognition and self efficacy can be addressed. 

6.3.2 Value network Company 
Nokia uses a team of two community managers who work fulltime for the community. The 
community managers are responsible for the website and the user community. Moreover, they 
conduct a lot of internal work like developing a new website or finding new initiatives from Nokia 
and helping them toward Beta release. Furthermore, behind each application in beta, for instance 
Nokia Maps or Nokia Music, there is always a development team. They are also participating: they 
listen to the users, have conversations and they update the applicatiOns. 

Mobilizing 
Nokia declares that they have not had active marketing at all. Nokia announced Betalabs by 'different 
high profile websites and blogs who are writing about mobile applications and software.' This way of 
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attracting can be defined as online Word of Mouth (WOM). Users on the Internet inform each other 
on the new applications. 
Nokia tries to retain the users by providing 'valuable things'. As Nokia mentions 'most important 
thing is to have a constant flow of interesting new applications and services coming'. Moreover Nokia 
argues, 'you have to respect the user community, respect their time respect their thoughts and make 
sure that they feel appreciated. Because if they don't know that you are appreciating them, they stop 
contributing.' You can do that by involve in the conversations, listen and appreciate the users 
frequently. 

Validating role 
Nokia explains that the submitted feedback directly and unfiltered goes to the respective 
development team and this team decides what is relevant or not. 'Bugs will be fixed and 
improvements suggestions are handed to the product manager. He makes a professional judgment 
regarding the suggestions and prioritizes them, because there are always more ideas than you have 
resources for. The updated application will be released on the site, and in the blog the update of the 
product will be explained. 
According to Nokia, one should be careful with the amount of the information: if the teams receive 
too much information they get overloaded and might even stop listening to the users. Moreover, it is 
important to explain to the user what is updated in an application and why. 

Knowledge supply role 
Nokia provides new beta applications and updates of beta applications. To inform the users an 
explanation of the application is provided and if possible, known issues are presented. The 
knowledge is mostly added by employees of the development team. 
Nokia mentions that 'they launched approximately 2 applications and maybe 4 or 5 applications 
updates every month. This amount is happens to be not our choice, it depends on how many 
applications R&D is working on. It is our good luck that it is a natural flow of new applications. And 
we also learned; when you update these applications too often, the user gets a bit annoyed or bored'. 

Moderating 
Nokia is moderated by two moderators, the community managers. They look at the posted content 
and where needed the content is moderated. The moderation happens afterwards, thus the site is not 
premoderate. However 'surprisingly it is very little comments that need to be deleted'. 

Technology 
Nokia uses an own developed platform to communicate with the user and to offer applications. 
Applications can be downloaded in the 'beta' part of the site. An explanation of the product is 
provided. Moreover the status of the product is mentioned, for instance stable or many known issues. 
If the user has downloaded the application, he can submit the feedback, for instance bug reports or 
improvements in the forum part of the website. Moreover, the user can write a review. To post 
feedback a user-id is required. Furthermore, users can discuss with other users. Updates and new 
announcements of the Nokia team are posted on the blog. 

Involvement departments 
Within Nokia employees from different development departments are directly involved in the 
commurlity. The users and employees of different development teams communicate directly about 
applications. These employees take care of the applications, validate the suggestions within their 
department and submit new updates. 

6.3.3 Value network User 
Within Nokia Betalabs, the users can consume. The users can read the blogs, the features of new 
applications and view the feedback of other users. Furthermore, the consumer can download an 
application and can rate the application. As a participant the user can comment on blogs and 
feedback of other users. As a producer the users can submit bugs and suggestions. Moreover, the 
users can start a discussion, write a review or post public feedback. Promoting Nokia Betalabs 
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happens outside the website. Nokia indicated 'community members are writing on related blogs and 
websites' . Observation of the commuruty shows that users manage the community as well. The user 
explains to other users how an error can be solved. 

6.3.4 Revenue model 
Cost Structures 
Nokia indicates that they are not allowed to tell the budget, but they say: 'we are cheap'. 
To establish and to keep the commuruty running at least the following costs need to be addressed. 
First, the salary of the directly involved employees needs to be taken into account; 2 full-time 
employees and the part-time employees. Moreover, the software platform and the servers need to be 
purchased and retained . 

Value Return 
Nokia receives over 1300 suggestions for product improvement monthly. This numbers is increasing. 
The 1300 suggestions include reviews, bug reports and improvements. Nokia declares that, 'working 
with the most 100.000 fashioned users, we can create better applications and services. The quality and 
time to market should improve.' 
Moreover there are also benefits like low risk of failure. If Nokia tries something at Betalabs, with low 
costs failure, the R&D benefits are massive in Betalabs.' With Betalabs, Nokia can investigate if a 
product is ready for the market. This can be seen as customer knowledge. 
When Nokia launched the community only a few departments with small applications participated. 
Through the huge amount of attention and valuable feedback these applications received, other big 
development departments decided to participate as well. 
Nokia indicates that a side benefit of Betalabs is a marketing benefit: 'our audience includes the most 
of productive bloggers: people who write about Nokia, products and services online. However, the 
marketing benefit has not been the main driver of Nokia; R&D was the initial benefit to start Betalabs. 
Furthermore, Nokia states that Betalabs is a learning exercise. On strategic level Nokia realized that 
co-creation, crowd-sourcing and open innovation are important. With Betalabs we can experiment 
with these kinds of innovation. 

6.3.5 Summary 
Nokia is aiming at lead users, not only on technical users but also on users who are for instance 
fashioned about photography or gaming. Nokia indicates the importance of the community and the 
product related benefit in the concept phases. Users are participating in the test phase because they 
are interested in new applications. Moreover, they are participating in the community because they 
would like to help and to change the product. To enhance the first driver Nokia provides updates of 
applications and new applications frequently . Employees of development teams are involved to 
provide explanations of the applications and elaborations of the updates. The community software 
supports those aspects, the conversations and the possibility to share applications and suggestions. To 
recognize and distinguish the contributors and the employees user IDs are needed. Online Word of 
Mouth seems again the major contributor of the publicity. 
The major values the companies gain from the communities are product improvements, like bugs and 
suggestions. Customer knowledge is gained by launching new products on a small basis and to learn 
if the product is suitable for the market. Furthermore, free publicity is valuable as well. New products 
receive attention before they are actually launched. Finally, with Betalabs Nokia is able to experiment 
with new sources of innovation, like Web 2.0 and co-creation. 
The major cost of the cases includes employee and platform cost. The direct revenues are not 
measured, according to Nokia Betalabs is cheap. A brief overview of the most important issues is 
presented in paragraph 6.6. 

6.4 The use phase 
The three cases selected for better understanding the use phase are KLM B1uelab, ABN AMRO 
blackboard and Robeco Connect. These cases are described in this section. Results per component of 
conceptual model are presented together to obtain best inSights. The detailed analysis can be found in 
Appendix V-4, below a summary per element is presented. 
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KLM Bluelab 
KLM Bluelab is a community established by KLM. KLM is the national airline of the Netherlands and 
is part of Air France-KLM. KLM Bluelab is established to get in touch with customers of the Small and 
Medium Enterprises (SME), who fly frequently. KLM did not have an overview of the special needs 
of this audience. By establishing a co-creation community, KLM wants to gather the feedback of this 
audience and improve the service for these customers. 
The community was established in October of 2007. Since then the community grew to 1539 members 
and KLM received approximately 1300 ideas. To enter Bluelab and to view the content, registration is 
required. The community is initiated by the Sales department of KLM. 
Before Bluelab there was not another initiative to gather feedback of the SME customers. 

ABN AMRO Blackboard 
ABN AMRO blackboard is a community established by ABN AMRO. ABN ARMO is a Dutch Bank. 
Blackboard was established to collaboratory improve the Internet banking facilities. ABN AMRO 
wanted to gather the user experience of this banking platform, and to improve the platform with this 
information. The community was established in November of 2007. Since then the community grew 
to 2184 members and ABN AMRO received approximately 1376 suggestions. To participate in 
Blackboard, registration is required. The community is initiated by the Value Centre of ANB AMRO. 
Blackboard is the first online initiative to gain feedback of the Internet banking users. 

Robeco-Connect 
Robeco started Robeco Connect. Robeco is a Dutch asset management firm, both for private as 
institutional investors. Robeco also offers savings accounts. Robeco Connect is established to make 
Robeco better accessible for the customers and to increase the customer loyalty. Robeco wants to 
achieve this by starting the interaction with the customer. 
Robeco Connect founded in the beginning of 2007. Weekly, Connect is visited by 5000 users. 
Approximately 1 % of the visitors post an idea, question or comment. Connect is part of a broader 
strategy, other elements are an offline customer board, an innovation contest and an offline event. 
Before the introduction of the strategy Robeco had not any initiatives to have an intensive dialogue 
with the customer. 

6.4.1 Value proposition 
From the interviews follow that the cases do not concentrate on a specific type of user. Every user 
who has been using the products are services is invited. However, both Blackboard and Bluelab aim 
on 'specific' type of services. Thus only customers who use that type of services are invited. Bluelab is 
aimed on services for Small and Medium Enterprises. 'Customers who using these services fly 
frequently and have special needs compared to leisure-customers'. ABN AMRO focuses on every 
customer who has used the Internet banking site and has a suggestion. 
The cases indicate the importance the product related benefit in the use phases: people are 
participating because they have an idea or need and they want that the company to take action on this 
idea or need. Especially the improvement of the products is important for the users. ABN AMRO and 
KLM declare that the main reason why customers would like to participate is that they have the 
possibility to improve the services. 
Moreover, KLM addresses the community related benefits; the user feels that KLM is listening. 
Robeco indicates that the users visit and participate to gain information about the Robeco funds and 
products. 

6.4.2 Value network Company 
The involvement of employees and department in the studied cases varies. KLM explains that there a 
five employees from the sales department who are directly responsible for Bluelab. These employees 
moderate and monitor the community. They start a dialogue with the users, validate ideas, provide 
feedback and promote Bluelab and the ideas in other service departments. Moreover, the employees 
bring up the subject of the discussion on Bluelab. Concerned employees of specific service 
departments are involved to support the discussions about the specific subject. For instance, 'if the 
subject is 'online in checking', employees of the corresponding service team will be involved in 
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Bluelab'. Furthermore, two employees of an external company are involved in the community. This 
company takes care of all the technical issues. Moreover, the employees have done promotion for the 
community as well as some parts of the moderation. The external company also advised and 
supported KLM during the establishment of the community. 
ABN AMRO declares that there is one person responsible for the community, the community 
manager. He moderates and monitors the community, validates suggestions and provides feedback, 
and promotes the suggestions of Blackboard in the rest of the company. He is employed in the Sales 
department of the Customer Value Centre. Moreover employees for the interactive banking 
department are involved; these employees monitor the community as well. 
Within Robeco two community managers are directly involved in the community. They moderate 
and monitor the community, validate suggestions and questions and where possible provide 
feedback, and promote the suggestions of Connect in the rest of the company. Moreover, they ensure 
the availability of new content on the site. The new content is delivered by the general 
communication department. These community managers are working with the communication 
department. 

Mobilizing 
All cases employ an own way to attract users to the community. To attract users to the community 
KLM has sent a mail to all their SME customers. On the basis of this mail approximately 16% of the 
clients started participating in the community. 
ABN AMRO announces the community with a link on the Internet Banking site. Customers who have 
been using the site are invited to visit the community and to leave suggestions. 
Robeco attracts users by announcing Robeco Connect on several places on the general website. 
Furthermore, COlmect receives attention in the customer and employee news magazines of Robeco. 

To retain the customers, KLM explains that they involve in the community with a human voice. 
M.oreover, they provide knowledge how the suggestions of the user are used. 
ABN AMRO indicates that they have not really employ a policy to retain users. However, ABN tries 
only to respond to positive formulated suggestions, to enhance the positive ambiance on the platform. 
If the content is critical and negatively formulated the moderators will ignore this content. According 
to several heavy users 'this approach is not appropriate'. Users put effort in submitting content and 
regardless if it is negative or not they want to have the feeling that ABN AMRO is listening. By 
ignoring the content, users do not feel recognized and will show their inconvenience with the product 
and platform or the user will stop returning to the platform. 
To retain users, Robeco delivers frequently new content and answers questions of users. Especially, 
during the sub-prime mortgage crisis user were very interested if their money is still safe. 

Despite the engagement, KLM indicates that they have a problem with keeping the community 24/7 
alive. At the start of the community many topics and issue have been discussed. And after a while the 
flow of new suggestions dries up and the discussions fade out. Users have mentioned their problems 
and KLM is improving the services or explained why the problems can't be solved. 
To overcome this 'drying up' KLM initiated a 'three times a year a three weeks live-period' 
concerning a specific topic. This means that three times a year, the users and KLM intensively discuss 
a certain topic for a period of three weeks. Within this period KLM is restricted to answer in a day 
and the community can actively participate. The approach is used to keep it interesting for the user; in 
these three weeks there is enough traffic and discussion. The subject is chosen to ensure new and 
fresh suggestion, instead of repeating old discussions. Beside the live period, users can also post 
suggestions or comments, however the traffic is low and the discussion does not really taken place. 
KLM responds during this period within a week. 

Validating role 
KLM uses a similar procedure as Starbucks and Dell: if the idea gets a lot of votes or if the suggestion 
seems relevant to the employees, the idea will be promoted internally. KLM presents the idea at the 
innovation board . The innovation board are managers of the departments responsible for the 
implementation. This board will decide if a suggestion will be implemented. The 'status' of the idea is 
announced on the site. The argumentation why an idea is taken into action or declined is mentioned. 
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ABN AMRO employs the procedure as Starbucks, Dell and KLM. However ABN AMRO emphasizes 
the importance of involvement of the company in the community. To have decisiveness to implement 
the suggestions and to change the existing the responsible departments need to be committed, 
otherwise the suggestions will not be performed. Nevertheless, committing the departments is far 
from easy. 'Development departments have their own limited budget and agenda. And if there are 
not committed to the community, it is difficult to persuade them to implement the suggestions'. 
The community manager within Robeco Connect decided whether a suggestion is applicable for 
implementation. They propose and promote the idea toward the responsible development team. This 
team decides if the suggestion is performed. However, Robeco addresses the same issue as ABN 
AMRO; 'it is very hard to commit responsible development teams in the community. We barely give 
feedback to the users, because we cannot promise anything'. 

Knowledge supply role 
KLM and ABN AMRO address, that the majority of the knowledge by the company is added by 
validating the ideas. For instance, explaining the status or circumstances of the submitted ideas. 
Robeco adds regularly new knowledge to the site. For instance, information about funds, stock rates, 
ad vices how to invest money. 

Moderating 
Bluelab is moderated by five employees of KLM and two employees of the external partner moderate 
the community. These people look at the submitted content and where necessary the content is 
moderated. The site is post-moderated; thus users can view their content immediately. If content is 
not conforming the policy, the content will be removed. 
According to KLM, flying is a high involved product and consumers can sometimes be frustrated 
about the products. To distinguish the real suggestions from the frustrations KLM established an 'air
spot' on Bluelab. On this air-spot users are invited to post frustrations, so that the suggestions part 
contains only suggestions. This should enhance the positive atmosphere in the suggestion part. 

By ABN AMRO the community is moderated by five employees. This community is also post
moderated and if content is not in accordance with the rules the content will be removed, however so 
far this was not needed. ABN AMRO only responds to positive formulated suggestions, to enhance 
the positive ambiance on the platform. If the content is critical and negatively formulated the 
moderators will ignore this content. According to several heavy users 'this approach is not 
appropriate'. Users put effort in submitting content and regardless if it is negative or not they want to 
have the feeling that ABN AMRO is listening. By ignoring the content, users do not feel recognized 
and will show their inconvenience with the product and platform or the user will stop returning to 
the pIa tform. 

Robeco is moderated by the two community managers and the site is pre-moderated. The moderator 
checks the content, before the content of the user is displayed on the website. This approach is used to 
prevent the site from spam, and inappropriate content, for instance personal data. 

Technology 
The external partner of KLM developed the platform. Before viewing the content or participating in 
the community the user has to sign in. On the platform the user can share their ideas, promote or 
demote ideas and comments on ideas. The status of the ideas is posted on the blog, users can 
comment on this blog as well. The users have a profile where the 'karma' of the person is presented. 
The karma displays the persons' activities and contributions. When they login they have access to 
their ideas, comments, and other comments to their ideas. ABN AMRO and Robeco have purchased 
only the community software. As well by Robeco as ABN AMRO to consume the content, no 
registration is required. 
However, by ABN AMRO registration is needed to review the suggestions, post comments and 
suggestions. ABN AMRO posts feedback and informs user about new developments. Furthermore, 
ABN AMRO provides propositions and users can review and comments the propositions. 
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To participate on the platform of Robeco no registration is required. On the platform users can share 
their ideas and comments on ideas. Furthermore, Robeco shares content on their platform. 

Involvement departments 
KLM explains that there a five employees from the sales department who are directly responsible for 
Bluelab. These employees moderate and monitor the community. As mentioned before, the 
employees bring up the subject of the discussion on Bluelab. This subject is 'live' for three weeks. 
During these three weeks, concerned employees of specific service departments are involved to 
support the discussions about the specific subject. For instance, if the subject is 'online in checking', 
employees of the corresponding service team will be involved in Bluelab. In cooperation with the 
innovation board these employees validate ideas. 
However customers are free to submit any issue any time on Bluelab. For these issues the five 
employees of the sales department need to promote the idea to other service departments. These 
departments are not directly involved into Bluelab. Thus, depending on the subject the development 
ernployees are involved, otherwise the community managers need to approach them. 
KLM mentions the importance of the involvement of the innovation board; 'if they agree with the 
suggestion, the suggestions is easier picked up for implementation'. 

ABN AMRa declares that there is one person responsible for the community, the community 
manager. Within Robeco two community managers are directly involved in the community. 
These community managers in both companies promote the suggestions of the community in the rest 
of the company. The departments responsible for implementation are not involved. As discussed in 
the validation part, committing these departments is far from easy. Development departments have 
their own limited budget and agenda. Therefore is difficult to persuade them to implement the 
suggestions. Support from higher management levels could enhance the commitment. 

6.4.3 Value network User 
Within Bluelab, the users can consume. The users can view the iniormation, comments and ideas 
posted by KLM or other user. Furthermore, users can rate posted ideas. The rating can be either 
positive or negative. Moreover, the users can participate by adding comments to an idea and produce 
by submitting ideas. There is no evidence that Bluelab is promoted by users to convince other users to 
participate. The users are persuading bye-mail and no SME customer blogs can be found where 
online WOM has taken place. However promotion could occur during flights, however no evidence is 
available. Observation of the community shows that users manage the community as well. 
KLM announces an interesting aspect as well. There are more users who post an idea, compared to 
the users who post a comment. However there are more comments than ideas posted on the site. 
There can be assumed that the users who are commenting are more active than the users who only 
post an idea. 
Within Blackboard, the users can perform the same roles as within Bluelab. However no evidence is 
found that users have been promoting the site. Moreover the manager role is not obvious presented 
among the users. Within Robeco the users can consume the content, comment on the content and 
submit suggestions. There is no possibility to rate the content. Moreover no evidence of the promoter 
or manager role can be found. 

6.4.4 Revenue model 
Cost Structures 
KLM addresses that the major expenses for Bluelab include the cost for the external company and the 
employee costs. As explained the external company arranged, the technology, training, moderation 
and promotion. Resources for monetary incentives are negligible. 
The major costs by for ABN AMRa and Robeco seems to include employee and platform costs. By 
ABN AMRa the employees cost are estimated on 1,5 FTE. 

Value Return 
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The companies gain from the feedback posted by the user. KLM and ABN AMRO received 
respectively 1300 and 1400 suggestions. Respectively 3% and 1,5 % are implemented. No such data is 
available for Robeco. KLM states: 'It is amazing that customers provide us with honest information'. 
KLM and Robeco emphasize the importance to communicate with the customers by the community; 
the company can connect with the customer. As KLM states 'co-creation is a good way to get in touch 
with your customers'. 
Moreover the customer knowledge is address by ABN AMRO and KLM. The user has the chance to 
rate the suggestion, the company can find out whether a suggestion is popular or not. This approach 
can be additional to traditional market research. 
Both ABN AMRO and Robeco address the learning benefits of the community. 'the co-creation 
community is a good way to experiment how to communicate with customers on Web 2.0'. 
Both ABN AMRO and KLM mention an important aspect; 'there is a danger that you do not continue 
to receive enough new content. At the start of the community many issues have been discussed . After 
a while the flow of new suggestions dries up and the discussions fade out. Users have mentioned 
their problems, these issues can be solved or not. Users stop participating. 

6.4.5 Summary 
KLM, ABN AMRO and Robeco are targeting on 'regular' users. However, in the communities of KLM 
and ABN AMRO only customers can participate who actively use a specific kind of product; like 
flying for SME purpose or use Internet banking. 
The presence of product related benefits are addressed by the three cases; the main reason why 
customers would like to participate in Bluelab is that they have the possibility to improve the services. 
Robeco also indicates that the users are visiting to gain information about the Robeco funds and 
products. To strengthen the product related benefits, all cases try to present visible action on the 
suggestions, argumentation why feedback cannot be implemented. 
Within Bluelab, employees of responsible development departments are involved to obtain efficient 
validation and implementation. 
ABN AMRO and Robeco indicate that committing the departments is far from easy. 'Development 
departments have their own limited budget and agenda. And if there are not committed to the 
community, it is difficult to persuade them to implement the suggestions'. Therefore the validation of 
feedback is not proceeding smoothly. 
KLM emphasizes the presence of the community related benefits; the users have the feeling KLM is 
listening. To enhance this driver KLM engages in the community. Employees participate in 
discussions, listen to users and explain situations. No such approach is found within Blackboard or 
Connect. 
The absence of the manager role in the value network of the user, within Blackboard and Robeco, 
could be related to low engagement in the community. 
The companies benefit from the amount of feedback provide by the user. KLM and Robeco emphasize 
the importance to communicate with the customers by the community. Moreover the customer 
knowledge is address by ABN AMRO and KLM. The user has the chance to rate the suggestion, the 
company can find out whether a suggestion is popular or not. Both ABN AMRO and Robeco address 
the learning benefits of the community. 'the co-creation community is a good way to experiment how 
to communicate with customers on Web 2.0'. 
ABN AMRO and Robeco, the costs exists of employees costs and platform costs. The major costs for 
KLM is the payment of the external company. 

Both ABN AMRO and KLM mention an important aspect; there is a danger that you do not keep 
receiving enough new content .At the start of the community many issues have been discussed. And 
after a while the flow of new suggestions dries up and the discussions fade out. Users have 
mentioned their problems, these issues can be solved or not. Users stop participating. A brief 
overview of the most important issues is presented in paragraph 6.6. 

6.5 Overview Cases 
In the overview presented below, most important issues of cases is presented globally. 
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Concept Develop Test Use 
--- - - -- - - - -- - - -

Case My-Starbucks-Idea Dell-Idea-Storm 
Samsung Mobile 

Nokia-Beta La bs KLM-Bluelabs 
ABN AMRO 

Ro beco-Connect 
Innovators Blackboard 

Value proposition 
Target Group Regular User~ Regular Users Specialists Lead Users Regular Users Regular Users Regular Users 

Gaining product Gaining product 
Improving 

Product Related Benefits Improving products Improving products knowledge, product knowledge, product Improving products Improving products 
curiosity curiosity 

products 

Sense of efficacy, Sense of efficacy, 
Sense of efficacy, 

Sense of efficacy, 
Corrununity Related corrununity, community, 

- community, increased 
corrununity, 

- -
Benefits increased increased increased 

recognition reco -tion recognition 
__ ~~~_'?~tion 

. p •• 
_. __ .... __ . . _----_._--_ .. -

Monetary Related Benefits - - Present - - - -

Value Network Company 
Marketing & 

Directly Involved Sales & 
Departments 

Development Marketing Development Development 
Development Sales Marketing 

Departments that should Marketing & Marketing & 
Development Development 

Sales & Sales & 
Sales & Development 

be involved J2~~~!()E!!l_el1t .. _____ I--I?evel()~~~t ___ ... ... .!2~~~19£!J:l~nt __ . .JJ~yelop_I?:'.~! __ ··_··¥··· __ .. ww·_·· .. ··H. __ .w._ .... __ ... ___ ._ _ _____ "" __ ' _ __ ' __ w" __ ' ___ " _ .. . .. _ .. _--_ .... _-_._ .. 
Mobilizing 

link on personal link on site & - Attracting onlineWOM onlineWOM onlineWOM online WOM personal e-mail 
site .!!l_agCl:.>:il1:.~_ ....... __ .. _---_._--_ ... _----_. 1--------.. --.- ._-'. ----_._-------_ .. •• • __________ .H.H.H .......... . .... ......... . .. ... _----_ .. . ..... _- . .. __ ........ _ ..... _-_ ... 

- Retaining Engagement Engagement - Engagement Engagement - -
• ••• H ..... H ••••••• _ •••• _ ••• H ....................... H •••• __ ••• _ .......... . .. _ •• H ••• _._.H._ .................... H._ .............. - ........•........... ... _-_ ..... ........ .... .............. - . ..................... _ ........ __ .. . . .. ... ............................................... ._-_ ..... .................. - ......... __ ._ .. ......... - . ........ -..... ........ - ................................. .. ........................ - ....... ~.~--- . .................... 

Validating Action on Ideas Action on Ideas 
Supporting in Providing Updates Action on Ideas 

Presenting status If possible presenting 
validation of the idea status of the idea _ .. _ ... .. --.---... ----... - -----_ . .. . - ----.------
Offering Offering new 

By validating 
Psting news about 

Knowledge supply By Validating Ideas By Validating Ideas knowledge, tools applications and By Validating Ideas 
Ideas 

products and financial 
and applications .. ~lanation markets 

"'-~--.. --.... . ----------.--.-.-... _. 

Moderating Post-moderated Post-moderated Post-moderated Post-moderated Post-moderated Post-moderated Pre-moderated 

All roles presented, 
All roles 

All roles presented, 
Value Network Users All roles presented All roles presented All roles presented All roles presented presented, except 

except manager role 
manager role 

except manager role 

Revenue Model 
Employees & Employees & Employees & Employees & Employees & 

Cost Structures 
platform platform platform 

Employees & platform 
External company platform Employees & platform 

- -
Product knowledge, 

Product knowledge, Product knowledge, 
Customer Product knowledge, Product 
knowledge 

Customer 
Product knowledge, Corrununica tion, 

Customer 
knowledge, Pwduct knowledge, 

Value return Corrununication, 
knowledge 

Direct monetary Customer knowledge, 
knowledge 

Customer Communication, with 
Corrununication, Corrununication, customers, 

with customers, 
with customers, 

gain Company reputation 
with customers, 

knowledge, 
learning benefits Loyalty, Company learning benefits learning benefits 

reputation Loyalty Loyalty 

Table 7: overVIew busmess model elements different cases 
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7. Discussion 

In this chapter the results obtained by the analysis are discussed. The different phases will be 
compared per business model element. Differences and similarities between the phases will be 
emphasized. The chapter will conclude with an overview for viable business models based on 
information provided in this chapter. 

7.1 Value proposition 
The first aspect in a business model is the value proposition. The related sub research question to this 
aspect was: 'Which benefits are the main drivers for users to participate in the corporate co-creation 
community?' In chapter 3, four benefits were determined; product, community, monetary and 
medium related benefits. The case results suggest that community, product and monetary related 
benefits are important. Below these elements are discussed. First, however, the target group will be 
discussed. As expected, the target group influences the value proposition. 

It was expected that communities in the concept, development and test phase focus on lead users, 
while users in the use phase focus on regular users (Von Hippe}, 1986). The case study suggests that 
only in the test phase the focus is on lead users and in the use phase on regular users . 
The concept phase focuses on every customer who has an opinion about the product, regardless if the 
user is a lead user or not. This can be explained by the customer relationship management objectives 
of the community. Connecting with customers is as important as improving products, therefore the 
type of user is less important. Moreover, the line between submitting a 'need' in the concept phase 
and providing product 'feedback' in the use phase is less obvious, especially when the community is 
open to everyone. Regular users, who have product complains are also invited to submit product 
feedback. Therefore, the lead user type is less present in the analyzed concept phase. 
Based on the case study it appears that community focusing on the development phase targets on 
specialists, preferable users who have enough knowledge about the software programming. From the 
cases it cannot be determined if the users have lead user characteristics. 

From the cases it appears that the product related benefits are important drivers for users to participate 
in a co-creation community. This finding correspond to Nambisan (2002) and Nambisan and 
Nambisan (2008). Depending on the phase the product related benefits differ. In the concept and use 
phase the users are mainly interested in improving products. While in the test and development phase, 
beside the improvements of the products, the gained product knowledge and product curiosity are 
crucial benefits. In Table 8 the product related benefits are presented. 
The type of product related benefits could be related to the target group (type of users). The regular 
users, the users in the use and concept phase, seem to be interested in improving products. The lead 
users and the specialist, the contributors in the development and test phase are more interested in the 
product and the corresponding knowledge. Curiosity about new products and gained knowledge are 
the main drivers. The users are also interested how the ideas are used, but this is less relevant than the 
knowledge gained by developing or testing new products. These benefits correspond to the lead user 
characteristics determined by Von Hippel (1986) and Lilien et al. (2002) . 
The high importance of product related benefits is also recognized by Bughin et al. (2008). These 
authors investigated the co-creation possibilities in non-corporate communities, like Second Life. They 
state as well that ' participants are largely interested in making a contribution and seeing ideas 
becoming reality.' 

Product 
Related 
Benefits 

Concept Development Test Use 
Improving products Improving products Improving products Improving products 

Gaining product Gairnng product 
knowledge knowledge 
Product curiosity Product curiosity 

Table 8: Product related benefits per phase 
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The community related benefits are presented in the communities focusing on concept and test phases, 
and in one case studied in the use phase. Sense of community, sense of efficacy, increased recognition 
and anticipated reciprocity do all seem to matter, these findings confirm the findings of Kollock and 
Smith (1999). Nevertheless prioritizing these aspects is impossible through the lack of detailed 
information. 
In the development phase and two studies in the use phase the community related benefits are absent. 
Thus, the presence or absence of these benefits appears not to be phase related. However, the 
engagement of the company could explain the presence of community related benefits. If the 
company is engaged the community related benefits are present. If the company is not engaged the 
community related benefits seem to be absent. 
Engagement of the company contains human and active interaction of the company in the 
community: 'the effort of the user is recognized and the company interacts actively'. Both the 
interacting and the recognizing leads to an increase of the community related benefits; sense of 
community and increased recognition (Kollock and Smith, 1999). The absence of engagement could 
explain the absence of the community related benefits. 
Moreover the participation of the users in the 'engaged' communities seems to be higher than in the 
not engaged communities: in 'engaged' communities the manage role of the user is clearly presented. 
In 'unengaged' communities the manage role is absent. 
This implies that the company has a major direct influence on the community related benefits of the 
users and that the community related benefits are influencing the activity level of the community 
members. 

The case study shows that in the development phase the monetary benefits are clearly present and that 
users are participating for these monetary benefits (henrung-Thurau et al., 2004). In a few other cases 
monetary benefits are also present, however the users seem not interesting. To check whether the 
monetary benefits are specificly related to the development phase a brief observation of non
participating communities, aimed on development, is performed (Web source 8). These showed that 
monetary rewards are not always presented in the development phase. Thus the monetary benefits 
seem not to be development phase related. Nevertheless, the presence of monetary benefits could also 
indicate the absence or decreased importance of community related benefits. The community related 
benefits are lacking in this community, which might be explained by a lack of engagement. To draw 
any conclusions on this issue further research is needed. 

Medium related benefits have not been mentioned in any of the cases. It appears that the users are not 
motivated to participate by the virtual environment of the community. Probably this driver is more 
applicable in a gaming environment (Nambisan, 2002). 

Thus, product related benefits seem to be important drivers to participate in a co-creation community, 
in all cases these benefits are present. Community related benefits are also important to participate in 
the community. These drivers seem to increase the activity level of the users and can be strengthened 
by engagement of the company. Monetary benefits can be a driver as welt although in the most cases 
this driver is inferior to the product related benefits and community related benefits. 
In Figure 14 the value proposition is presented. 

7.2 Value Network Company 
The second element, the value network, in a business model describes how the firm and the customer 
create the value in the co-creation community. Therefore the second research question is 'How are the 
roles of the company and customers, which create value to corporate co-creation communities, 
organized in the community?' In this paragraph the roles of the company will be discussed. In the 
next paragraphs the roles of the user are discussed. 
In chapter 3, five company roles are proposed; the mobilizing role, the validation rok knowledge rok 
moderating role and the technology role. All five roles are important in the co-creation communities. 
The mobilizin~ moderating and technology role seem to be non phase related, while the validation 
and knowledge role are phase related. This issue will be elaborated on in next sections. In Figure 14 
these elements are presented. 
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It is assumed that the involvement of different departments will influence the organization of roles of 
the company. Therefore, the involvement of different departments is discussed before the five roles 
are addressed. In line with the literature, the cases showed that the communities in the different 
phases are established by different departments. Co-creation in the concept phase is initiated by the 
marketing department. Co-creation in the development and test phase are both initiated by the 
development department. In the use phase the sales or marketing department initiates the co-creation 
community. In Table 9 an overview is given. 
It appears to be important that the departments who are responsible for implementation of the 
suggestion, ideas or designs are involved in the community, regardless the phase. This enhances the 
implementation of ideas, knowledge supply and validation of ideas. These aspects will be elaborated 
on in the 'validation' and 'knowledge supply' sections. In the concept and use phase the departments 
who initiate the community and who are responsible for the implementation of the content are not the 
same. The marketing or sales department needs to commit the development department in the 
community. From the analyses follows that this involvement can be difficult to achieve, development 
departments have a different' development agenda' and restrained budget. These issues have already 
been addressed by Workman (1993) and Atuahene-Gima & Evangelista (2000). 

Need to be 
involved: 

Development 
department 

Development 
department 

Table 9: Involvement departments 

The involvement level of the responsible departments varies. Thigh collaboration, where the 
responsible departments are directly involved in the community, seems the most effective approach. 
This approach ensures that employees can provide an adequate explanation quickly or status on a 
specific topic quickly. Moreover, fast action on ideas and suggestions can be achieved, because 
content can be promoted and validates directly within their department. 

Next the proposed elements of the value network of the company will be discussed. In Table 10 the 
global organization of the value network of the company is. presented. Below the elements will be 
elaborated . 

Concept Development Test Use 
-- --- -

Mobilizing 
Online WOM, links, emailing 

- AttractinR 

- Retaining Engagement 

Validating Action on Ideas 
Supporting in 

Providing Updates Action on Ideas 
validation 

Knowledge Offering knowledge, 
Offering new 

supply By Validating Ideas 
tools and applications 

applications and By Validating Ideas 
explanation 

Moderating Post-moderation 

Technology Sharing, conversations and Identity 

Table 10: Organization of Value Network Company 

Mobilizing 
As expected, the mobilizing role is needed to recruit and retain users in the community (Lab, 2008) . 
To recruit users online Word of Mouth (WOM) appears to be a significant contributor, in the concept, 
development and test phase. Other websites and blogs announce the communities. WOM attracts 
users to the community. In the use phase, online Word of Mouth seems to have a minor role. In two 
cases users have been personally invited or had a 'link' on a personal website; only a selected group 
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of customers where able to contribute in these conununities. However, Word of Mouth, could 
probably be a driver in the use phase as well. Sun et al. (2006) states that users who contribute to 
online WOM have got the following characteristics: drive for innovation, high involvement with the 
product, Internet usage and social contacts on the Internet. If the conununity is open to anyone in the 
use phase and the customers meet the requirements formulated by Sun et al. (2006) WOM would 
probably be applicable. 
However, the companies could also announce the community in a mailing or on their corporate 
website. 

To retain the contributors in the concept, test and use phase 'engagement' of the company in the 
community seems to be required. Engagement in the community means dedicated employees who 
take part in the community. These employees listen to the users and have a human dialogue. Even 
when the users have very critical comments, it is important that the company is listening and 
responding. This enhances the conununity related benefits of the users, users feel recognized and they 
have the feelings that have been heard. 
The attendance of 'engagement' seems to indicate the presences of community related benefits. The 
responding and listening of the company enhances the conununity related benefits, like sense of 
community and increased recognition. Thus, the engagement is probably not specifically related to 
use, test or concept phase, but needed in every community where community related benefits are 
important. If the monetary benefits are important for the user the engagement appears less important. 
Furthermore, to retain users in the community product related benefits need to be satisfied . These 
elements will be discussed in the 'validation' and the 'knowledge supply' part in this paragraph. 

Validating 
The validating role refers to the way the ideas are used, validated and implemented in the innovation 
process (Prahalad & Ramasawamy, 2004). In all phases validating of the content provided by the 
contributors appears to be an important aspect. 
Especially, in the use and concept phase validating seems important; the users are motivated by the 
improved products. The contributors would like to know if the delivered content is valuable and will 
be used by the company. The users want the company to take action. Therefore, the validation 
process should be developed carefully and the company should be ready to implement the valuable 
content. In particular the involvement of the development departments is important. Below this 
aspect is elaborated. 

From the analysis follow three aspects that should be taken into account to optimize the validation 
p':"ocess. First, the employees and departments who are responsible for the implementation of the 
suggestions and applications need to be committed by the conununity. These employees have the 
knowledge to estimate the suggestions and applications on value. Moreover they can promote the 
idea within their team and make sure action is taken. In the cases different levels of conunitment can 
be found. The tightest commitment is where the responsible employees are participating in 
community directly . They can response to issues inunediately and inform users adequate. 
Secondly, the status of the idea, suggestions of applications should be presented clearly on the site. 
The argumentation why content is implemented or not, can be published in a blog or Newfeed. 
The last aspect is executive support. The company should be ready to change existing development 
programs toward the suggestions of the users. Executive support is required to make this change 
happen and enhance overall cooperation for the conununity, in particular, when the responsibility 
over the conununity and implementation is separated over different departments. This is the case in 
the content and use phase; the department, who is responsible for the conununity, differs from the 
department who is responsible for the implementation. Management support implicates the 
importance of the community and enhances the cooperation between the different departments. 

Knowledge Supply 
The knowledge-supply role contains the supply of product knowledge and assignments to the 
community, to inspire the community members (Hoegg et a1., 2006, Nambisan & Nambisan, 2008). 
Supplying new product knowledge appears to be important in the development and test phase. As 
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turned out by analyses the users in these phases are interested in the new product knowledge. In the 
development and test phase this new knowledge is added by providing new tool, applications and 
blogs. Users can use and share their interests. The company can provide interesting insides or 
announce new product features. 
Tight cooperation with development departments needs to be ensured, to continue the availability of 
knowledge. Moreover, a constant flow of new knowledge is needed to retain the interests of the users. 
Between, the development and test phase there is a difference on the focus of providing the 
knowledge. Specialists are more interested 'in-depth' technology while lead users and early adopters 
would like to experience the utilization of the new technology . In the development phase are tools 
and new protocols shared, while in the test phase beta applications are provided. 

Moderating 
Moderating role is needed to help the community to maintain appropriate behavior (Preece, 2000, 
Kim, 2000). From the analyses follow that some phases need to put more efforts the moderating part. 
The development phase and the test phase receive hardly any critical comments or feedback, while 
the concept and the use phase deal with more critical issues·. Especially, the use phase copes with 
feedback emerged from frustrations. Different approaches for moderation can be derived from the 
cases, and the approaches are not unique for a phase. In general three different approaches can be 
distinguished. 

The first approach is to moderate the content afterwards and try to response directly on critical issues. 
The users can immediate view their submission. The company checks the content regularly and is 
prepared to take prompt action. If the content is not in accordance with the site policy, for instance 
spam or terms of abuse, the moderators will remove the content. Moreover, they will inform the 
sender. If the content contains critical notes, the moderators do not remove the content but they try to 
provide an appropriate explanation or agree with the discomfort. By this communication the 
company tries to be open and honest as possible. The companies believe this will enhance the 
participation of the users. However, this approach requires transparency and commitment of the 
company. Transparency, since the company needs to admit possible mistakes in products or 
operational management. Commitment, the platform needs to be checked frequently and the 
moderators need to response quickly. 
The second method that has been used to moderate towards a positive ambiance, is to moderate the 
content afterwards and only response to positive formulated suggestions. The user can view their 
reactions directly and the company checks the content regular. If the content is not in line with the 
policy the content will be removed, however if the content is critical and negatively formulated the 
moderators will ignore this content. The moderators will only answer positively formulated critics, to 
enhance the participation of the user. 
Thirdly, pre-moderation can be performed. The moderator checks the content, before the content of 
the user is displayed on the website. This approach is used to prevent the site from spam, and 
inappropriate content, for instance personal data. However, this approach can decrease the 
accessibility of the site. This approach is time-consuming, because every piece of contents needs to be 
checked. 

The first moderation approach seems the best method to enhance the participation of the users. The 
users feel that their submitted content is recognized by the company. Moreover the accessibility of the 
site stays low. Not recognized users express their discomfort or they will stop participating. Hence, 
the second approach turned out to be unsuccessful. 
Moreover, pre-moderation can have an effect on the community related benefits. Users do not see the 
results of their effort immediately and other users can not responding immediately. This will decrease 
the 'sense of community', and users feel restrained to submit feedback on the site. 
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Technology 
The technology role is needed to mediate the interactions. The Social Software Honeycomb (Smith, 
2007) can determine the needed software requirements. It was expected that the conversations 
element, sharing element and the identity element are present in co-creation communities. From the 
cases follows that the functionally of the software is not unique for a phase. Basically, the possibility 
of having conversations and sharing content is in every community available. In the most cases 
content can be consumed without registration. But registration is required when the user wants to 
participate actively. Potential members can view the content; get familiar with the topics and policy. 
As a result they can decide to become a member and rate or submit content. The possibility to view 
the content before becoming a member can increase the accessibility of the site. In some cases the 
users are recognized; contributions are counted and presented on their public profile. 
Acknowledgment of the contribution can enhance the community benefits of the user. The user is 
publicly recognized and this will probability enhances his contribution (Kollock and Smith, 1999). In 
all cases the involved employees have a company identity in the community; this implies that users 
can distinguish employees from regular users. This aspect can enhance the engagement of the 
company, users acknowledge the contributions of the company. 
One of the key requirements of the community is that the conversation part and sharing part should 
be obvious and clear. For users it is important to find easily the right topic or application. Moreover, 
the software should support that users can easily find updates or new comments on an interesting 
topic. A search, tag or RRS feed function could increase this usability aspect. 
In the concept and use phase the software is purchased. In the development and test phase the 
software is developed internally. 

7.3 Value network users 
In this paragraph the second part of the second research question is discussed, thus 'How are the roles 
of the customers, which create value to corporate co-creation communities, organized in the 
community?' In chapter 3, six customer roles are proposed; the consumer, the rater, the participant, 
the producer, the promoter and the manager. The presence of these roles is in the form of a pyramid; 
the most users consume and only a very few users manage the community. From the cases follow that 
the users are able to consume, rate, participate, produce, promote and manage the content, regardless 
with phase the community is established. However, concerning the participators', producers' and the 
managers' role some drawbacks need to be mentioned. In Figure 14 these elements are presented. 

Consume and rating the comments requires the lowest involvement, and is a perfect manner for the 
user to get familiar with the topics and policy in the community. Rating is also very valuable for the 
company, the company can measure what is relevant and what topic are not relevant. 
Broekhuis (2008) stated that the next level of involvement contains participation; commenting on ideas. 
Nevertheless, the available data in the concept and use phase showed that the next level of 
involvement is producing, posting ideas, instead of participating. More users are willing to post an 
idea than a comment. The data provided by two cases showed that the number of comments is 
significant higher, but only a few percentages of users post these comments. 
Thus in the concept and use phase it is more common for the user submit a need or a suggestion than 
to comment on one. Probably, this can be explained by the product related benefits, a user has a need 
or suggestion, and they want the company to take action on this idea. Submitting an idea can enhance 
this benefit. The user is less interested in the comments, and less engaged in the conversations. This 
could indicate that the product related benefits are much stronger than the community related 
benefits. For the little percentage, which is actively commenting the community related benefits could 
be stronger. 
No such data was available for the test and development phase. Because, the product related benefits 
in the test and development phase differ from the product related benefits in the use and concept 
phase, no conclusions can be drawn up, further research is needed. 
In the most cases evidence of a promoter role is found, the presence of online WOM indicates the 
promoters' role. However, in the use phase online WOM does not seem to contribute to the activity of 
the community. Nevertheless, promoting does not necessary need to occur online. Therefore, no 
conclusions can be drawn up regarding the promoting role in the use phase. 
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The absence of the manager role in the development case and two use cases is remarkable. The absence 
of this role could be related toward the low engagement of the company in the community. As earlier 
mentioned engagement strengthens the community related benefits. These benefits seem to contribute 
toward a high activity level of the user. However, if these benefits are not presented the user will 
probably less active in the community, and therefore not reach the level of manager. 

7.4 Revenue model 
The last element of the business model, revenue model, should implicate which cost and revenues for the 
firm are involved in the new service. What are the likely outcomes of co-creation communities for the 
company in terms of cost and generated value, based on a viable business model? 

Cost Structures 
From the literature followed that employee cost, promotion cost, rewards and expenses for 
technology support systems the most important elements in the cost structures. 
From the data can be concluded that employee costs and platform costs are the major cost in all 
phases. In some cases the money is spent on promotion, like advertising or rewards, like incentives. 
Although the community managers indicate that these cost are negligible compared to the employee 
and platform costs. 
From the data follows as well that companies can use the services of external firms . These firms offer 
a wide range of community packages; from standard platforms which only need to be skimmed with 
your own brand to a complete customized community, with personal support and training. 
Depending on the level of internal expertise and the available budget a company can consider the 
purchase of basic or a complete package. 

The costs of employment depend mostly on the number of employees that is committed in the 
community. However, the involvement of dedicated employees is needed to increase the knowledge
supply and the validation of ideas. Moreover, in non-monetary communities, employees' engagement 
seems to motivate the users. By more commitment and more engagement the cost of employment will 
increase. On the other hand, the input of the users is more worth when more departments are 
involved; the information is more efficient utilized. Nevertheless, unlimited engagement and 
commitment is not enough to ensure a constant flow of value return. The company must constantly 
reconsider the tradeoff between the employment cost and value return of the community. 

Monetary based communities have to calculate monetary incentives. Nevertheless in the provided 
example the monetary incentives were not paid by the company. The company provides a platform 
where the user can sell the application, and both the user and the company gain from the sale. 

Therefore, the cost of a community will be determined by the employee cost and technology support 
systems; platform cost. In Figure 14 these issues are presented. 

Value Return 
In the literature three important value return aspects were mentioned, new product knowledge, 
customer knowledge and increased customer loyalty. In the case study these aspects are confirmed 
and three other value returns are discovered; CRM tool, companies' reputation and learning benefits. 

Improving or developing new products is in all phases a major value return. In the concept and use 
phase this is achieved by implementing needs and suggestions. While in the development phases this 
is gained by sharing best practices for new designs. In the test phase this is achieved by fixing bugs or 
usability aspects. These findings correspond to the findings of Nambisan (2002), Nambisan and 
Nambisan (2008) and Rowley et al. (2007). As explained by the value network, to effectively employ 
these innovations; the departments and teams who are responsible for the innovations need to be 
committed. 
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As expected in the concept, test and use phase another aspect of value return can be discovered; 
customer knowledge. Giving the user the chance to rate or review the idea or application, the 
company can investigate if a suggestion is popular or if the product is ready for the market. This 
approach can be additional to traditional market research. In the test phase this is achieved by 
proposing new products to the users. Depending on the product adoption, it can be checked, whether 
a product is ready for the market place. These finding strengthen the finding of Garcia-Murillo and 
Annabi (2002). 

Moreover in the concept and use phase, the community appears to be an important instrument to 
communicate with the customers. The customers have possibility to express their frustrations or 
explain their needs. The company can gain understanding by explaining why some approaches are 
chosen. By engagement and human acting of the company the companies believe that customer 
loyalty can be increased. Srinivasana et a1. (2002) underline this finding: 'customer-company contact 
interactivity on corporate websites is expected to have a major impact on customer loyalty' . 
Thus, a co-creation community can be used as a CRM tool and likewise increase the customers' 
loyalty Labs (2008), Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004). 

The fifth benefit is the companies' reputation. This reputation is twofold. First, some cases indicate 
that the company's reputation can be strengthened by using Web 2.0 technologies. Web 2.0 can be 
associated with innovativeness of the firm and this can enhance the reputation of the firm. This 
corresponds to finding of Hall (1993); 'the perceived innovativeness of the firm can enhance the 
company's reputation and lead to better competitive advantage'. 
Secondly, the companies' reputation can also be strengthens by trying to decrease the negative WOM. 
If users are unable to express their frustrations on a company platform, they have the possibility to 
initiated an own community or website and create a big amount of negative publicity. Offering a 
company owned open platform creates transparency where an organization has problems, but it is 
also a way to show that an organization is taking unsatisfied customers seriously and is not afraid to 
show the current state of customer satisfaction. Providing an open, (semi-) transparent channel for 
your customers can help you to attract customer complaints and at least partially keep negative 
word-of-mouth in control. Negative WOM has to been found damaging to the companies' reputation 
and sales (Lee et aI., 2008) 

The last addressed benefits are the learning benefits. With the established community, companies can 
experiment with the Web 2.0. They can strengthen the internal knowledge and experience the Internet 
possibilities. In the future this knowledge and experience can be utilized into new Web 2.0 
applications. This benefit is not mentioned in the studied literature, however the explosive grow of 
Internet use and facilities force companies to take action on Web 2.0 (Hitt et aI., 2002). Experimenting 
with co-creation communities can enhance their knowledge. 

Thus, new product knowledge, customer knowledge, increased customer loyalty, Customer 
relationship management, increased company image and learning benefits are important value return 
aspects and can be obtained in every development phase. In Figure 14 these issues are presented 

All studied cases indicated that the gained value return is worth the expenses. The value return was 
more than expected in almost all cases. Some cases even mention they are' cheap' compared to for 
instance traditional approaches like market research and focus groups. However, there is evidence 
that a community can extinguish, especially when only one service or product is discussed . At the 
beginning many issues are discussed, however after a while the flow of new suggestions dries up and 
the discussion fade out. Users have given their input and there is a danger that you do not receive 
enough new content anymore, than are the expenses not worth the value return. Thus the conditions 
for the firm appears to be as long if there is a constant flow of value return the expenses, like 
employees and platform costs are worth it. 
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7.5 Viable Business models 
In the previous 4 paragraphs the business model elements and sub research questions are discussed 
and answered separately. On the basis of these answers the main question can be answered: 'what are 
viable business models?' 

In chapter 3 a model is proposed with several elements. From the previous paragraphs the model can 
be refined. This is presented in Figure 14. In general, viable business models contain these elements. 
Compared with the initial model, several elements appear to be unimportant, like the medium related 
benefits in the value proposition, the promotion and reward cost in the revenue model. Moreover, the 
case study findings suggest that the CRM benefits, company reputation and learning benefits need to 
be added to the model. Furthermore, the results indicate that the organization of several elements 
depends on the NPD phase. Table 11 reflects whether the elements are phase related or not. 
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Phase Related 
--

Value Product Related 
Proposition benefits 

Value Network 
Validating role 

Company 
Knowledge role 

Value Network 
User 

Revenue Model: 
Employee cost 

Cost 

Revenue Model: 

I Non phase related 
---- --

Community related benefits 
Monetary related benefits 

Mobilizing role 
Moderating role 
Technology role 

Consumer, Rater, 
Participant, Producer, 
Promoter, Manager 

Platform cost 

Product Knowledge 
Customer Knowledge 
Increased Customer Loyalty 
CRM benefits 
Company reputation 
Learning benefits 

Table 11 shows the product related 
benefits are phase related. As 
explained in these benefits are 
related to the target group of the 
community. Moreover, these 
benefits are connected to the 
validation and knowledge role of 
the company. To effectively 
employ these roles involvement of 
responSible departments is needed. 
The involvement of departments 
can increase the employee cost, 
because more employees are 
involved in the community. The 
organization of these elements per 
phase is summarized in Table 12. 

Table 11: phase related or not phase related elements 

Concept Development ! T~~t Use 
~ 

, -- -

Product Improving products Improving products Improving products Improving products 
Related Gaining product Gaining product 
Benefits knowledge knowledge 

Product curiosity Product curiosity 

Target Group Regular Users Specialist Lead users Regular Users 

----" Marketing & Sales/ Marketing & 
Need to be Development Development 
involved 

Development 
department department 

Development 
department department 

Validating Action on Ideas 
Supporting in 

Providing Updates Action on Ideas 
validation 

~. 
Offering new 

Knowledge Offering knowledge, 
supply 

By Validating Ideas 
tools and applications 

applications and By Validating Ideas 
explanation 

Table 12: Phase-depended Elements 
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8. Conclusions & Managerial Implications 

This exploratory research was initiated by the recognition of increased popularity of corporate co
creation communities. However the utilization of these corporate communities is growin~ the 
business models of corporate co-creation communities had not been addressed yet. This study has 
been an attempt to contribute to filling this gap in literature and to provide practical guidelines for 
the best practices of these business models. A qualitative research approach was chosen to develop 
the business models and to gain in-depth insights from practice, and to address the overall objective. 

The objective of the study is to investigate 'what are viable business models for community based co
creation in corporate established communities'. The three business models elements, value 
proposition, value network and revenue model, were studied in depth to answer the question. Based 
on the NPD cycle, four types of co-creation communities have been investigated all with a different 
purpose; the co-creation community in the concept phase, the development phase, the test phase and 
the use phase. 

On the basis of the findings it can be concluded that viable business models for co-creation 
communities consist of a clearly defined set of elements. Though the most elements in the business 
model remain equal across different phases, other elements are phase-dependent. These element and 
phase depended elements are presented in Figure 14 and Table 10. Per business model element, value 
proposition, value network and revenue model, the most important finding are discussed/ concluded. 

Regarding the value proposition, for all phases the most important driver for users to participate are 
the product related benefits. Based on the phase and user 'type' the product related benefits are 
different. In the use and concept phase, where regular users are participatin~ product improvements 
are important. While in the development and test phase, where lead user or specialists are 
contributing, benefits like product knowledge and product curiosity are required. Beside product 
related benefits, community related benefits seem to matter. Community related benefits enhance the 
activity level of the users. 

Regarding the value network, an important aspect of the mobilizing role is the' engagement' of the 
company. It appears that 'engagement' of the company in the community is important to strengthen 
the community related benefits. Moreover, importance of efficient validation and knowledge supply 
of the company roles need to be emphasized. In all phases validating of the content provided by the 
contributors appears to be an important aspect to retain users. Especially, in the use and concept 
phase validating seems important; the users are motivated by the improved products. Supplying new 
product knowledge appears to be important in the development and test phase. The users in these 
phases are interested in the new product knowledge. 

Within the revenue model it is remarkable that every studied case announced the gained value return 
is worth the costs. The value return contains new product knowledge, customer knowledge, increased 
customer loyalty, customer relationship management, increased company image and learning 
benefits. The costs mostly contain employment and platform costs. 
However, there is evidence that the value return can extinguish, especially when only one service or 
product is discussed. At the beginning many issues are discussed, nevertheless after a while the flow 
of new suggestions dries up and the discussion fades out. Users have given their input and there is a 
danger that the community does not receive new content anymore, than are the expenses not worth 
the value return. 
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Managerial Implications 

The findings of this study provide meaningful insights for managers who want to establish a 
corporate co-creation community and community managers. In this paragraph the implications of the 
findings are addressed. 

First general implications for elements that remain equal across different phases are addressed; next 
phase related implications are mentioned. 

First, the NPD objective of the community should be defined to select the right business model. The 
NPD objective can include co-creation in the concept, development, test and use phase. On the basis 
of objective the target users can be selected, and the value network can be developed. Figure 14 and 
Table 10 could help to determine the right business model elements. 
Secondly, being aware of the needs of your audience and offering services that fit within their benefits 
is required to ensure the viability of the business model. 'Regular' users have got different 
information and wishes than 'lead users'. The company should cope with these differences, and 
provide the right benefits and information. 'Regular' users are more interested how their ideas are 
used, while lead user gain benefits from new product information. 
Thirdly, the formal involvement of employees and departments, who are responSible for 
implementing the innovations, is required in a viable business model. Efficient validation of ideas and 
supply of knowledge can be achieved when the responsible employees are involved and committed 
to the community. Efficient validation and knowledge supply are needed to enhance the product 
related benefits of the users. The product related benefits will strengthen the participation of the user. 
Next, engagement of the company is another key element in the business model. Engagement implies 
committed and dedicate employees who participate actively in the community and 'speak' with a 
human voice. With their participation they show their appreciation towards the contribution of the 
users, even when the contribution is negative. This engagement appears to increase the community 
related benefits of the users and this strengthens the activity of the users. 
Furthermore, the company should be prepared for critical feedback and complaints in the community. 
The users are not always satisfied with your products and probably they will mention their 
discomfort in the community. Nevertheless, the community managers do not need to forget that these 
users put effort in the community, by registering and submitting feedback. So the company should 
try to listen to these complaints and respect the users' effort. The company should be ready to admit 
mistakes and to be transparent as possible. Open and honest communication can enhance the 
participation of the users. 
Finally, the post moderation approach should be utilized in the community. Post moderation means 
that the users can view their content immediately and that content if necessary is moderated 
afterward. By employing this approach, the users feel that their submitted content is recognized by 
the company. 

Depending on the NPD objective of the co-creation community several implications per NPD phase 
can be distinguished. 

Co-creation in the concept and use phase attracts regular customers or people with a specific need. 
The major benefit for the users to participate in these types of communities is the prospect of 
improved or new products. Therefore, the idea validation process of the ideas and suggestions 
requires huge attention. The community is probability initiated by the marketing or sales department; 
however the departments where the products and services are developed need to be involved, to 
strengthen the validation process. The collaboration between these various departments appears to be 
challenging. Executive support could enhance this involvement. 
A challenge specific for the use phase is to sustain the flow of ideas. If the company is not offering 
new products or services the flow of new suggestions will be dry up, because all suggestions are 
discussed already. 
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In the development phase the value commuruty attracts specialist to obtain valuable designs. The 
major benefit for these users to participate is to gain new products or new product knowledge. Thus, 
knowledge supply of the company is a major requirement. 
In the test phase lead users can be targeted to participate. Their benefit is to get familiar with new 
products and applications. Therefore a constant supply of new the knowledge and products is 
required to retain the users. The challenge for the company is to sustain the new knowledge and 
products. 
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9. Limitations and Further Research Directions 

This explorative study can be a starting point for more extensive research. In this study conclusions 
are drawn on the basis of knowledge and insights of managers and some heavy users. Quantitative 
tests with users need to be conducted to investigate the value proposition from the users' perspective. 
The difference between benefits becomes more obvious when quantitative research is performed. 
There is small evidence that non heavy users are strongly interested in product related benefits and 
hardly in community related benefits, however this should be further investigated. 
Moreover, quantitative research among users can also uncover lead user characteristics. The use and 
concept phase do not target on lead users, however these users could be highly represented in the 
community. 
This sample contained only leading and authoritative companies. Therefore, generalization of these 
results warrants caution. The influence of the companies' brand and product leadership could 
influence the viability of the business model as well. Algesheimer et al. (2005) identify that the brand 
relationship of the user contributes to the identification of the brand community, however this thesis 
addressed co-creation communities, the companies' brand could influence the participation of the 
users . In future research, it may be considered to replicate this study in co-creation communities 
established by small or medium enterprises. 
In this study only the influences of the target group and involved departments are taken into account. 
However the influences of the type of products are left out of the scope of this research. Almost all 
sampled co-creation communities discuss high involved products like phones, computers and 
financial products. This high involvement could have major influences on the business model. Users 
could be more willing to participate in these community, for instance the users are more curious 
about these product knowledge. The influence of the high product involvement on the business 
model could be investigated in the further . 
Only one case is studied in the development and test phase. The limited amount of cases could 
influence the final results. Replicating this study in other development and test co-creation 
communities could further substantiate the obtained results. 
As concluded the value return seems to be worth the expenses, however the discussed value return is 
of qualitative kind and the long term actual market impacts of these co-creation communities could 
not be verified. Therefore it would be interesting to measure the long term quantitative revenues of 
the co-creation communities. For instance, what is the exactly value of a submitted idea? Or is the 
company actually more competitive by the use of a co-creation community? 
Small evidence is found that the monetary and community benefits could replace each other. 
However, only one case based on monetary benefits was involved. To investigate the relation 
between monetary and community benefits more cases, based on monetary benefits need to be 
involved. 
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Appendix I: Overview URL's co-creation communities 

- Talpa-Creative 
- TomTom MapShare 
- Dell-idea-Storm 
- KLM-bluelab 
- Vodafone-Betavine 
- My-Starbuck-Idea 
- Robeco-Connect 
- American- Express-Labs 
- Generation-Benz 
- ABN AMRO-Blackboard 
- Samsung Mobile Innovators 
- Hi-Xperiment 
- Nokia-Betalabs 

tal pac rea tive .com 
tomtom.com/ mapshare 
dellideastorm.com 
klmbluelab.nl 
betavine.net 
mystarbucksidea .com 
robeco.nl/ connect 
labs.americanexpress.com 
generationbenz.com 
blackboard.abnarnro.nl 
samsungiq.com 
hi.nl/ cdxperiment 
betalabs.nokia.com 
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Appendix II: invitation mail 

Dear [community manager], 

In this mail I would like to invite [community name] to cooperate in an exploratory study about co-creation 
communities. This research could be interesting for your community, because the best practices regarding 
community management will be studied and the results will be provided afterwards. Below the purpose of the 
study is explained in depth. 

On.line customer communities receive increased attention by companies these days. The product ideas and 
customer feedback generated within these communities seem to enhance the effectiveness of product innovation 
processes and marketing activities. 

Currently, I am conducting a study for Eindhoven University of Technology and TNO (leading Dutch research 
institute) on these customer communities. This study particularly focuses on co-creation communities. Co
creation refers to joint creation of products by a company and its customers. The aim of this research is to gather 
more insight in the different organisation processes of co-creation communities. 

The focus of this research lies on the benefits for the customers to participate and how companies can enhance 
these benefits. Moreover, the involvement of companies in communities and the use of the generated knowledge 
will be studied. Furthermore, the drivers of the community in terms of investments and value return will be 
explored. Studying these processes in several co-creation communities can result in a complementary view on 
effective management of communities. By conducting in-depth interviews with managers and moderators of 
different co-creation communities, I want to disclose these underlying processes within a community. 

[community name] is a typical example of a successful co-creation community. Therefore, I would like to invite 
the conununity manager(s) of [community name] to participate in this study. It would be very interesting to 
analyze the business processes underlying [community name] . This would allow for a benchmark study with 
other communities under study. The co-creation communities of among others Dell-Idea-Storm, Samsung, KLM, 
Starbucks, Vodafone, IBM and Nokia are invited as well. Upon request, results can be anonyrruzed. The results 
and conclusions of the study wiLl be provided after completion. These results can be used to evaluate current 
practices and to adopt best-practices given the specific characteristics and goals of a community. 

The interview can be conducted by phone or in an online chat meeting. The time plan is to conduct these 
interviews in weeks 51 en 2. 

My hope is that this study will, with our collective effort, contribute to our insights in driving effective co-creation 
communities. 
I am looking forward to your reaction regarding participation in this project. 
In case of any questions, or if you would like to receive more information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Kim op den Kamp, 
TNO Information and Communication Technology 
Business Innovation & Modelling 

Phone: +31152857773 
Mobile: +31 64611 7190 
E-mail: kim.opdenkamp@tno.nl 
Web: www.tno.nljict 
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Appendix III: Data Collection Instruments 

1. Observation Protocol 

Identity 

Presence 

Relationship 

Conversations 

Groups 

Reputation 

Sharing 

User Company 
Do the users need to Do the employees have a 
register before they can be special company identity and 
active* in the community? public profiles? 
Which information is 
required to subscribe? Are 
user profiles public? 
Is the presence of users Is the presence of employee 
announced? announced? 
Is it possible to make Are any relationships between 
relationship with other employees or users visible? 
users visible? 
Is it pOSSible to start a Are employees participating 
conversation? For instance, in conversations? 
commenting on shared 
content? 
It is possible to form a Are employees able to involve 
group of interest? in the groups? 
Is the amount of Is the amount of contribution 
contribution in the of the employee presented on 
community presented on the profile? 
the user profile? 
Is it possible to share Is it possible to share content? 
content? For instance rate For instance share new 
or produce content. Like product knowledge, 
ideas, suggestions or validation of ideas or beta 
designs? applications? 

Table 13: Observation protocol on the basis of the 
social honeycomb (Smith, 2007) 

* Which level of activity a user ID is required? Consume, rate, participate, 
produce, promote or manage? 

2. Semi structured Interview Protocol 

+ 

~ V,ilue Network 

~Rev(.'nuc Model 

V.,lue Proposllion 

+ 

0 : Actors/ Mtlin 
Stakeholders 

+ 

o Servjce 

~ Influence 

CJ context f,lClor 

<Complete before interviewing> 
1. General Description Community 
1. Company: 
2. Community name: 
3. URL: 
4. Name interviewee: 
5. Function interviewee: 

+ 

+ 
~ 
~ 

Interview agenda: 

+ 

1) Introduction persons & community/study 
(additional) 
2) Explain possibilities for anonymizing & ask 
for recording 
4) Explain continuation (elaborate interview -> 
send to interviewee for verification) 
5) Start questioning 
3) Finishing Interview: 

- POSSibility interviewing users/ 
colleges 

- Ask for contacts in other 
communities 

6. Interviewees' relation to the community (owner/ developer/ user): 
7. Purpose of the community (NPD phases): 
S. Description of the (technological) funcbonalities (f.e. blog, comment, rate, 

download possibilities, registration, open/ closed forum) 
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<Start interview> 
2. Establishment of the community 
5-7 minutes 
1. When has the community been established? 
2. Who (department/ person) initiated the community? 
3. Why he/she initiated it? Why choose he/she this approach? What is the 

relation between the community and the department? 
4. What are the target customers/ users? 
5. Has the company any other online communities? Which purpose do these 

communities have? How are they related to each other? 
6. Has there been an OFF-line project with the same purpose? 

3. Role of the company in the community (Research Question 2) . 
+/- 15 minutes 
1. Which employees/departments/other companies have been involved in the 

community? 
a. What is their role in the community? (at least these roles should be discussed: 

mobilizing! technology/ moderating! adding knowledge/ validation ideas/ 
marketing! design) 

b. How much time do thelj spend on the community (monthly)? 
c. Has this been changed since establishment (important changes)? 

2. How is the community moderated? 
a. According to you, how do the users experience this moderation? 
b. Why you choose this approach? 
c. According to you what is the most critical aspect in moderation ? 

3. How are the generated ideas validated (=how social capital is used by 
development of new products) 

a. According to you, how do the users experience this validation? 
b. Why you choose this approach? 
c. According to you what is the most critical aspect in validation? 

4. Is knowledge (f.e. product specifications) added to the community? By whom 
and how? 

a. According to you, how do the users experience this added knowledge? 
b. Why you choose this approach? 
c. According to you what is the most critical aspect? 

5. How are the technical (software/ platform/ updates) issues handled? Is the 
community technically integrated in the companies ICT? 
a. According to you, how do the users experience these issues? 
b. Why you choose this approach? 
c. According to you what is the most critical aspect? 

6. How are the users attracted and mobilized in the community? 

a. According to you, how do the users experience these issues? 
b. Why you choose these approaches? 
c. According to you what is the most critical aspect? 

7. How are the users retained in the community? 
a. According to you, how do the users experience these issues? 
b. Why you choose these approaches? 
c. According to you what is the most critical aspect? 

8. How is the social capital used in the processes within the company, and by 
whom (departments & employees)? 
a. According to you, would the social capital be more worth if the company was more 

involved in the community? 
b. According to you, would the company be more satisfied if the company was more 

involved in the community? 
c. Is the involvement of the company related to the used ICT? 
d. According to you, leads increase of involvement to better quality of the community? 

9. Have there been big changes, regarding the role of company in the community, 
during since establishment? Which changes? 

10. What are do's and don'ts to keep the community going on? 
11. According to you, what would be the future perspective of the discussed roles? 

4. Users (Research Question 1) 
+/- 15 minutes 
1. Have you done any research about types of users and their motivations? 

a. Types: Experts/ Lead users/ Innovators/ Customers/ Non customers/ 
Employees) Have the types been changed, over the period? How do you explain 
this change? What were, by the establishment of the communihj, the expectations 
regarding type ofparticipants? Does it differ with the reality? Can you explain why 
it differs? High! Low diversity? 

b. According to you, what are the efforts the users put into the community? 
i. Time, fee . .. 

ii. How is this effort related to the type of user? 
c. According to you, what are the motivation factors (recognition, solutions, 

feeling part of.. .etc) for users to participate and create knowledge? Do these 
motivations differ per type of user? 
1. How does the community ife. social capital) enhance those benefits? 

ll . How does the company enhance those benefits? 
liZ. According to you, which is the most crucial factor? 
iv. Have those benefits been changed? 

2. What can the user do in the community (consume, rate, comment, produce, 
promote . .)? 

a. How many users participate and return .. 7 
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b. Statistics percentage? How many consume (%)? How many rate (%)? Etc .. 
c. Is there a shift in participation among users? User start as .. become? Conversion 

rate? 
d. Is there been a change in participation over the period? How do you explain this 

change? 
e. What were, by establishment of the communihj, the expectations regarding the 

number of participants? Does it differ with the reality? Can you explain why it 
differs? 

3. According to you, is there a relation between the drivers to participate and type 
of users/ participation role? 

4. Which changes in roles of the company let to changes the participation/ type of 
users? 

5. Do you think if the company was more involved (more 
employees/ departments) in the community, the users would be more satisfied? 
Why? 

6. According to you, what is the future of the community, in terms of 
participation, type of users and drivers to participate? 

5. (Expectations) Value Return and Trade-off (Research Question 3) 
+/-20 minutes 
1. What are the targets of your company in terms of value return and investments 

a. Targets of benefits: (# useful knowledge, quality of knowledge/ loyalty, 
reduction other customer projects) 

b. Anticipated costs (initial invest, maintenance, incentives for members etc) 
c. Which aspects did you use as reference (other communities, website, and off-line 

projects)? 
2. What is the actual situation regarding value return and investments: 

a. Achieved benefits: (# useful knowledge, quality of knowledge/ loyalty, 
reduction other customer projects) 

b. Costs (initial invest, maintenance, incentives for members etc) 
3. What is the difference between the expectations and the achievement? 

a. How do you explain the difference? 
b. How are the cost related to the involvement of the company (more dept/ emp.)? 
c. How are the cost related to the use ICT (complexity). 

4. According to you, how are the investments related to the performance of the 
community? Has view shifted over time? (e.g. thought might earn money now 
see as idea generator etc?!) 
a. Social capital, ICT complexity? 

5. What are most important lessons learned? 

6. What business models (users perspective/ company roles/ investments & 
value return) you think viable based on your experience and what you have 
seen elsewhere 

3. Semi structured Interview Protocol 

XXX Community Questions 

Name: 

Participation 
The following six questions refer to your participation in the XXX Community. 
1. Can you describe how you did join the XXX Community? 
2. When was the first time that you participated in the XXX Community? 
3. Can you describe how you participate in the XXX Community? (for instance read, 
vote, comment, post ideas) 
4. Approximately how many ideas/ comments/ rates have you submitted, in total? 
5. How much time do you spend per week on XXX? 
6. Have your participation habits been changed since the beginning? If so, can you 
describe what has changed, and why? (For instance an increase in giving 
comments or a decrease in spending time?) 

Motivation: 
The following four questions refer to your motivation to participate in the XXX 
Community. 
7. Can you mention at least two reasons why you are participating in XXX 
Community? 
8. What is your option of the way ideas are taken up by Company XXX? 
9. What results, if any, have you personally noticed that resulted from the XXX 
Community? 
10. Can you describe how Company XXX enhances you participation? 
11. Can you describe the 'best practices' of the XXX Community? In other words: 
What do you like about the XXX Community? 
12. Do you have at least two suggestions how Company XXX can improve the XXX 
Community? 

And last but not least: 
13. Are you active in other (Company XXX) communities? Can you briefly describe 
(1 line) your role in the community and the purpose of the community? 
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Appendix IV: data sources 

1.1 Starbucks: Observation 
User Company 

Identity For consuming the content no Employees have a special 
registration is required. If the company ID when they submit 
user wants to participate, rate etc. comments 
Than a User ID is needed. Only 
an e-mail address is required. 
The user profiles can not be 
viewed by other users. 

Presence Presence is not announced. Presence is not announced. 
Relationship No functionality for establishing No functionality for establishing 

relationships. relationships. 
Conversations User can start conversations by Employees are participating in 

submitting ideas or comments conversations by posting 
comments and providing 
additional information 

Groups It is not possible to form a group It is not possible to form a group 
of interest of interest. 

Reputation The amount of contribution in The amount of contributions of 
the community presented on the employees is not presented 
user profile, however this profile publicly. 
is not publiC. Only the ten best 
contributors are presented on the 
leader board. 

Sharing Users can share ideas, rates and Employees share comments, ideas 
comments 'under action' 

1.2 Starbucks: Interview Community Manager 
1:40 Introduction Interviewee 
[ am Matthew Guiste community manager of this MSI. I working for Starbucks, a coffee 
company based in Seatle Washington USA. It is my job to moderate on the website and also 
to think about what we gona do next with the site, reporting in the company, reporting 
externally, pretty much everything of MSI it is my responsibility. 

2:16 Are you part of the marketing department? 
That is correct. My team, which is the lager team which in charge all things digital, the 
Starbucks experience on the screen, which rolls up in the marketing team. 

2:49 Why did this department initiate the community? 

"Matthew points out that he has sent a presentation with the additional MSI info". 

(Sheet 3: MSI was established to fill a need for Dialog). 

(4:37) There are several reasons why we started the community. The most important one is 
elaborated on page 3 of the presentation. 
TIlere are number of way how we and our customers can talk to each other, but that was only 
one way. They could talk to us. We could talk to them, but there was no dialogue. And there 
was no other person, who could see that dialogue. We thought that (a open dialogue) was a 
much richer way to communicate with our customers. 
There is also a second reason (5:11) that is we grow from one store in Sealte to ten thousand 
stores all over the world. There was a feeling that we lost touch with or customers a little bit. 
We want to use the new technology to get in touch with the customers, to get of or products. 
A third reason is that the CEO went to a Christmas party a met Michael Dell, from Dell 
computers. And Michael Dell showed his Dell-Idea-Storm, which is very similar to MSI. And 
Dell had a lot success with it, and or CEO was enthusiastic and said to or team that we 
needed to do something as well. 

6:30 Dell site and MSI are very similar? 
Correct there are build from the same underlying technology, this is a product from 
salesforce.com. We skim the technology with our brand. How we set it up internally is very 
interesting different to Dell. 

7:20 What are your target customers? 
We do not have a specific demographic in mind. Everyone who has an idea about Starbucks, 
interesting about or company is that everyone has an opinion about Starbucks. You love it, 
you hate it. They have always something to say. Everyone who has an idea, we want to hear 
from them. We have had some audience in mind we who want to reach. 

8:15 Has Starbucks got any other community? 
Yes we have a volunteer community come to gathering local stores to do actions; for instance 
a book club. 

9:09 Are there any offline groups? Or offline conversations with the customers? 
First of all, the bottom of the receipt there is a link to this website called customer voice, 
where you can go to and give feedback to your customer experience or other ideas. This is a 
one-way channel. 
Also a group called the passion panel, this is a group selected of very highly engaged 
customers, who we do research with, and we say: well we think to put on this new drink or 
changing or store policies. They are scientific selected, for instance different demographic and 
different areas. We provide a research pool, and we get the answers back. 
Customer comment cards in stores. More over we have other online surveys, customer 
groups. Allot of other things we besides MSI. But these were only one way charmels. 

10:18 MSI is complementanJ to the other options? 
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Yeah, and when some things come up in MSI, we compare that to other charmels how similar 
they are and often they are very similar. If there is a large complain and it appears in MSI, it 
also shows up in customer service or customer voice. 

11:03 Which departments are involved in the community? 
We have three levels of involvement in the community. (see also page 5, sheet). 
There are two persons in the team, who work all the time in the community. That is me and 
the community manager. The community manager is in charge of all the moderators and all 
things that go one on the site, in terms of ideas. Furthermore, we have 30 or 40 moderators, 
spread out of the company: 2 or 3 in the food team, 2-3 in the beverages team etc. They have 
two tasks, the first one is to monitor their section on the site and have conversations with 
clients. The other job is to find ideas, which are either very interesting, analyse the ideas and 
promote those. They promote the ideas to the second level, the leads: vice presidents of coffee, 
or the vice president of card team etc. It is there jobs to support the moderators, to give them 
time in the week to moderate (2-3 hours a week). And make decisions on ideas who are 
promoted to them. We provide the moderators the tool to analyse the idea. The leads 
promote the idea to the third level of involvement, the executive level. I think you need 
executive support, it is very important, to take action on idea etc. 
It seems a good involved project. 
(13:44)That is the difference with Dell, they run around within the company and tying to find 
the thing to say. And MSI is a richer and more experienced because we have nutrition's are 
talking about the food and it is not me going and talking to the experts and trying to translate 
that to the website. (14:00) I have been talking to dell and they do their job well, and we have 
a good relation with dell. And I think they gone change their program towards more like ours, 
because it provides a richer experience to the customer. 

14:42 Do you put knowledge to website? Do you put new information all the website regarding topics? 
Or do you mostly response to answers of the customers? 
Mostly the latter, but we are experiencing recently with some kind what you were describing 
where we have this involved problem, but basically we have many kinds of coffee in the store, 
there is not just one type of coffee, but a lot of different coffees. And people have strong 
preference of coffee that they want, and it is very hard for us to make everybody happy. On 
of the things we did recently, because people we very upset when different coffee are gone be 
brewed and we had something like: lets turn this over to the communi tie. We give them the 
actual real world constraints and we can brew the coffee, we have to throw it away after 30 
minutes, it is very perusal. Every time you to throw an entire pot of coffee away, it costs a lot 
of coffee beans and threes etc, etc. That entire real world constrains, and we said: you come 
up with some ideas that fit in these real world situations we have. 
And this assignment turns the conversation into; you should do this, you should do that. The 
quality of those ideas was much higher then previously. 

16:14 50 giving an assignment makes the discussion very rich? 
Much more so, yes. We are very exited about that, because this is one of the hottest issues on 
the site. And maybe we have to come more of these realizations sooner. But this is new for us 

and we are definitely learning how to do that. Which this approach you get a lot better 
involvement. It turned from us against to their problem, to us and them against the problem. 

17:00 How do you moderate the communil1J? 
30-40 people who are looking at ideas, moderating and responding. Now we have 2500 
moderated comments. There is probably a high level of involvement and we assigned the 
people we are watching specific areas. And if you watch how the ideas are submitted; you 
can choose where the idea can go in, for instance news categories, we assign people to 
moderate those sections and interact with the customers. There is not really a set of 
requirements what you can respond or ignore. We give the moderators both a legal training 
and sort of soft training, where they learn to interact on MSI and on the phone. So that they 
have a certain level of knowledge. They get also a technical training as well, how they need to 
work with the software. It is a reasonable sufficient program, they go through by training. 

18:16.30-40 moderators? And they are employees on other parts of the Starbucks company? 
Yes correct, it takes 2-5 hours a week. Depends what is going on, on the site or what is going 
on in their department. But that is a good average. It is not a major time, if you compare it to 
the company and the level of the project you can do. And it is not a large constrain in the 
money. It is a different commitment change for companies. You have to be transparent and to 
encourage the conversations that some companies trying prevent for happening. Of course 
the truth is that these conversations happen anyway, and they will happen without them 
(some companies). (19:13) It is not a major project for the company. 

How do you attract users to M5I? 
Page 6 of the pdf shows some of the details, but basically we launched MSI in a high profile 
way at a shareholders meeting: big announcement. We also did advertising in the NYT. 
Furthermore we put a little box on starbucks.com, with the text: if you have an idea for us. 
And we had carts in the store. That was initial a, first 10 days or so. Since then we did no 
advertising. Right now we have approximately 2,5 million visits and it is really online WOM. 
Just keep the community vibrant and give community reasons to corne back. 
The pattern is in page 7, you tell your community the idea can be low. You get a high initial 
activity and especially like a recognize brand like us. This is spider traffic, and then it starts to 
peak and starts to fall off. On page 7 there are some things you can do, I you do not want to 
have something like a buzz, but something that has a meaning for real. Six things are in the 
box, are the reason why people come back to the site. And I am happy to say that we carne 
back at the traffic level we had on our first peak, and it getting exiting. 

(23:20) Can you tell how you retain you customers? 
The first thing is visible action; you have to show that some numbers of ideas are getting in 
action. Because none of the users will corne back if there is no action. There need to be change. 
The second thing is, that the value of having interaction with the company. People recognize 
a human voice, not a marketing voice. There is a clear distinction, between that. If there is a 
human voice that you can interact with the company you were never able to. There is a value 
in that. Thus having a rich conversation, providing information and suggestions from 
customers and responding on that. 
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The third one is having feahues on the site. We had on the homepage a month ago, a leader 
board, vote down, idea soon, contribution on the site: a status symbol. To recognize the 
attribution on the site, because we on the company put out 500 comments and there are 
500.000 comments out there. We are recognize the people who extraordinary effort to it. 

25:30 How are the technical issues handled, like platform etc. 
MSI is a Salesforce product. It is really out of the box. And when I login at the backend, they 
handle the database engine, voting, tracking, commenting they handle that for us. What we 
do is skim the program with our branding. We also handle the content information, when 
you signing it a MSi you actually sign in at Starbucks servers. And we control the customer 
information. For handle updates we have to do it both, Salesforce and we. And that is a 
challenge. 

27:10 Do you have statistics what percent of the percents is voting or commenting? 
Page 8, we have 2,5 million visits, 100.000 comments and half a million votes. And then you 
get an idea how the percentage is. 
This is much higher than we expected. We had expectations which were 5 time lower. 

28:19 What people are using you site? 
You hid a key question for us and we have been in a constant decision and we make the 
access on the site as low as possible. We ask for no demographic information, no store 
information. The positive site is that we have a huge amount of traffic and the negative site is 
we don't know who these people are. I can make some guesses, but can tell you any specific 
details. One of the challenges for 2009 is to find a way to make the information richer, getting 
some background as well. And there are ways how to do that, and some of them cost money. 
But now we are very protective for the community and the consumers. But in the main time 
we had some polls, with some questions like: which region are you from. 
We do not have great information about the users. 

30:17 How do you decide whetha the information is valuable? For instance are the 100.000 comments 
are valuable? 
The prioritising helps to make the information valuable. For instance the idea: free snack with 
coffee, it was not on our screen, but it was such a high thing on MSL that we testing the idea 
now in out test store and it is doing very well. Moreover the number 1 of all ideas every, is 
called the great conversation. We expected that the top idea ever would refer to pricing, 
coffee, drinks or food . That Starbucks should provide materials that to help people to have 
conversations in our store. No one predicted that that would be the number one of ideas. 
Another idea was the little sticks you stir the coffee with, you pup them in the little hole on 
the top lid and then the coffee does not splash out. We have them now in Japan, and people 
heard that on Starbucks idea and people got exited about it. So we made a lot more of them 
and shipped it to de US and was not something we were planned to do in the US. 
(32:17) Another big thing we learn about change, about recycling, fair trade etc. Some things 
we already worked about MIS showed that it is certainly popular by users. 

33:16 Can you quality the value of Ideas? Pacentage? 

We don't look at that way. I would say every idea is valuable in one or a certain way. And 
some ideas are not actionable; but aU the ideas have some value. But the most ideas you can 
not really turn to action. 

34:12 vVhy are users are motivated to put the idea on the website and participate? 
Interesting, no one has asked that before. But I think I it the connection people have to the 
brand. There is a deep connection between Starbucks and the people in this country. There is 
a second thing; people can participate in Starbucks Dialog and that is very rewarding for 
people. A third reason is you had an experience and this is a place to tell, and the place that 
the company is hearing you voice. 

35:47 How do you enhance the user 10 participate (Retaining! I)? 
The first way is the honour the effort. Turn the ideas into action and create change and action 
on the basis what people say. I think there are also ways to recognize customers, like the gold 
card program or exclusive discount program. And we gave the top users a gold card and say 
thank you for participating on our site. Recognizing them publicly, saying: thank you for 
your idea or mailing them to say thank you for you idea. Moreover continuously improving 
the site: features and functionalities. 
We are planning an off-line event, to brace the gap between the online and offline world. 

37:44 the involvement of the company is that a success for the community? 
Yeah, I think if weren't turning anything in action or commenting the site would on their way 
back and die. 
Visible executive support is necessary, and you do need lots of employees involved but 
employees who are dedicated involved. 

40:00 Targets of value return, usas etc. 
We really didn't look at it that way. That is a question I get a lot and people are surprised by 
the answer. We wanted to get in touch with the consumer and get closer to the consumer and 
a place for valuable feedback and we haven't think about the RIO and we never gone test the 
RIO ever. That is not the way we look at it, because it is not a big of expenses. It is not trivial 
or high on the list in term of dollars. We have the fundamental extend that we needed to 
listen to our customers. 

41:33 So you hadn't numbers of ideas that need to be achieved? 
We had some goals, about ideas. But I it turned out that it was much bigger than accepted. 
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1.3 Starbuck: Presentation 
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Appendix IV: data sources 

2.1 Dell: Observation 
User Company 

Identity For conswning the content no Employees have a special 
registration is required. If the company ID when they submit 
user wants to participate, rate etc. comments 
Than a User ID is needed. Only 
an e-mail address is required. 
The user profiles are public 

Presence Presence is not announced. Presence is not announced. 
Relationship No functionality for establishing No functionality for establishing 

relationships. relationships. 
Conversations User can start conversations by Employees are participating in 

submitting ideas or comments conversations by posting 
comments and providing 
additional information 

Groups It is not possible to form a group [t is not possible to form a group 
of interest of interest. 

Reputation The amount of contribution in The amount of contributions of 
the community presented on the employees is presented publicly. 
user profile, this profile is public. 

Sharing Users can share ideas, rates and Employees share comments, ideas 
comments 'under action' 

2.2 Dell: Interview Community Manager 

1 :20 Introduction Vida Killian 
I have been work by Dell for 9,5 years now. My background is Engineering. I have been in 
Manuiactw'ing, Supply chain and now I am working in Social Media, which is a part of the 
Marketing Organisation. I got my MBA 5 years ago. So I worked by Dell for a while and went 
back to school and came back. 
[ have been in the social media team for 2 years now, and focusing on strategies. For the last 
six months I am directly involved in Dell-Idea-Strom (DIS). I have been in the team since DIS 
is been around, but it is my full time job since the last 6 months. 

2:40 why is DIS established by Dell? 
The idea of DIS came from Michael Dell. We have been growing in social media space since 
15 years and we started in the early nineties. 
In 2006 we started to monitor the blog sphere. Listening, what people are saying about us, 
and we were reaching out to the people, especially when there was a problem; hi we are here 

to help you. We got a lot of attracting to that, and we learned that we needed our own 
corpora te blog. We decided to launch our own corporate blog in 2006, because we wanted 
that people could hear our voice: this is what we sharing with everyone. 
4:00 it was Michael who had heard about an initiative about the Idea-thing and voting. And 
we had a lot of different feedback from users in the online world, on the basis of 
investigations and surveys. He really wanted an easy place were someone can come online; 
and say ' this is something you can do. And Michael brought this Idea into the team, and we 
said sure we can do this in a few months. Then he said, why not in a few weeks. So DIS was 
really based on his vision. I talk to different companies and if they ask: how do you prove the 
value of DIS, the first thing you need to have is executive support, and this is what we had 
from the start. 

5:00 why did Michael want to have something to pitch ideas? 
We knew customers were talking about us, and he (Michael) just wanted to make it simple 
for people to give ideas. Obviously, the voting is to priorities ideas. So we can see what is the 
most important issue and that is bubbled to the top. Then we can make decisions about 
products or services. 

5:58 are the other communities related to DIS? 
We try to make the experience online, seamJess between to the forum and 0[5. But it is a 
different vendor and platform. 

6:30 but are the platforms integrated into the corporate software? 
The platform is not integrated in the company software. Vendors have built the platforms. 
Saleforce provides software for community ideas and Telligence provides our blogs and 
forums. 

7:00 are there off line projects with the same purpose? 
All the offline we do, it basically left to sales and account executives. No, we do not have off
line gathering about the communities. We are fOCUSing onl ine. ([he pw-pose of Dell) 

7:23 which employees/ departments are involved in the communi h)? How many, and what are their 
responsibili ties? 
We have a centralized team who is fully dedicated to communities and conversations, blogs 
and social media. About 40 people are on this team; basically we are part of the marketing 
department. We have a lot of technical background, marketing background, communication 
background. So we can understand all the things submitted by people in the community. 
r am fully dedicated to DIS, [have one women who helps with the moderation. The rest of the 
team is divided among different topics and they will spend time on blogs, and forums. And 
the other thing, DIS specific, we have centralized team, that means we are getting the right 
idea to the right business group. 8:36 So I need to find the product team that is responsible for 
the notebook when I have a n idea, regarding notebooks, or hen I have a keyboard problem, 
feature or functionality . 
It is an interesting phenomenon, how we manage all these ideas. How I grow that extended 
team to listen and to cooperate with the ideas. 
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9:42 Summarizing: There are two people working on DIS, as moderator, you and the other women. The 
product development teams use the information of DIS. But you have to make sure that the 
development team gets the right information, on the right time. 
(10:12) Only two of you, to moderate and to communicate the right information to the right persons? 
That is right, it is busy. 

(Explanation, other community model) 

Our model is to have a centralized team, and when ideas are appropriate we work with the 
right business unit. But the team is not dedicated to DIS. It is rather pull in the information 
than engagement in the community. When possible, we have some popular topics on DIS, 
and those tearns are more engaged. They spend quite some time communicating in the 
community. Thus we have areas where we have that, but it is not an official model. 

So there are some emplO1Jees who are enthusiastic and are willing to help. Yeah. But it is not an official 
business model, where the persons get hours for it. Yeah. 

12:18 how do you moderate the communihJ. 
Everything we do is post-moderated. We have no pre-moderation, we have a spam filter and 
prevention filters. Everyone is free to post an idea. If it is not appropriate for any reason, we 
remove it after the fact. So I am managing the ideas back to the business and the moderator is 
reading all the ideas and the comments. 

13:13 how do you deal with negative comments? 
Negative, positive, neutral it is all feedback. We think that people have the right to share their 
idea. Obviously, as support you have a lot of negative feedback in this business. We have 
learned to accept it. My biggest thing is: I am not concerned about the tone; the important 
thing is that you have an idea. So if you come on the site to complain about something, we 
won't leave it on and we will send you a note. And say: this is not an idea, so please enter 
your post in the form of an idea, to make Dell better. There are times that people have a 
negative comment, as long if they include an idea than it is fine. 

14:13 how do you validate the ideas that people post? 
We do not validate all of them, there are too many realistically. That is were the voting comes 
in. We have popular place, the recent place and the highest all time. The popular ideas show 
us what people voting on today, or in the last 7 days. So that is one place were we primarily 
look. We determine if it is something the business needs to act on, or maybe it is already 
under consideration. Then we look at the recent ideas coming in and check whether it is ok. 
Sometimes something new comes in and I may flag it and send it to the business, because I 
know they are interested in it, regardless how many votes it gets. 

You have topics which are not popular in the community, but these topics are maybe 
important to the business units. F.i. the most ideas are very consumer related on our site, but 
there are some ideas and votes around about corporate business notebooks. That 

development department is pulling those ideas and maybe they do not have a lot of ideas or 
the highest votes on the site; they still want to know what people are talking about. 
(16:00) So the things we are looking at are overall ideas that are the top ones. And then we 
work with the different business departments and they pulling their ideas what are the most 
important there. 

(16:32) what knowledge is added to the community, beside the 'ideas that are planning to be developed'. 
Like new update of products or more infomlation. 
For the most part I keep the product update related to the ideas. So we have ideas in action 
blog and we keep that updated every 2 weeks. Here is you idea and this is what we doing 
about it. Product or other announcements are published on the corporate Dell blog. And then 
the idea in action blog is really a separate blog based on Idea storm. 

18:00 how long does it take, when you get back with the feedback? 
It is allover the map. It really depends on the product and where we are in the product 
development cycle. So for the ideas, when there is an idea around for the DIS website or the 
Dell website, those changes are much quicker turn around versus something that is maybe on 
the product development roadmap, and has to be planned in the next generation product. It 
is really hard to say. There are many times that we tell the community thank you for your 
idea: this is under review. There are also times that we listen to the feedback, but we don't say 
it on the site. Because obviously we don't want to signal all or competitors: this is what we 
planning in next generation products. 
There is really a fine line there: how you keep the community engaged and updated. They 
want to feel special and they want to know that they are inside. But the fact is, this is a public 
website; we cannot share all the information. Until it is public then we say this you were your 
ideas. 

19:40 how do you attract the users to the community? 
We did very little, or I would say actually no marketing. When we launched the site, we had 
it in a pilot version for a few weeks. Michael Dell announced it at speaking event around 
education, and it took off from there. Everything that happened since is viral Word-Of
Mouth: People talking about it. Right now we do not have a targeted marketing program. 

20:19 how do you retain your users in the community? 
I think that the engagement and the Dell responses are important. If Dell didn't have a 
presence on the site or if we weren't responding on the ideas, it definitely extinguish away. 
We are definitely in a distinct mode were we get the same number of ideas each month. It 
really comes down to the Dell engagement in the site. 

20:58 how do you describe engagement? 
We have the biweekly blog, there we announce what we are doing with the ideas. The other 
thing is that we try to show our presence as much as we can. We do not want to dominate the 
site, but we want to make sure that some of the conversations are happening. The ideas are 
great, but the comments beneath the ideas where people start talking about it. There is where 
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we engage. We do not post ideas, we do not vote on ideas. But I am on the site, the moderator 
is on the site, some key people are on the site and will be engaging as well. 

21.51 If more people for technical/ development were on the site, do you think the members would be 
more satisfied? And interact more? 
Yeah, every time I am able to have more people from the technical site on the community the 
people love it. They want to be engaged with the engineers and the people doing that work. 
Hearing from technical people helps. But these employees have a full agenda and full time 
job. When the community is not your job; it is fine if the people enjoy to participate. 

22.49 If more people for technical/ development were on the site, do you think the ideas were more 
worth within Dell? F.i. Faster in development cycle? 
I believe that it would surely increase the number of ideas used and it would probably 
increase the quality of the ideas. But that is a gut feeling. 

23:20 what are the do and don 'ts related to the roles of the company? 
Do is to build a relationship and to engage in the conversation. People use us as an avenue to 
complain, when that is the case: our role is to reach out and to empathise. Not to go in to the 
battle and have a debate, but really show the humane site of the company. And to have a face 
and to build relationsrups with the customers and to say: we are here and we hear you. We 
would like to know what you thlnk and start a conversation. 

24:23 what do you think you shouldn't do? 
I trunk you shouldn't, just come and go: just write a blog and then not listen to the comments 
and not continue the conversation. You calIDot be a fly by. You need to have a conversation 
and solve issues. 

25:10 you told you have a constant flow of ideas? For how long do you have this constant flow? 
For the last year, we have a steady state about 300 ideas a month. 

25.38 Refer the ideas mainly to new products or refer the ideas to old products? 
T would say products within the last 2 years that is really the focus. Most of the products 
ideas are on trus product line and focus on the next generation. 
When we launch a new product, that is a great time to get new ideas. For instance we had an 
update in August for a product line and then a lot of people said: the new line is great, 
however this is what we want now. Right after you do sometrung they will come and jump 
on the ban and say; I want trus. This is great for the new product line. You launch the product, 
get feedback and new ideas and planning for the next generation. Since we have products 
changing all the time, we are in the steady state. When we launched the community we had 
2000 ideas in the first 2 weeks. We are happy that we are not on that level today, because that 
would not be manageable. It dropped off that level and since then it is in the steady state. 

28:401 am interested in your users; You did not really do research on you users. But you said 450 
participants are posting 80% of the comments. How do you categorize you customers? 

They are obviously tech-savvy, because the medium, being online and the technical 
conversations. I am not sure about there buying habits. But they are aware of the last releases. 
So it is a heavy tech-savvy crowed. And they are also expert. Some of them are working in 
technical areas. For some of them it is their hobby. 

30:38 why would the users participate in the community? 
I think they enjoy the community aspects. At least the ones that are commenting, they have 
the technical debates on ideas and their opinions and they enjoy that and it is their hobby. 
Then you have a lot of ideas coming in and say: ru Dell this is my idea and maybe they stay 
for awrule. They may see their idea getting started, and vote. But they are not actively engage 
and become a member of the community. There are more on the site for the products and 
they have an idea. 

32:04 do you think the votes, comments and ideas are growing linear? 
Yeah, T watch the ideas and votes match pretty closely. The number of comments is all over 
the map. I thlnk it depends on the ideas and the discussion happening around the ideas. 
When ideas stay flat, the comments stay flat. 

33:48 how many people post ideas? 
There are much more idea posters, than comment posters. Well we have almost 11.000 ideas, 
and we have approximately 9000 persons who posted those. You do no see very often that 
people post multiple ideas. Most of the people post lor 2 ideas. 

35:00 did you have any targets about ideas, members ect? 
No, we did not have any targets at all. It was just the feeling: trus it the right thing to do, and 
lets try it. That is also the reason why we did not market it. It took off so quickly that we 
didn' t need to do any marketing around it. I think now, when we have the steady state point. 
I really like to look into other conununities out there, with people who are having 
conversations or maybe a forum, about notebook developments or notebook enthusiasts. And 
can I reach out to that community, and encourage people to come to DIS and have a 
conversation and new ideas. And trying to be more targeted. 
Right now there are no expectations from ow' side, but we can say it is a success. 

36.21 Do you reduce cost in any way by using this community? 
Not directly and we are not measuring that directly. I trunk there is a potential to reduce the 
number of focus groups in the development tearns. But we are not dismissing it at the 
moment. 
We do definitely see cost reductions at Dell-Forums. People who are helping each other, 
instead of caIling the service. Around the ideas it is more information and less efficient. So we 
do not measure that directly. 

38:15 Can you estimate the cost of the communihJ? You have platform cost and there are two persons 
working on it full time right? 
Yeah that is right. Salesforce has an interesting model, you pay for the number of users 
(employees) who have access to the forum. And then you can use any aspect of the program. 
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41:30 Do you think this is a milrketing 1001 or more an innovation too/? 
It is an innovation tool as well a CRM tool. 

41:40 Do you Ihinks customer loyalh} increases? 
This tool is perfect to become more human as a company. And that increase customer loyalty, 
because you are not longer a big corporation. People feel that they really know you. 

42:12 Do you have mane/an} incentives? 
We do not aIU10unce that we are giving attributes. But sometimes we give surprises, for 
instance when we implement an idea. We send an appreciation for that idea 

42:53 what is the ke1} thing you learned? 
Looking over the last two years, the key thing we learned is the importance of having a policy 
or process to engage on the site, how to moderate and handle the ideas. We were definitely 
not ready when the site was launched, none of these three things. 
We did not have a moderation team, no cross functional team to receive the ideas; we did not 
know what the expectations were from the community. Response time ecl. We learned that 
over the last 2 years. Response time; we try the engage on the site for the comments but 
having a formal response, having a formal blog, were ideas got discussed. The people know 
that they are listening to the feedback. 

44.54 What did you change in the way you handled the ideas? 
We changed the tool, for better reporting. We flagged the idea, and categorized and made it 
possible to tag problem. Which it makes it easier for me to report those and communicate the 
information with the right business units, and make a more extensive report. 

46.13 Target users? 
I am targeting everyone who is interested in technology. That is all. 

2.3 Dell: Survey Users 

1. Can you describe how you did join the Dell-Idea-Storm Community? 
a. I first learned of Idea-Storm through one of the Linux web sites about two weeks 

after Dell opened it to the public. I believe it was February 23, 2007. 
b. I subscribe to a lot of technology rss feeds via google reader, and was alerted to 

Idea-Storm the day it opened. I was curious and visited the site to see what to make 
of it. Initially I saw a great deal of interest from the web community especially 
related to the question of Dell using open source software and Linux. 

c. As part of my usual morning routine I was catching up on the latest technology 
news and stumbled across an article on IdeaStorm. Having been a loyal customer 

for many years and concerned over the course the company had been taking I 
decided to join in hopes of helping them turn things around. 

d . I was a member of the Dell Community Advisors before there was an Ideastorm. 
We were told about Ideastorm a week before it opened. We were encouraged to 
participate and submit ideas. I have done so ever since. 

2. When was the first time that you participated in the Dell-Idea-Storm Community? 
a. Immediately upon learning of it. 
b. I think I used ideastorm on the second day it was broadcast. I started with two 

different users until I settled on my present one. 
c. To be honest I cannot remember if I only voted the first day. [posted my first 2 

ideas on February 17, 2007. One was for Dell to show the Vista performance rating 
during system configuration, while the other was a list of 6 major things to be fixed 
by Del!. 

d. I opened an account the first day it went public. I read a lot, but didn't contribute 
very much as I was contributing heavily to the Dell Community Advisors. This 
combined with the small business I own and operate, didn' t leave much time for an 
extra community. 

3. Can you describe how you participate in the Dell-Idea-Storm Community? (f.i. read, vote, 
comment, post ideas) 

a. All the above. 
b. I had never participated in a community like this before so was a little shy at first, 

unwilling to post ideas. So at first I simply read and voted. After a while, getting to 
know other members [ started to post ideas, quite frequently, some jokes, most 
serious. 

c. Every day I go to the site to vote, comment and occasionally post a new idea. Over 
time you build a relationship with other posters (or IdeaStormers) and want to 
check in and see what they have to say about particular topics or ideas. 

d. I read everything and usually vote on everything. I post comments on some of the 
threads. I have found that the men don't pay attention or take a woman seriously 
on Ideastorm. The men tend to thin.k they are far smarter and superior. In the early 
stages of IS the men were not very nice to the moderators either. I always jumped 
in and changed the direction the men were taking or just chewed on them for being 
hateful to the female moderators. In the past year the men have behaved 
themselves and treated the moderators much better. Some of the men are more tech 
minded, but wear blinders and can't see another side to the idea being posted. 

4. Approximately how many ideas/ comments/ rates have you submitted, in total? 
a. 200+ idea submissions, 4,000+ comments, 3,000+ votes. 
b. I presently have 220 ideas as registered on ideastorm, but I have submitted 

probably a hundred more than that, which have been deleted or merged by Dell. 
c. Currently I have 151 Ideas, 11054 Votes, 4892 Comments 
d. I have submitted 20 ideas; I have voted on 9360 ideas and have commented 1240 

times. My pOints rating are 846 points 
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5. How much time do you spend per week on Dell Idea Stonn? 
a. Far less now than at the beginning, but I visit the site severaJ times a day. It would 

be difficult to assign actual time to it, however. 
b. In the first 6 months probably about ten hours or more a week. In 2008 I was up 

and down, travelling a lot and have dropped to a couple of hours a week. Part of 
the decline in interest is the moderation style which I find a little cold and corporate 
these days - the community interaction and interaction with moderators is less and 
less. So regu.lar contributors have been dropping out over the last year. I am not 
sure Dell understands that a community requires a degree of flexibility and fun to 
be sustained .... 

c. I would say I spend about 10 hours a week on the site depending on if there is a 
good debate going on or not. 

d . Besides my small business, I work as a tax professional from November to the end 
of April. At this time of year, I am on there around two hours a night and some 
times in the early morning for thirty minutes. 

6. Have your participation habits been changed since the beginning? If so, can you describe 
what has changed, and why? (F.i. an increase in giving comments or a decrease in spending 
time?) 

a. Overall participation has decreased. Of course I expect that is a natural progression 
since many issues have been discussed and addressed at length by now. 

b. Please see question 3 and 5. In addition, these days I still read a lot of ideas and 
comments but log on less and less. Dell made many promises about fixes to the site, 
merging duplicates, updating the status of ideas, but frankly they are not 
delivering, so interest in the site and Dell is waning. 

c. In the beginning I mostly voted and posted an occasional comment or idea but as 
time went on I joined in more after building relationships with others. Over time 
some users became frustrated with the site and left and as those relationships go 
away my participation has gone down. Fortunately new users join and that keeps 
things interesting but overaJl I think there has been less traffic on the site over time. 

d. If so, can you describe what has changed, and why? (F.i. an increase in giving 
comments or a decrease in spending time?) I enjoy a lively debate on ideas on IS. 
We have a couple of threads that are flame wars behveen Microsoft and Linux 
people. I don' t comment on them, but I do read them. At times the ideas are 
something that only need to be voted on and there is no discussions or debates. 
Certain times of the year participation seem to dwindle, but it picks up later. My 
participation has not changed since the beginning of IS 

7. Can you mention at least two reasons why you are participating in Dell-Idea-Storm 
Community? 

a. My first reason for participating was amazement and excitement that a corporation 
would venture to open itself to customer involvement in such a way. In that I wish 
Dell great success. My second reason is my belief that Open Source software and 
Linux in particuJar have the potential of enabling individuaJs and organizations of 

all types and at all levels to reach greater potential, effectiveness, and freedom than 
would be possible with proprietary software. In other words: advocacy.My third 
reason is enjoyment of the community that developed within IdeaStorm, a concept 
a number of us agree Dell has had some difficulty comprehending or coming to 
terms with. 

b. Just between you and me, I do not own a Dell computer, I never have and probably 
never will. I do not particuJarly like Dell as a company. I think it represence 
mediocrity in terms of products, support and how it treats its staff a.nd the 
environment - though some of that has been improving and a lot of the change has 
something to do with ideastorm. The only reasons I participated in ideastorm was 
the free flow of ideas that Dell permitted, the possibility to influence change in such 
a big corporation, and the great community that initially developed. 

c. I started on the site in hopes that Dell would listen to the customers and return to 
its roots of creating customized systems, offering the latest technology and great 
customer service and quality. The main reason I stay on the site though is because 
of the relationships I have built over time. 

d . I have always enjoyed it and have become friends with some of the Dell personal. 
Occasionally Vida will send out a little gift that is really nice. The last gift I received 
was a nice Parker pen in a wooden box, with the Dell name and the light bulb logo 
on it. Originally I thought I might be able to help Dell with the reality of what every 
day consumers want. I have configured and ordered many Dell computers for 
friends and family across the nation. The large corporation often looses touch with 
the consumer base. 

8. What is your opinion of the way ideas are taken up by Dell? 
a. Again, a number of us have been frustrated with how Dell interacts ... or fails to 

interact. I believe we appreciate the moderators as individuals who try to be fair 
and helpful. However, a number of us also clash somewhat with the corporate 
mindset that it seems the moderators ca.nnot even see as existing.5till, the effort is 
genuine and Dell tries to move much of their response to their Direct2Dell site. 
Again, those of us who have seen IdeaStorm as a community are a little at odds (I 
say 'a little' because I think we've finally managed to reconcile with the moderators 
in a friendly way) with Dell's view of the site. 

b. There is a big gap it appears between the rhetoric of the ideastorm moderators and 
their wish to get ideas implemented and the real actions of Dell. Many detractors 
thought ideastorm was nothing more than a publicity stunt... which I think is partly 
true. More than that Dell did adopt some rather big ideas like putting li.nux on its 
computers. But that was in the early days when thousands of people were voting. 
Today most ideas that are implemented are actually related to the ideastorm 
website and software - it is fuji of annoyances and bugs which constantly need 
upgrading. There are a number of very very popular ideas which Dell has decided 
not to implement. It puts these ideas with the status 'reviewed'. The review process 
is entirely unsatisfactory for popular ideas and Dell shouJd reconsider its position 
on some ideas .... 
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c. Dell's implementation of ideas is not what participants would hope for but I really 
don't think there is a way for Dell to win in this situation. Dell seems to have a 
habit of reading an idea the way they want to do it instead of the way he customer 
asks. Since Dell doesn't want to openly share its plans on the site (understandably) 
the idea poster doesn't really get a chance to talk to Dell and clarify 
misunderstandings. Take for instance the topic of sound quality on notebook 
computers which many has been discussed many times on site. Looking at the 
ideas posted you can see that users have been asking for better quality speakers, 
sound cards and even Dolby. Dell's response has been to offer plug in options 
(color coordinated external speakers and plug in sound cards) for existing systems 
instead of improving what is actually inside the case. I will admit that Dell's new 
Studio XPS line will at least have an added subwoofer but still seems to be using 
the same old sound card and non name brand speakers. Then there is the whole 
Linux issue. Dell added Ubuntu to some of its systems as a result of IdeaStorrn but 
then hid them away in a hard to find section of the Dell site. This has changed 
some with the Inspiron Mini but the Ubuntu systems are still mostly limited to 
older models and hidden away. 

d. The original Dell Consumer Cornrntmity Advisors did a better job of pW'suing 
ideas and making them happen. Some things have been enacted by Dell in IS, but 
not that many. Or not that many that we are aware of. 

9. What results, if any, have you personally noticed that resulted from the Dell-Idea-Storm 
Cornrn tmi ty? 

a. Friendships. Greater understanding. Shared knowledge. 
b. Well they adopted Linux, they spent a lot of energy improving the look and design 

of Dell products which were frankly boring. They are the big ones. On the smaller 
side they have spent a lot of time fixing ideastorm software and changing 
moderators. 

c. Obviously Dell has added Linux to some of its systems as a result of the voting on 
IdeaStorrn. 

d . I think Dell has gotten many good ideas from the cornrntmity. We have made them 
a lot of money. 

10. Can you describe how Dell enhances you participation? 
a. Occasional direct contact from moderators. Introduction OF the moderators. 

Recognition of participation (unnecessary, but a nice touch). The addition of point 
enhancement for implemented suggestions, no matter how trivial. 

b. In 2007 the moderators spent more time interacting with us, both to update us on 
ideas but also simply to chat and enjoy the space. For me that was very engaging 
and encoW'aging and somehow fun too. They also tried to engage more Dell 
employees with varying degrees of success. Today interaction is largely limited to 
deleting or merging ideas by the moderators or occasionally updating the status 
tags of ideas. There is actually very little interaction between the moderators and 

the cornrntmity any longer. I fell like I am spray painting an idea on the wall at dell 
and waiting for them to take a note or wipe it off... More actual Dell participation 
and discussion has always been a very big need of the site. It's boring to write to a 
blank wall and worse when the wall tells you that you shouldn't chat with other 
users. Dell even created another workspace where were allowed to chat called 
'storm-room' but that was alienating and missed the point that we were diSCUSSing 
and laughing about ideas that were just posted. I loathe storm-room and have told 
the moderators frequently that I will never use it. 

c. Occasionally Dell staff will post a comment or question on an idea. Other times 
they will ask for ideas on specific topics but otherwise there isn't as much 
participation from Dell as there should be. I would say it is mostly from the need 
to protect their upcoming products from the prying eyes of the competition. 

d. There is very little enhancement on Dell's part. An occasional small gift and that is 
because Vida and Jackie try to keep the top members, so they give us a little Thank 
You gift. Vida and Jackie are very nice ladies. They seem to care about the 
community and its members. As far as the company itself, we are merely a tool to 
make them more money. 

11. Can you describe the 'best practices' of the Dell-Idea-Storm Community? In other words: 
What do you like about the Dell-Idea-Storm Community? 

a. I think I've already touched on this. What I like most is Dell's connection TO a 
community of customers. It's provision for such an ongoing, open connection. 
Generally, I'm pleased with the concept and organization of the site. Some 
attention to a few structW'al issues (as noted elsewhere) would make participation 
easier. 

b. Generally they have been very good about keeping all ideas posted, the serious and 
the funny, and they don't apply much censorship. Not so much in the last year, but 
certainly in the first year. That showed a lot of confidence by Dell and I respect that. 
I loved the interaction with other users in 2007, but as mentioned the current 
moderators have done a lot to stop interaction of a general or chatty natW'e. 
Responsiveness to user ideas and question is a very important key to success. Other 
sites that just provide a canvas to write ideas can not succeed in the long run 
because they don't mainta in user interest. 

c. All the moderators on the Dell community sites are great to deal with. They try to 
be fair to everyone and walk the line between being friendly while not violating 
Dell policy. Its a touch position they are in and they do the best they can with the 
what Dell allots them. 

d. The debates and the moderators. The moderators can be a good addition or they 
can hW't a community forW"n. A company needs to choose well when it comes to 
personalities of the moderators. 

12. Do you have at least two suggestions how Dell can improve the Dell-Idea-Storm 
Commtmity? 
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a. We have' asked for greater Dell participation within IdeaStonn. They have 
implemented some of this. We have more problems with the site, itself. For example, 
we've asked nearly from Day 1 that they would display comments to suggestions 
in latest-first order. They have also made recent changes which have made the site 
more difficult to use. Although the user's' dashboard' provides more infonnation, 
it provides less as well and is much less 'compact'. One example of less infonnation 
is that the earlier version listed one-line entries showing who voted on with of the 
user's submissions (without indicating which way they voted). That, at least, gave 
an indication of activity on your submissions. They no longer provide this. Another 
is that the earlier version had a sidebar listing links to recent comments to the 
user's submissions. These are now only in the dashboard and must be selected 
individually. Before, I could use the "Linky" extension to Firefox to select all in tabs 
and thus review them much more easily. This, alone, has considerably reduced the 
level of my participation. But, perhaps far more important for me would be actual 
interaction with a wider range of Dell employees. I know Dell has a site for 
employees and it also has specific topical forums which I have not attempted to join. 
However, the kind of direct interaction I have in mind is also limited by the 
willingness of or interest by most individuals in such communication. I have never 
even looked at the popu.lar social interaction sites. Likely I'm showing my 
generation (and my age). Mere social interaction isn't my point, and I know this 
thread of my response is beginning to sound a bit vague! 

b. 1. Dell needs to engage and trust their users and the ideas will flow. 2. Dell needs to 
constantly update users on the status of ideas 3. Senior Dell staff should 
occasionally post messages to the site or comment on ideas. 4. The choice of 
moderator should be partly on the basis of personality. Engaging and friendly 
personalities are preferable. 5. Ideastorm users are volunteers and with all 
volunteer networks Dell needs a strategy to maintain the network and some kind of 
incentives if it wants the network to keep working. Encouragement, 
acknowledgement, listening, responding are good incentives for people as a start. 

c. I've got more than two but I'll give you my top two. There is still a rift between 
what Michael Dell has said and what the company can deliver on. In an interview 
Mr. Dell stated that he wants transparency so the customer to feel like they are 
walking the halls of Dell. In reality that just isn't possible, it would be more akin to 
a customer walking the halls while employees scramble and shut doors as you get 
near. You may sneak a peek of something here or there but mostly you get locked 
out. Dell could improve this a little by using some community members in focus 
groups. NDA (non disclosure agreements) would have to be in place of course but 
it would provide more openness to some and give Dell a better insight into what is 
wanted . Another idea would be to allow some of Dell's partner companies to 
designate representatives to participate on the site. Many ideas have a lot to do 
with the partner companies and this would add to the conversation. Dell would 
just need to provide a unique tag next to the rep's name (AMD for example) so the 
community knows the person really works for the company. 

d. More interaction from the different depts. on IS. An occasional message from 
Michael Dell. Better forum software that doesn't have as many bugs and problems. 

More help for Vida and Jackie. An occasional thank you for an idea that makes Dell 
more money. When a new product is released that we helped them with, give us a 
product release on IS the same time. 

13. Are you active in other (Dell) communities? Can you briefly describe (1 line) your role in 
the community and the purpose of the community? 

a. I am a systems administrator for a California state agency. We have standardized 
on Dell servers, SAN and workstations (though I do not support desktops or 
laptops (thankfully)). I am not involved at this time in other Dell communities, but 
I have had frequent interaction with what used to be Gold Queue support staff on 
routine hardware issues. With rare exception, the support staff have been excellent 
and I always make it a point to treat each as a valuable human being, with respect, 
encouragement, and appropriate humor. I always advocate for Linux (I would 
hope in a nice way)! 

b. None at all .... 
c. I also participate on the Dell forums and blogs where I join conversations about 

Dell products and services. 
d. I am active on the Dell forum, Your blog, small business blog and Storrnroom. I am 

the glue, that helps hold a community together. The purpose of the community is 
to make Dell sell more computers and make more money. 
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Appendix IV: data sources 

Identity 

Conversations 

Groups 

Reputation 

For consuming the content on the 
discussion board no registration 
is required. If the user wants to 
participate and gain product 
knowledge, rate and corrunent 
etc. Than a User ID is needed. 
Only an e-mail address is 
required. The user profiles are 

User can start conversations 
submitting corrunents 

It is not possible to form a group 
of interest 
The amount of contribution in 
the corrunllllity presented on the 
user trus . 
Users can share product 
knowledge and software sources. 
Moreover contributions can be 
rated. 

Employees a special 
company ID when they submit 
corrunents 

participating in 
by posting 

and additional 

It is not possible to form a group 
of interest. 
The amount of contributions of 
employees is presented publicly. 

Employees share knowledge, 
software sources and tools 

3.2 Samsung: Interview Community Manager 

<Introduction Jun Sung> 
At time I received the project it was on its second year rwming, the first year: Wruch was 
running 2006-2007 the competition was focusing on academics; Samsung IQ. University 
students could develop applications, wruch we could have on our phones. This project was 
just targeting on lllliversity student in UK. This project was runt by my previous colleague, he 
has left the company. Then I received the project, we banned the scope of the competition, we 
were not only focusing on lllliversity students, but also companies as well and professionals. 
Initially, we only targeted the European market. We did the finals trus year in March and we 

had 3 winners and hopefully we will open another competition around next year. That is 
currently the planning. 

2:02 We opened the developer program from October this year, and Samsung IQ has become 
a part of this developer program. The developer program is called the Sarnsung Mobile 
Innovator, and we deal with application developers. We are able to support our application 
developers on a Samsung specific tools or features, where we provide tools, documents. 
Witrun Sarnsung Mobile Innovators, we will be focusing on the academics parts. 

3:18 are you also responsible for the Innovators Part then? 
Witrun the mobile innovators, there are 2 parts: our applications developers technically, the 
tools etc, and we help them in the business development site, like marketing. I am currently 
in the global relations. There we deal with partner companies and with the business 
development site. Also I deal with Sarnsung IQ. The mobile innovator is focusing on 
application developers and within IQ on academic developers. 

<4:33 - 8:12 Introduction study thesis> 

Why would any use our kind of corrununity? The mobile innovator targets developers, and 
the reason why they want to use the mobile innovator would be two things: Technically and 
Business wise. Technically: we are currently second in the market. Application developers 
would like to develop application or software that would fit on the Samsung phone. 
Developers would come and use our tools. Another trung is that we provide technical 
support; if they have any kind of problem they can contact us directly. We can provide 
information. 
The final objective for developer would be to sell the applications. Thus Samsung does not make 
money out of the applications? That would depend on the business model. We provide the tools. 
Later on, when the developers create an application, they won't leave it around. They will try 
to sell it on a portal, an applications store; you can do that by mobile innovator. We have at 
the moment an application store called the mobile-fun-club. Currently we are creating 
another applications store. We have business models for that, we share revenue. 

< 12:00 -12:33 explanations that other communities, members are participating for nonmonetary 
gain> 

There are developers who do it for fun, but developers want to make money. If they could 
use our application store, it would be much easier for tl1em and for us. 

13:17 who initiated the community? 
The market trend, now in handset manufactures, is that the features of the phone, would 
have been appealing to any kind of customers. You find that any kind of manufacturer is 
focusing on software, within the handsets now. We cannot create our own kind of software. 
There is too many software now, there are application software developers and they develop 
software and put it into our phones. We are now focussing now on software, so are Nokia, 
Samsung, and Sony Ericson. This software increases the handset value. 
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14:40 who/ which department approved you community? 
This was already planned from our headquarters (HQ), we wanted to have Sarnsung IQ and 
pass developers on to program. The kind of history which lies behind it, is that our president 
of the teleconununications site, carne over to our office and we showed him our roadmap of 
Sarnsung IQ, and he decided that the whole developer program project should be done by us. 
I was in the technological outsourcing team; part of the research development centre for 
telecommunications. We go and find companies who have good solutions. Hopefully we get 
them on our phone. In this developer program, we are attracting developers, so that they 
come to us and propose any kind of business; it safes time and resources as well. 
Our conununity is launched by the end of October. CWTently, it is not linked to any other 
Samsung site. Obviously, when we have an app. store or any kind of Samsung phone club, 
we link that to mobile innovators as well. 

18:37 Within our community, we have two kinds of memberships: Core and hub. Core users 
are the main kind of members and we have a limited number of partners there. These uses 
are invited only. Hub users are the main kind of Internet user, which register on the website. 
Our core members are the major players in teleconununications industry, which we invite. 
We give them special benefits. But they are all able to propose any business through the 
website; any applications they want to develop. They propose a presentation and then we 
view it from our site, past it on to HQ. Depending on the business proposal HQ is arranging a 
meeting to get the project going on. . 

20:14 which employees and other department are involved in the communittJ as well? 
Currently, we are basing on Symbian developers. But our platforms work cross platform. 
Later we will expand the conununity, to other developers as well. CWTently, we are working 
with worldwide R&D centres (US, China and India). When we deal with business proposal, 
we deal with the business units located in HQ. We interact with two or three business units. 

21:33 how many employees are involved directly within Mobile innovators and what is their task? 
I would say, just for the Symbian developer program which is now on 5MI, we have 
approximately eight people (UK). About three to four people in HQ. That is just our mobile 
innovators team. The business units are all different; they do not deal with our partners. We 
interact with them. 

21:33 Do those people work fullipart time on Samsung Innovators? 
They work full time on 5arnsung Innovator project. We deal with a lot of things, marketing 
and development. We have an event for our developers. We do business development as well, 
technical support for the community, website management. How do you moderate your site? We 
have a person who is moderating the site. He deals with content, Questions and stuff. 
There are two kinds of sections on the main website. Ask.dev is technical support, which is 
only for core members, the business partners. Market.dev is where any kind of member is 
able to submit there business proposals. That is for a colleague and me. Then we have the 
discussion board, where have technical discussions, with the technical team. 

25:47 how do you validate the applications? 
Currently we have 5ymbian signing on the site. There is a signing section where we use 
5yrnbian signing. That enables developers to certify any kind of application, regarding 
security issues. It approves the quality of the application. 

26:38 only automatic check? None of your colleagues is verifiJing the application? 
Most of the applications that run on a phone need to be Symbian signed. 

27:01 before the applications become available in a store, you need to make a deal, right? 
Before it goes to the web shop, it goes to the business proposals. Before that they need to 
complete the applications. It needs to be tested; that is the 5ymbian signing for. 

27:45 if the application is Symbian signed, it can be sold in your phones? 
Yes, it will be able to run on the phone. But they need to speak with our business units and 
corne up with a business model and then they are able to sell in the app. store. 

28:15 At the moment we have not a business model, we still in the process of developing a 
business store. So we do not have a specific business model at the moment. But, that would 
arranged by our business units in HQ. Most of the developers want their applications in the 
app. store. But some of them would like to have them pre-embedded on a device. 

<Summarizing> 

Most of the applications on our phone are not house-build, it are third party applications. We 
deal, for instance, with gaming companies and we make a business model. Depending on the 
number of shipments, they receive a certain amount of money. The number of applications 
depends on the product planning; how many applications will be embedded on the phone. 

31:32 did already someone developed an application? 
No, it has been a short time online, and that is development wise short. But we do have some 
applications launched, some time next year. 

32:19 there are 8 people full-time working on it, Samsung has trust that this concept will work out. Is 
it not a big risk for Samsung? 
Not at the moment. There has been a lot of demand by our developers for these kinds of 
services we provide. We have not been able to provide that stuff. It shows our commitment to 
the developer eco-system. And we had so much positive response of developers. There are 
always some risks. We do not see any big risks at the moment. 

<Summery> 

35:39 how do you preserve the protection rights for the products? 
Within the site there are legal agreements. 
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37:09 how do you mobilize you members in the community? Get them active? That is the job of 
developer-marketing. If we have a new product coming up, we give details to our core 
partners. Most of the time confidential; we do not give it out to everyone. They are able to 
give us some proposes towards these new products, that is activating our community. 
Furthermore, recently we are doing this promotion campaign, called the free signing. There is 
a small amount of money involved when you do the Syrnbian signing, which the developers 
pay. We have launched this campaign; just for the launch of our program we sign 
applications for free. This also actively involves the community members. 

39:16 are also specialists (of Samsung) involved in your community? We try to get as much support 
in the organisation as possible. We have a good communication with, research and 
development departments. Details are shared. It is commitment, everybody is involved in 
this. 

40:15 your members are experts? 
Are core partners are more involved in services with the program. So are restricted to the hub 
members. 
The only interactions within the community between the users are on the discussion board. If 
someone asks a question, someone else could reply on that. But they do provide an 
application to us, but other users will not be able to view the application. 

43:22 are the user using the discussion board frequently? 
They do use the cliscussion board. I do not review the discussion board, I am not quite sure. 

43:30 How many user do you have? 
Currently, we have 50 core partners and we will increase that number next year. The criteria 
for selecting those partners are based on earlier developed applications. 
Hub members, I would say a few 1000. We have had very positive responds and it is been 
used. Those members can also test the applications. They can use the virtual testing. 

47:12 Can you tell something a virtual part? 
The virtual testing part is that we have devices connected to network or server, a real device, 
and people would be able to active that device online. So I create an application and I need to 
test it on a Samsung phone, and I do have a Sarnsung phone. But we cannot ship a mobile 
phone to every developer. So they are able to access the testing, to load the application on a 
device and it is physically on the devices as well. You can see the applications running. You 
remotely testing the application 

48:16 is the technology platform linked to the corporate Samsung site? 
We do not have any connections to other sites, but we are going to do it in the future: Sooner 
or later. 

48:46 what are your targets for the communi ty, in terms of number applications? 
I do not have any kind of specific target for the number of applications or website users or 
anything. But our target for next year is to extend to another platform. 

Application wise; it is very difficult to say, we want to get as many applications as possible. 
But we do not have any target at the moment. 

50:33 what are the do's and don't in your community regarding the users? <Explanation Starbucks 
example> 
For us on the technical support, we want give a quick response to the developers. Same with 
business proposals, we know how developers are. They are impatient, they complain a lot. 
Sometimes, on the discussion board there are some things which are not necessary. And these 
issues are filtered by our moderators. Negative comments? Maybe not so much negative 
comments, but boe words or confidential stuff are filtered. 

54:09 can you tell about the tools you provide to your users? 
On your mobile phone, for instance the Nokia device or the Samsung device. They have 
similar features. But the actual features we use are different; they need specifications how 
these features work. For examples we have an IrA, which enables developers to develop on 
touch wheel. The users receive information how that feature works. We are providing 
Samsung specific details. Those are the kinds of tools we provide. We provide that 
information to all members. 
Are you not afraid for confidential issues? 
This is not confidential because, we are not providing sources codes. We are enabling 
developers to develop on our phones. That is the purpose of our developer program; they 
need to know details to develop specifically on our phones. But the confidential details that 
will be provided to our partners would obviously be further products and road maps. 

57:06 which important lessons do you have learned during this community? 
Well, I am currently always learning. That is a hard question .... I manage the core partners 
with another colleague; we have about 25 companies to manage. It appears that account 
managers are little difficult. Managing these kinds of companies it is difficult, therefore it is a 
big lesson. We are constantly contacting HQ because it is such a large organisation there are 
always difficulties within the organisation; Business units have different kind of opinions. It 
is always hard to keep up. And that is a big challenge. 

59:20 if the organisation were flatter, would it be easier to integrate business units in the community? 
The reasons why we are doing this, is because, previously our partners would be contacting a 
certain business unit and then another business unit with business proposals, the 
communications would get lost. But we are trying to provide one channel, where our 
developers would be able to contact us. And we contact our own channel organisation, and 
get something running. We are trying to provide one point of contact. Thus, getting the 
developer by the right business unit. 
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Appendix IV: data sources 

4.1 Nokia: Observation 
User Company 

ldentin} For conswning the content or Employees have a special 
downloading the application no company ill when they submit 
registra tion is required. U the comments 
user wants to participate, rate, 
review and comment etc. Than a 
User ill is needed. Only an e-
mail address is required. The 
user profiles are public. 

Presence Presence is not announced. Presence is not announced. 
Relationship No functionality for establishing No functionality for establishing 

relationships. relationshi~s. 

Conversations User can start conversations by Employees are participating in 
submitting comments, reviews or conversations by posting 
bug reports additional product information 

Groups It is not possible to form a group It is not possible to form a group 
of interest of interest. 

Reputation The amount of contribution in The amount of contributions of 
the community presented on the employees is presented publicly. 
user profile, this profile is public. 

Sharing Users can share their opinion Employees share applications, 
about the product. Moreover knowledge, update information 
contributions can be rated. 

4.2 Nokia: Interview Community Manager 

<Introduction Tommi Vilkamo and Ilkka Peltrol > 
I am Tomrni Vilkamo manager of Nokia labs. I have been working for Nokia, in several roles, 
for six years. I am I1kka, I did my master thesis at Nokia Beta labs and I work now for a 
month within Nokia. 

6:23 when has Nokia Betalabs been established? 
Nokia Betalabs is established in April 2007. It was only a static website where we had six 
applications. We had only e-mail based feedback. It was very static. Already then, Nokia and 
the users loved the idea. In the summer of that year it was taken to the next level. 

7:32 which deparhnent initiated the communih}7 

I would say this was a cross Nokia conquered team; people all around Nokia felt this need. A 
team of individuals felt to do something like this and they convinced the management. It was 
just done. It was not a formal approach, but a bottom-up approach. 
The people did not work in the same team either: so, a group of people who knew each other 
and worked in different departments. They collaborated together to get this done. A bit later 
they got the formal management approval and then we started more serious in developing 
this concept. 

8:55 who is elld responsible for Betalabs? Which department? 
This is an R&D initiative. I would say that I am responsible for the public website, the blog 
and the user community. I am more a R&D person. At Betalabs, we are not trying to do 
marketing but we learn with the user community and get the R&D benefits. 

9:45 why did you choose the beta approach? 
Nokia was traditional mobile phone company, and we had a different way how to develop 
applications and services compared to new companies, like Coogle, Microsoft, Yahoo, Adobe. 
We realized that Nokia was moving to Internet business and Internet services and we would 
need a place where we could experiment with new applications and services. We concluded 
that we needed a place for experimental place with low risk of failure and we realized also 
that other companies had similar labs, like Cooglelabs or Miscosoftlabs or other initiatives. It 
felt something to be done. 

11:09 what are your target customers? 
We defined, that we want to target 1 % of the most fashioned Nokia-users. These people are 
most demanding, most 'relied'. That means also people who feel fashioned about technology. 
Our intention was not to reach technical communities but more fashioned users. So far we 
had many technical users, be we also want to reach other kind of people, who are fashioned 
about photographic or gaming enthusiasts. Or if we are developing a sport tracker 
application, we want to reach the most fashioned users in sports. 

12:45 has the company other communities? With another purpose? 
Depends how you define a community. We have several communities. One major community 
is: discussions.nokia.eu. Users can get help from each other, related to Nokia products and 
services. Secondly, we have a major blogging community, regarding to Symbian 
development. I am one of the authors. Than we have the official Nokia blog: 
conversations.nokia.com. This is a corporate community blog. 
Moreover, we have forum.nokia.com; a community for developers; individuals who develop 
software for Nokia products. 
15:44 are you ollly involved ill Betalabs or also ill other communities? 
Mostly r am involved in Betalabs. r check frequently what is happing in other commun.ities. 
talk with those community managers, to make sure we are not overlapping each other; 
however I do not participate actively in those communities. r am not responsible for the other 
communities. 
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16:32 are your community members also visiting other communities? Or are tM} only interested in 
Betalabs? 
Many of our users are participating in many communities, also from Nokia. Many users are 
writing their own blogs, are online journalists, active bloggers. They are all around. 

16:57 why not integrating the Nokia communities? 
That is not a good idea, for example the forum. Actually, we had a constant debate about 
integrating the forums and Betalabs. But the conclusion was no. Because, the kind of 
discussions that the developers have with each other are very teclmical, that is very different 
from the users who want to test applications. These users would not agree. 

18:03 has there been an offline project for beta testing? 
Yes, many of these initiatives are off line as well. I used to be in 560.com, one of the blogs. 
They organize events, in different City, f.i. New York. They invite the readers and the blog 
writers to the same location with Nokia and then they discuss several topics. 
In Betalabs we only deal with applications and services, but when you are dealing with 
physical products offline gathering is needed. We have a new initiative, Nokia pilots, and that 
is similar to Betalabs, but than with physical products. 

19:58 was there an offline project before Beta Labs? 
It depends on how you defined that because, I think Nokia at a whole has an enormous 
amount of user studies. We have focus groups, use studies, survey and whatever. This is 
what people do for decades. 

20:21 is Nokia Betalabs replacing the different offline projects? 
I think it is complementing. I think we should continue the traditional ways of investing, 
because by Betalabs you reach an enormous innovative group of people but we learned from 
Ilkkas' study that the user community seems to be very biased. We learned that 90% of the 
users is male and most of them have technical education or occupation. So Betalabs is a good 
way of doing studies. But you need to have these traditional use studies to reach different 
kind of users. 

21:21 how many employees are involved in your community? 
You are talking with both of them. There are two: me and Ilkka. We are responsible for the 
website and the user community, but behind each application in Beta, for instance Nokia 
Maps or Nokia Music, there is always a development team of 1-2 persons to 100 or more 
people. And they are also participating: they listen to the users, what the user have to say 
about the applications and they are talking back. Depends on how you calculate. 

22:39 you have different development departments, are all departments interested to cooperate in 
Betalabs? 
I would say nowadays, almost all departments are participating. When we started this whole 
thing, one and a half years ago, we didn't know if it would be certain or not. We started 
small; we had a couple of low risk projects there. During last year, I think we, we did maybe 
10 or 12 applications, and none of them were very important. But starting from early this year, 

we had evidence that the Betalabs approach really works. We had the courage to start with 
beta applications of important projects like Nokia Maps. We launched Maps in February and 
it was a major success, the visits on Betalabs doubled thanks to that. It was also an internal 
proved for us, because Nokia maps were such important project, that it was easy for us to 
persuade other teams to get involved. The most departments would like to be involved, by 
beta releases. 

24:35 how much time do you spend on the community? Is it a full time function? 
Yes, we both fulltime employed to make Betalabs at the concept work. But we don't spend 
our time full time, with people interacting online. There is a lot of internal work to do and for 
example, most of llkkas' time currently goes to developing a new website for Betalabs. I 
spend quite some time to find new initiatives from Nokia and helping them toward Beta 
release. I would say that maybe 10 percent of my time goes to managing the public 
community, talking to people. 

25:511ww are the ideas/ information provided In} users validated 
It is a difficult question and it depends case by case. You have bug reports, where someone 
complaints like; this device and software do not work under these circumstances. That bug 
report gets to the development people, they test it, validated it and say ok it is really so and 
then they fix the bug. If there are improvements suggestions, they handed it to the product 
manager and he makes a professional judgment regarding the suggestions and prioritizes 
them, because there are always more ideas than you have resources for. It is the product 
managers' responsibility to decide what to do with the product improvements and what to 
improve. 

27:44 how do the testers and managers receive the information of the users? 
Currently, everything that people say goes directly and unfiltered to the respective 
development team. They decided what is relevant or not. 
On addition, that by small applications, the information is pasted to the development team 
directly, while when you have an important project like Nokia Maps, and you get thousand 
items and you give that unfiltered to the development team. They get overloaded and might 
even stop listening to the users. In bigger project we have someone in between who analyze 
the feedback, and combines it; for instance 10 times same bug X, and so on. 

29:22 the mediator is working for the development department? 
Yes, he is there assigned for that. 

29:37 how many applications do you upload monthly or what do you think it is a good amount of 
applications to motivate the users to come back? 
So far we launched almost 2 applications per month. Two new applications and existing beta 
applications get updated. Roughly speaking, two new applications and maybe 4 or 5 
applications updates every month. This amount happens to be not our choice, it depends on 
how many applications R&D is working on. It is our good luck that it is a natural flow of new 
applications. We also learned; when you update these applications to often, the user get a bit 
annoyed or bored. 
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31:25 how do you attracting users to Betalabs? 
By providing valuable things. We haven't had active marketing at all. When we launch a new 
application, currently a couple of thousand people follow this by RRS feed. Moreover, 
different high profile website, who are writing about mobile applications and software, 
publish frequently an article about our new applications and refer with a link to us. 
That has been a constant choice, if you want to target only the 1 % of the fashioned users; they 
tend to know about it. And of course we could start promoting it actively on our website, but 
then the users' community would grow too large and would contain too many people. We 
would be afraid that it would get clogged up. 

34:08 how do you maintain the users in the community? Enhance participation? Maintain their 
interest? 
Most important thing is to have a constant flow of interesting new applications and services 
coming up. Currently, we announcing new thing in Betalabs blogs and I think that is the 
reason why people come and check. 

35:05 what about feedback? 
Currently our feedback situation hasn't been optimal. You have a feedback forum, and Nokia 
does not always reply. That is quite un-motivating; people do not really enjoy the writing. 
When we launched something, we get a lot of feedback, like in the first two weeks or so. But 
after that the traffic goes down. That is why we are building a new website, were we want to 
make all feedback pUblic. We hope that we can make the users talk to each other, because 
Nokia has not the resources to reply to everybody. But if we can make the users talk to each 
other, we believe that we can increase both the quantity and qua.lity of the feedback. 

36:39 is there a difference, in tenns of quality and quantity, between feedback in public and feedback 
given in private? 
I guess there is sometimes a difference between public and private feedback. In public 
feedback the users have the motivation that others can comment on their feedback. While in 
private feedback the motivation is more like informative; in the private feedback you just tell 
Nokia your thoughts. That is on of the biggest differences there might be. 

37:40 what is more useful for Nokia? 
Difficult to say, we have not really done that kind of research, what kind of feedback is more 
valuable for Nokia. I do not think there is really a difference. One of the thinks in the private 
feedback that causes troubles is that because people do not see each others feedback, they 
tend to, for example, give the same bug reports, for multiple numbers of times. This causes 
Nokia to use excessive resources, when they have to go through multiple bug reports. While 
in the public feedback every user can evaluate already existing feedback and then decide 
which kind of feedback they want to submit. This might make the public feedback, a bit more 
valuable. 

39:09 what do you do about moderation? Do you moderate at all? 

Not too much, we publish everything what people say. If something needs to be moderated, 
we do it afterwards. We expected that there would be need for moderation, but surprisingly 
there are very little comments that need to be deleted. When we delete something it is 
generated by robots. In general; things that people have posted, do not need to be moderated. 

43:55 is there a correlation between users in giving feedback? F.i. do lead users give feedback in public 
or in private? 
I have tried to study this as well, and I remember that there was a difference. The more lead 
user characteristics you had, the more probable it was for the user to give public feedback. So 
the lead user characteristic people preferred to give public feedback. But the correlation was 
not very strong. It was there, but it was not very Significant. 

45:09 were there some other correlations as well? 
Again the stronger the lead user characteristics were, the more eager it was for the user to 
actually write a blog comment. So the weaker the lead user characteristic ware, the 
probability for the user to leave only a grade was higher. And the stronger the lead user 
characteristics were, the more probable it is for them to leave a comment on the blog. 

46:24 what are the reasons behind this? 
Well I guess that the lead users are really interested in those kinds of things. They benefit 
from the products; they are interested in the product itself, which is what they follow. 
Giving feedback and trying to affect the development process, is beneficial for themselves as 
well. ll1ey are able to make the product better. 

48:01 what were the targets and expectations of Nokia when you speak about value return and 
investments? 
I think there are two benefits, the first one is more important: R&D benefits and marketing 
benefits. 
We believe that the R&D benefits is, that we work with the most 100.000 fashioned users; we 
can crea.te better applications and services. The quality and time to market should improve. 
And there are also benefits like low risk of failure, that if we try something at Betalabs and the 
cost of failing are quite low, the R&D benefits are massive in Betalabs. We learned that the 
side benefits are the marketing benefits, because our audience includes the most of 
productive bloggers: people who write about Nokia, products and services online. We have a 
good and natural relationship with them; we talk with them directly, we let them know that 
we are appreciating them, because we have given them an opportunity to participate in 
development. But the marketing benefit hasn't been our driver; R&D was the initial benefit to 
start Betalabs. 

50:11 what where the target of these benefits? What did you need to achieve? 
We had had some targets, but this has more been a learning exercise. On sh·ategic level we 
realized that co-creation, crowdsourcing and open innovation are important. We know for 
fact this is important. We view it as a learning exercise and an experimental study. It became 
a success. When we set it up, we didn' t really know what would happen, and we still don't 
know. 
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We have still quite a few W1explored development opportunities we are going for. But we 
still don't know where we end up. 

51 :39 so there were no targets, like there needs to be at least 2000 people downloading the applications? 
No, certainly I had targets when I was assigned at Betalabs. When I assigned I needed to 
double the amoW1t of users, double the applications portfolio and double the traffic. We 
decide new targets every six months, for the next six months. I think in tenns of users it is 
important for us to have a large community, but you cannot measure the success of Betalabs 
by the number of users are involved or how Nokia is improving the applications. 

52:54 what about useful information? 
Yes, that is the ultimate target; building better applications with valuable user information. 
But it is very difficult to measure the monetary impact of this insight. 

53:28 What about the targets for the cost, like technical or emplOljees? 
I am not allowed to tell the budget, but I can say we are cheap. We have more money 
available then we are able to spend. 
54:00 do you thing the investments/ cost are related to the performance of the communih/ 
You cannot really measure this initiative with money. Even if we would have 10 times more 
budget at Betalabs, I would not be sure if it would more successful than this. It is not so about 
the investments, it is more about the company and cultural change. 

54:50 what is the difference between your expectations and the achievements? Something surprising? 
I think you should ask Nokias' senior management, because I cannot remember any 
expectations. 

56:41 do you think it is possible to interview an executive' 
Depends, which person, the godfather for these projects is not working for Nokia anymore. 
UnfortW1ately, I don't have a good person for you. 

56:47 what are the do's and don't to keep Betalabs going on? 
The first thing that should be done is to respect the user community, respect their time, 
respect their thoughts and make sure that they feel appreciated. Because if they don' t know 
that you are appreciating them, they stop contributing. You do not have to talk to everybody, 
but you need to let them know you're appreciating them. 
Don't try stirring the community to the direction you want to have. For example, spending a 
lot of money, doesn't maybe get you anywhere. It is more about the way how you treat the 
community, and the way you behave. Just treat them as an equal . 
Than a don't: when we are dealing with beta software, which is not completely working, with 
bugs, it is better not to market it. Thus not doing marketing at the beta phase, like: this 
application is a perfectly beautiful solution, which solves your need. People will be 
disappointed and misbehave. If you laW1ch beta software, it is better to communicate on an 
open way: 'this does not work right and so on'. 

4.3 Nokia: Survey Users 
1. Can you describe how you did join the Nokia Betalabs? 

a. I bought a new Nokia phone and I wanted to download some new applications 
b. I fOW1d a link on Nokia support discussions site. I am more of a gig-type, it is in my 

fair of interest. 
c. I have been working for Nokia in my previous job, so I am interested in Nokia 

products. I am stumbled though by a forum a moderate. 

2. When was the first time that you participated in the Nokia Betalabs? 
a. Last summer 
b. Since 2007 
c. I am participating in Betalabs for a year. 

3. Can you describe how you participate in the Nokia Betalabs? (f.i. public feedback, private 
feedback, reviewing) 

a. First I browsed on the website for awhile, than I decided to download some 
applications and then I had some problems with the application and though why 
not leaving some comments. I would be fine for Nokia when they get to improve it. 
I give internal feedback, when I have downloaded the application. 

b. I give public feedback: I write on my personal blog about the user interface of the 
new applications. 

c. I give both public and private feedback 

4. Approximately how many time do you have you submitted feedback, in total? 
a. a few 
b. many © 
c. approximately 20-30 times 

5. How much time do you spend per week on Nokia Betalabs? 
a. A couple hours each month 
b. I check the site twice a day. And it depends on the availability of the applications 

how much hours per week I spend. But I would say; a few hours per week. 
c. Few hours a week. However I check beta labs daily. And if there is a update I report 

my experience, and try to involve as many people I can. 

6. Have your participation habits been changed since the begirming? If so, can you describe 
what has changed, and why? (F.i. an increase in giving comments or a decrease in spending 
time?) 

a. See my answer on question 3. 
b. I would say, it has been stable since begirming. 
c. Well, my input has been increased. First I was only observing: building up the 

encouragement to get involved. Nter awhile you get to know the other users. 

7. Can you mention why you are participating in Nokia Betalabs? 
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a. I Like to use new applications on my Nokia phone 
b. To make the world better, the purpose is to make a better product and to have a 

better experience 
c. It gives people a voice in developing applications and software. I am enthusiast, a 

bit of a geek. 

8. Can you describe how Nokia enhances you participation? 
a. Probably more feedback on my feedback would enhance my participation, 

however I understand that it is difficult to responds on everything. 
b. By provicling offline possibilities, like the Nokia Pilots. It would be very great 

experience to have the possibility to test new phones and applications offline. 
c. I feel that Nokia is listening to me and take me and my feedback seriously. The 

guys are responding. Thus by recognition online but also offline, for instance I 
received a ninja-suit, to promote N69. 

9. Can you describe the 'best practices' of Nokia Beta Labs? In other words: What do you like 
about Nokia Betalabs? 

a. The use of the blog channel is a good way to communicate with the users. 
Moreover you notice that the development department is close connected to 
Betalabs, because the development team reacts quickly and that is interesting 
especially in a big organisation like Nokia. 

b. Providing frequently new applications and that Nokia is willing to show their users 
new applications. 

c. Nokia take a positive stand, they do not responds to personal, quite professional. 
That is what I respect. 

10. Do you have suggestions how Nokia can improve the Nokia beta Labs? 
a. Sometimes they provide programs where the purpose is not totally clear. Especially, 

with community programs the purpose is not obvious defined. Then you have to 
invest time and you are not sure if they want to use the program in the future. 
Therefore, more information and a more clear description of the purpose would be 
fine. 

b. I think they do ok. Maybe I wish they become more open, bUl the competitors are 
also looking at the site. And the feedback is not always clear, sometimes they put a 
new version online. But they do not announce the fixed bugs, then you have to 
check every aspect. But I understand that it is difficult to announce every update. 

c. The blog is great, I have no suggestions. 

11. Are you active in other (Nokia) communities? 
a. None 
b. Yes, support forums of Nokia and user-interface related conununities. 
c. Yes, N69 communities as well discussion forums 

Appendix IV: data sources 

5.1 KLM: Observation 
User Company 

Identity For consuming or participating Employees have a special 
registration is required. Only an company 10 when they submit 
e-mail address is required. The conunents 
user profiles are public. 

Presence Presence is announced. Presence is announced. 
Relationship No functionality for establishing No functionality for establishing 

relationships. relationships. 
Conversations User can start conversations by Employees are participating In 

submitting ideas or comments conversations by posting 
comments and providing 
additional information 

Groups It is not possible to form a group It is not possible to form a group 
of interest of interest. 

Reputation The amount of contribution in The amount of contributions of 
the community presented on the employees is presented publicly. 
user profile, this profile is public. 

Sharing Users can share suggestion, rates Employees share comments, 
and comments suggestions' under action' 

5.2 KLM: Interview Community Manager 

4:24 Introduetie Ingeborg Warning 
Ik ben de projectmanager van KLM Bluelab. We zijn vorig jaar oktober ermee gestart en we 
hebben een voor traject gehad. Oktober zijn we live gegaan, in April zijn we gestart met het 
onderzoek ernaar. We willen graag in contact komen met onze klanten van het midden en 
klein bedrijf. Oat is een hele grote groep, we dachten hoe kunnen we die het beste benaderen, 
daar is uitgekomen dat co-creatie een hele goede manier is. Toen ben ik projectleider voor dat 
project geworden. Ik heb dit project getrokken. 

5:281ul/ie afdeling is veranhvoordelijk voor Sales? Voor het midden en klein bedrijj? 
ja, daar ben ik verantwoordelijk voor, samen met een team van 5 mensen. We zorgen voor, 
als klanten vragen hebben dat ze worden beantwoord, contracten worden afgesloten etc. 

6:23 Jullie verkopen diensten voor KLM. Waar worden deze diensten onhvikkeld? 
Oat gebeurt op het hoofdkantoor. Je praat nu met Kl.M Nederland, we zijn een vesting van 
het hoofdlwntoor en op het hoofdkantoor worden diensten ontwikkeld. 
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6:54 Waarom willen jullie in contact treden met MKB? 
Deze groep heeft speciale behoeftes en om deze zo goed mogelijk inzichtelijk te maken 
hebben we Bluelab opricht. 20 kW1I1en we onze producten verbeteren. Want de k1anten 
geven nu ideeen. Nonnaal denken we inside-out en dat is nu outside-in. 

7:36 Zijn er speciale mensen uit het MKB waar jullie je ap richlen? 
Aileen de bedrijven die vliegen. Birulen MKB zijn er heel veel soorten verschiUende bedrijven 
en wij richten ons op bedrijven die zakelijk vliegen. En dan rich ten we ons niet op de Leisure
kant maar echt op zakelijke vliegen. 

8:16 Jullie hebben ook Club-China bijvoorbeeld, wal is hel verschil tussen Bluelab en Club-China? 
Club-China en Club Afrika zijn meer zakelijke mensen die daar heel veel naar toevliegen. 
Deze mensen hebben de mogelijkheid om via deze community elkaar op te zoeken. En 
Bluelab is meer voor het midden en klein bedrijf, heel breed. Niet omJijnd door een bepaald 
land. 

8:42 Heeft KLM nag andere communities? 
We zijn met Bluelab gestart om te kijken hoe gaat. Daama hebben we een Bluelab agent 
opgezet, speciaal voor de reisagent. En we hebben inmiddels een derde, die is voor de 
mensen op ground services. En daar werken heel veel mensen, mensen die helpen met 
inchecken, mensen in de bagagekelder. Die werken allemaal in verschillende soorten 
afdelingen. Doordat die mensen elkaar niet zoveel zien, hebben we deze community 
opgericht. Het zijn echt 3 verschillende communities, met elke een andere doelgroep. 

10:40 Zijn er andere projecten ap jullie afdeling, met deze/fde gedachte, maar niel online? 
Focusgroepen ofzo? 
Nee, die zijn er niet. Dit is het enige. Nooit eerder hebben we zoiets gedaan. Maar het heeft 
heel veel teweeg gebracht, daarom hebben we ook de andere twee communities opgericht. 

11:32 Wie zijn er allemaal belrokken bij de communi tie? Jul/ie afdeling van 5 mensen? 
Nee, onze afdeling is vee I groter. Ik ben verantwoordelijk, met mijn team van 5 mensen voor 
het MKB. Maar onze hele afdeling is bij Bluelab betrokken, we zitten met 30 man. En binnen 
KLM Nederland zijn er ook veel meer mensen bij betrokken geweest, bij het hoofdkantoor. 
Toen we Bluelab zijn gestart, zijn we gestart met verschillende thema's. Die thema's hebben 
bijvoorbeeld betrekking op E-services of Internet check-in. Daar zijn hele andere afdelingen 
bij betrokken geweest. OtiS je moet het zo zien dat bijvoorbeeld, toen we dit zijn gestart zijn 
ongeveer met 40 KLMers antwoord hebben gegeven aan de klanten. 

12:29 Dus u en uw afdeling en IJijvoorbee/d mensen van ICT, gere/aleerd aan hel onderwerp? We 
hebben het samengedaan met een externe partner, die hebben het hele proces in kaart 
gebracht. De externe partner heeft een gedeelte van de moderation en de website verzorgd. 
En wij hebben daar aileen op geantwoord, de exteme partij heeft het samen met ons ingericht. 

13:05 hoeveel mensen modereren de communi tie? 

Vanuit KLM zijn dat het er in het begin 40 geweest, inclusief specialisten. Die reageren en 
kijken naar berichten. 

13:31 Dus het was gelijk mogelijk om goede feedback aan de klant terug te geven? Oat gaan we 
oppakken? 
We hebben eerst allerlei ideeen verzameld over een onderwerp; we kregen allerlei ideeen 
binnen en dat ging goed. We kregen er erg vee!. Toen hebben we een meeting gehad met ons 
management; we noemen dat de irulovationboard. Deze mensen nemen besluiten en hiervoor 
hebben we de beste ideeen verzameld. De ideeen, waarvoor de innovationboard akkoord 
geeft worden ontwikkeld. 

14:27 Wanneer krijgen klan ten Ie horen dat het ideeen doorontwikkeld wordl? 
Gewoon op Bluelab zelf. En wanneer klanten te horen of de ideeen ontwikkeld worden, ligt 
aan het feit wanneer de innovationboard samenkomt. Deze mensen moe ten toestemming. 
Daama hebben we op de ideeen stempels gezet; van deze ideeen gaan we uitvoeren, dit gaan 
we verder onderzoeken, of hier doen we helemaal niks mee. Hiermee blijf de klant op de 
hoogte van zijn eigen idee. De ideeen waarmee we aan de slag gaan worden op een 
resultatenpagina bijgehouden. Daar kan de k1ant terug zien, hoever we zijn met een 
tijdsbalkje. 

15:10 Hoeveel mensen zijn er nu mee bezig? 
Nu doen we het meer met het team, dat zijn er dus 5. We zijn niet continue live, als we live 
zijn doen we dat erbij. 

15:47 Wal houdt live zijn in? 
Dat houdt in dat de communi tie weI openstaat; k1anten kunnen ideeen posten en dingen 
opschrijven. Maar we hebben nu drie keer per jaar een periode van drie weken, waarbij we 
live zijn. 

16:00 Waarom doen jullie dal? 
Omdat we denken da! het zin heeft dat je met een goed thema komt waarover de k1ant kan 
praten. En dat them a doen we het liefst intensief, want als een k1ant er een idee over geeft, 
dan komt hij niet een tweede keer. 20 houdt je de klant geInteresseerd. 
We zijn weI gestart om hem continue open te houden. Maar toen was het lastig om mensen 
vast te houden. 
Wat je ziet is dat als mensen hun idee hebben gegeven, dan hebben mensen hun idee gegeven. 
Dus er komt dan wei een discussie met de mensen van ~ns, hoe zou je dat willen veranderen. 
Maar op een gegeven moment stop dat ook, en dan komt die persoon het idee niet nogmaals 
geven. En er zit een groep vaste gebruikers, 150 mensen, die gewoon terugkomen. Die zijn 
heel trouw, dus als er weer een nieuw onderwerp is denken ze daar over mee. Maar er zijn 
genoeg mensen die niet meer terugkomen, ze hebben hun idee gegeven en dan is het k1aar. 

17:40 Wat is het percentage van de vast gebruikers? 
Ongeveer 20% van de gebruikers zijn vaste gebruikers. Mensen willen graag meepraten, het 
is een emotioneel product. 
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Iedere keer is het thema anders, daar proberen we op te focussen door het niet algemeen te 
houden. Ook houden we polls en daar hebben we gezien, dat klanten graag terug willen 
horen wat er met zijn idee gedaan wordt. 

Als we live zijn beantwoorden we binnen 24 uur. Maar nu is dat 1 keer in de week. We 
communiceren dat duidelijk naar gebruikers. 

19:47 Halrn jullie wei erns benchtrn weg? 
We halen nauwelijks berichten weg. Het gebeurt natuurlijk, zeker bij ons, klan ten hebben hele 
duidelijk meningen wat KLM moet veranderen. Mijn bagage is kwijt, ik had weer vertraging. 
Oat laten we gewoon staan. En daar gaan we ook op in. 
Wat we verder hebben gedaan; we hebben op de voorkant een soort luchtplaats gecreE'erd, 
omdat we het over ideeE'n willen hebben en niet alleen de klachten. De luchtplaats kunnen 
mensen hun klacht kwijt en dat gebeurt ook. En daar reageren we ook op. We hebben dat ook 
de luchtplaats genoemd, om frustraties te lozen. 

21:01 De ideeen die jul/ie ontvangen wordrn na dne wekrn door de innovationboard beoordeeld? 
Dan wordt een innovationboard gepland en dat is gewoon met onze directie. 

21:31 Voegen jullie oak op een andere manier informatie toe aan Bluelab? 
We doen ook offline sessies, we nodigen mensen uit om naar het hoofdkantoor te komen en 
mee te denken over verbeteringen. De aanmeldingen zijn hiervoor overweldigend. 
Oat komt omdat we het idee geven dat we echt wat met het idee doen. Oaardoor willen de 
klanten komen. 

22:25 het platform hebbrn jullie ingekocht? En staat los van jul/ie reguliere ICT services? 
Ja, dat klopt. 

22:51 Hoe hebbrn jullie klantrn warm gemaakt am mee te darn aan Bluelab? 
We hebben een acteur ingezet. Die noemde we Serge, een soort purser. We hebben daar 
aHerlei filrnpjes meegemaakt; van kom met ons praten. 
Verder hebben we een e-mail gestuurd, naar onze klanten, met het filmpje van hem erin. 
Uitgelegd wat de community is en daar een incentive aangehangen. 

23:00 Wat was de incrntive? 
Oat je met een oud vliegtuig vliegt, van Amsterdam naar Maastricht, in Maastricht luncht en 
een offline brainstorm sessie houdt. 

23:31 Hoeveel mrnsen hebben op de mailing gereageerd? 
Oat was dus 20-25%. A1s je begint, dan krijg je de meeste mensen. Nu zitten we op 150 vaste 
mensen. Het kost heel veel geld, dat houd je niet het hele jaar vol. En na een half jaar hebben 
we gedag gezegd tegen Serge. In het begin hebben veel mensen hun idee geplaatst en die 
komen niet meer terug. 

24:19 Hoeveel mrnsen geeft naar aanleiding van de mailing een idee? 

Oat zit tussen de 20-25%. We hadden in het begin, in twee maanden 800 ideeE'n. 

24:37 Hoeveel ideeen zijn uifgevoerd? 
We zitten rond de 40. Somrnige zijn we nog mee bezig, dat zijn grote ideeE'n. Bijvoorbeeld 
Connection to Schiphol: hoe kunnen we zorgen dat mensen beter bij Schiphol komen. 
Daarvoor zijn we nu in gesprek met de NS en dat duurt nog even~es. Dat heb je niet zomaar 
opgezet. 

25:19 Wat dorn jullie eraan am, ondanks dat de ideeen stroom opdroogt, am mensen Ie behouden? 
Echt een thema geven, en we hangen er een incentive aan. Niet zo groot meer, ticket naar 
New York of zo iets. Maar je ziet dat het daar helemaal niet omgaat, de klant vraagt daa.r ook 
niet om. Het belangrijkste is, dat mensen het idee aan ons kunnen geven en dat de mensen 
het idee hebben dat naar ze geluisterd wordt. In het begin moet je daar bekendheid aan 
geven; daarom hebben we Serge ingezet. 

26:04 Hoever denk je dat de inlegratie van het bedrijf in de communitie tot verhouding staat met het 
idee dat er naar de klant geluisterd wordt? Heefl dal invloed hoe de mensen in de community met 
elkaar omgaan? 
Ja hoor. In het begin is het wennen. Zeker vanuit de zakelijke afdelingen ben je gewend om 
op een zakelijke manier met de klant om te gaan. Terwijl we in BlueJab ervoor gekozen 
hebben om dat niet te doen. Oat is een andere voice. Oat is even wennen, zeker alles wat je 
intikt dat staat. Maar dat gaat heel goed. 
We moe ten zorgen dat de ideeen ook ergens in de organisatie terecht komen. De 
innovationboard geeft een klap op iets en pakt dat zelf ook op, van dit is goed daar moeten 
we iets mee doen. Maa r er zijn ook ideeen die moet ik verder uitzetten in de organisatie. Maar 
aJs je zegt, ik kom van BlueJab en innovationboard, dan gaan mensen daar ook aan werken. 

<Starbucks, ABN voorbeeJd> 

Zoals Starbucks, zo zijn we ook gestart met de thema's, zoa ls Internet check-in. Degene die 
verantwoordelijk was voor Internet check-in zat achter de communi tie. Zij had haar eigen 
team samengesteld. Oeze mensen weten alles van het onderwerp. En dat doen we voor elk 
teamzo. 
Nu zijn we aileen met ons team, en als we live gaan dan be trekken we het juiste team erbij. En 
de idee die daar uitkomen, liggen dan daar. 

29:15 hebben j!lllie nag andere zaken veranderd in de comnHlnit-ie? 
Nou in vergelijking met toen we gestart zijn, hangt er nu minder poespas aan. Ook hadden 
we in het begin geen offline brainstorm sessie, die hebben we nu weI. 

29:47 Oenkl u dal die poespas mensen weerhoud om deel Ie nemen, of juist extra leuk maakt? 
Nee, nu is het veel breder bekend en dat scheelt. In het begin moesten we vee I bekendheid 
eraan geven, en nu hoeft dat niet meer. 

30:12 Hebben jullie onderzoek gedaal1l1aar gebruikers in Bludab? Welke hJPe mensen? 
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Nee, dat hebben we niet gedaan. 

<Uit/eggen user studie Nokia> 

30:55 Stoppen mensen nog iets anders dan goede idee&! in de communitie? 
Nee aileen tijd, dat is het. Ze hoeven niet te betalen. 

31:07 Welke motivaties lreejt de deelnemer om deel Ie nemen aan Bluelab? 
Ze willen dat er geluisterd wordt, en iets met hun idee gedaan wordt. Misschien dat de 
incentive ook een rol speeJt, maar we horen het niet echt terug. 

31:27 <lIitleg inloggen> 

32:10 Wat kunnen gebruikers in de community doen? 
Ideeen geven, reageren op ideeen en stemmen. Ze kwmen zeggen of ze voor of tegen een idee 
zijn, dus wat andere klan ten vinden. 

32:43 Heb je percentages van idee&!, comments en voten? 
We weten precies wie er stemt en hoeveel. Daar hebben we rapporten van. 
Deze zijn verkrijgbaar bij onze partner, maar we moe ten wei met onze persafdeling 
overleggen. Deze infonnatie delen we niet zomaar, dus dat moet ik even navragen. 

33:59 Het dod was om met klanten in contact Ie k01lJen en idee&! over ju/lie service te verzamelen, was 
dat meer uit innovatie overwegingen of marketing overwegingen? 
Innovatie. 

Normaal worden ideeen verzonnen in de innovatieafdeling, waarom lubben jllllie de communitie 
opgericht; am de werknemers te ont/asten? 
Nee, het was meer om vanuit de klant ideeen te laten komen, in plaats van uit ons. Het is 
eigenlijk tweeledig, meer in contact treden en outside-in denken. 

35:00 Wat waren jullie targets? Hoeveel idee&! en aanmelden? 
Minder dan dat we binnen hebben gekregen. We hadden wei met de externe partij 
afgesproken dat als we 5% binnen zouden krijgen dat we dan blij mogen zijn. Maar het ging 
boven aile verwachtingen. 

35:28 Wat is de kwaliteit van de idee&!? En hadden jullie daar ook targets voor? 
De kwaliteit van de ideeen is goed. Nee, daar hadden we geen targets voor. Natuurlijk 
hebben we een training gehad om zo te antwoorden dat we er meer uit konden halen. De 
klant schrijft snel wat op, en het is belangrijk om hierover zo veel mogelijk te weten te komen. 

35:59 Kun je misschien iets over klantIoyalileit vertellen? 
We krijgen veel positieve berichten daarover, maar dat kwmen we niet meten. 

36:13 Heejt lut project geleid tot kosten reductie? In andere projecten? 

Nog niet zichtbaar. Dat zijn we mee bezig wat er uit de innovationboard is gekomen en kijken 
of we dat op een andere manier, door het idee van de klant slimmer kunnen aanpakken. 

<Dus klanten leveren ideei!n aan, waamlee er slimmer gewerkt zou kunnen worden, Het is niet zo dat 
jullie markt research doen en dat dan wordt afgeschaft.> 
Nee, markt research houden we zo, dit is eigenJijk extra. 

37:13 lullie zijn in zee gegaan met Favela Fabric, daar hangt natullrlijk een prijskaarije aan, wat voor 
een kaartje? 
Daar kan ik helaas geen antwoord opgeven. Maar het is wei genoeg, hoor. 

En mijn onderzoek ben ik ook met Favela Fabric in aanraking gekomen, en ik ben verbaasd over het 
nantal projecten dat ze lubben en hoeveel mensen erwerken. Er moet inderdaad een mooi prijskaartje 
nanzitten. 
Dat moet ook wei, want het is een grote organisatie, die groeit. Bij KLM hebben ze drie 
projecten, moet je nagaan. 

38:20 Waaraan lubben jullie afgeEeid dat Bluelab een succes is? 
Omdat we zoveel ideeen hebben binnengekregen en omdat de kLant meedenkt. En dat heeft 
geleid tot twee andere projecten. 

38:48 Samenvattend: Favela Fabric heeft jullie getraineerd, site geLanceerd, ze hebben bekeken wie er 
betrokken moet zijn in een communi tie. 
Dat hebben we allemaal gezamenJijk gedaan. Ze had den richtlijnen en dmv overieg hebben 
we deze zaken bepaald. De moderation doen ze ook mee; wat voor 'n antwoorden geven de 
klanten en hoe (snel)reageert KLM. Staat dit binnen het goede them a of niet, moet dit 
versleept worden. 

39:47 Wat zijn de do's en don'ts voor de community, om een klant Ie laten meedoen en de communih) 
draaiende Ie houden? 
Het belangrijkste is om de cornrnunitie te bJijven laten draaien, dat we genoeg goede input 
krijgen van de k1ant. Ais blijkt dat, dat steeds minder wordt, of de kwaliteit van de ideeen 
afneemt. Dan moet je, je afvragen of je dat op deze manier door wilt Laten gaan. Want het 
enige waar ik een gevaar in zie; klan ten blijven niet continue ideeen geven. En al houd je een 
vaste groep mensen over, die mensen zijn allemaal een keer geweest en je valt in herhaling. Ik 
zie dat gebeuren, we zijn laatst opnieuw live gegaan en dan komen er nieuwe mensen bij. Die 
mensen geven ideeen die we allemaal al een keer hebben gehad. Dus onze vaste gebruikers 
reageren dan; we gaan nu alweer in herhaling vallen, dit hebben we allemaal al een keer 
besproken, maar dat weten de nieuwe mensen ruet. Dit wekt ook irritatie. 
Mensen lezen ook niet altijd goed waar het over gaat, ze denken 0 KLM, ik wil er wei wat 
over kwijt en dat posten ze dan maar ergens. 

41:20 Is het een optie om de stek.ker eruit te trekken? 
Nee nee, absoluut niet. Zover is het nog niet, maar we zijn weI aan het kijken of we het op 
deze manier verder moeten aanpakken of anders moeten inrichten. 
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<uitleg verschil Starbucks-Nakia> 

We zitten nu aileen in Nederland. En dat houden we ook zo, we zijn er echt aileen voor de 
Nederlandse markt en daar ontwikkelen we OTIS ook. 

42:39 Wanr den ken jullie dan aan? 
In dat traject zitten we nu. Ik kan je ruet vertellen hoe we iets veranderen. Maar we gaan wei 
kijken hoe we het kunnen veranderen. Misschien de communitie anders inzetten, dat wil ruet 
zeggen dat we de 3 periodes live gaan veranderen, maar rnisschien de insteek. 
Onze organisatie is heel groot, dus we moeten kijken wat haalbaar is. We kunnen zoveel 
kanten op, maar we moe ten kijken of dat mogelijk is. 
Er staat een kostenplaa~e tegenover en de iruormatie moet wei bruikbaar blijven. Het is ruet 
goed als je aileen maar herhalingen krijgt. De drie weken live is hier een gevolg van. Je merkt 
dat er klanten komen en die gaan weer weg, je kunt de communi tie dan openhouden maar 
voor de k1ant is het dan ook ruet helemaal duidelijk. Oaar hangt ook een kostenplaa~e aan, en 
je moet je afvragen, zeker in deze tijd, of je hem open moet houden. 
Het is veel werk om het bij te houden, maar gelukkig vindt het leuk. Je reageert op een reactie, 
en dan komt de klant weer terug. Dan krijg je een leuke discussie. 

45:49 Wat is he! be/angrijkste wat je geleerd heb afgelapen periade? 
Oat de k1anten enorm veel open en eerlijke iruormatie aan OTIS teruggeven. Zonder dat ze 
daarvoor iets van OTIS terugverwachten, natuurlijk willen ze wei weten wat er met het idee 
gedaan wordt. Het is zulke waardevolle informatie. Anders moet je hele k1antenpanels 
inzetten, maar dan be trek je ruet een dergelijk grote groep met elkaar. Dat is een hele pre. Het 
is voor ons bedrijf, hele waardevolle iruormatie, vooral als je ook naar aile ideeen kijkt, 1300 
of zo iets. 

47:31 Haeveel ideeifn krijgen jullie uit een dergelijk live periade? 
Een stuk of 300, daarvan zijn er 6 of 7 door de innovationboard goedgekeurd. Maar daar 
zitten ook herhalingen bij . Het zijn ruet 300 rueuwe ideeen, absoluut niet. Het zijn ook veel 
dingen die ruet over het thema gaan. Die nemen we ook ruet mee in het innovationboard. 
Oeze ideeen nemen we wei mee in de toekomst. 

Informatie Favela Fabric 
Bluelab heeft meer dan 1500 leden, deze hebben meer dan 21.000 keer gestemd. Er zijn 
ongeveer 5000 comments geplaatst en 1300 ideeen. 
19% van het aantalleden geeft ideeen en 17% geeft comments. 

Favela Fabric verzorgt de website en het programma. Het programma houdt in dat Favela het 
bedrijf begeleidt met modereren, het community management, en entertainment. Ook 
support Favela het bedrijf met de implementatie van de suggesties. 
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Appendix IV: data sources 

6.1 ABN AMRa: Observation 
User Company 

Identity For consuming the content no Employees have a special 
registration is required. If the company ID when they submit 
user wants to participate, rate etc. comments. However they are not 
Than a User ID is needed. Only public. 
an e-mail address is required. 
The user profiles can not be 
viewed by other users. 

Presence Presence is not announced. Presence is not annowlCed. 
Relationship No functionality for establishing No functionality for establishing 

relationships. rela tionshi ps. 
Conversations User can start conversations by Employees are participating in 

submitting ideas or comments conversations by posting 
comments and providing 
additional information 

Groups It is not possible to form a group It is not possible to form a group 
of interest of interest. 

Reputation The amount of contribution in The amount of contributions of 
the community presented employees is presented publicly. 
publicly; next to the contribution 
of the user. 

Sharing Users can share suggestion, rates Employees share comments, 
and comments suggestions 'under action' 

6.2 ABN AMRa: Interview Community Manager 

Introductie Robin Baltus 
Ik werk sinds 1996 bij ABN AMRO.Ik heb verscheidene functies gehad. Ondermeer heb ik de 
website van ABN AMRO opgezet. 

Bij de huidige functie zit ik bij Sales Development, dit houdt in dat we voor de Nederlandse 
organisatie het verkoopsysteem door ontwikkelen. Daarbinnen ben ik verantwoordelijk voor, 
met name, het cocreatie concept en onze mobiele dienstverlening, zoals srns allerting Maar 
ook zaken die we voor de handheld toestellen ontwikkelen, een site voor mobile devices. 
Deze site is net iets lichter, en bedoelt voor mensen die onderweg zijn. Bijvoorbeeld voor het 
nazoeken van een telefoonnwruner, of kijken waar de dichtstbijzijnde PIN zit. Internet 
bankieren zit nog niet op mobie!. We hebben het weI gehad, maar we hebben geleerd dat 
daar in de praktijk geen behoefte aan is. In tegenstelling tot Japan en Korea. We zitten hier in 

een land met een hoge informatiedichtheid, dat is in ieder geval onze conclusie, mensen 
zitten binnen een kwartier achter een breed band verbinding, waar het sowieso al makkelijker 
werkt. Maar we zien weI dat met de nieuwe devices en de huidige mobiele Internetsne1l1eid 
de gebruiksvriendelijkheid is toegenomen. Waardoor we het misschien in de toekomst wei 
gaan proberen. Of dat we zeggen, dat we onze Internetsite moeten aanpassen dat hij ook te 
gebruiken is op een klein scherrn. 
Begin dit jaar hebben we de dienst dichtgezet, mede omdat we overgegaan zijn op een ander 
platform, en we hebben hierover geen enkele vraag gekregen. 

6:53 Vanuit Sales Development is Blackboard op gestart? 
Eigenlijk was het een opdracht vanuit het management team. Dit team was ook 
opdrachtgever voor de restyle van onze website. Het management team binnen Value Center 
particulier. Er is een team verantwoordelijk voor het ontwikkelen van de website, er zitten 
mensen van Business Solutions in die verantwoordelijk zijn voor de technische 
doorontwikkeling van de site, aantal mensen van het Value Center Particulier waaronder 
marketi.ng en wij van Sales development. Bij het ontwikkelen van de Internetsite is besloten 
dat er meer Web 2.0 in moest. Er moesten wat meer innovatieve zaken in. Toen is die 
opdracht bij mij komen te liggen, ik heb het project gedraaid met mijn counterpartner van 
Value Center zaken. Vanaf begin af aan hadden we het idee, dit platform hoeft niet aileen 
voor particulieren klanten aileen te zijn. 
Met het idee als dit gaat groeien, dan kunnen we dit platform voor verschillende zaken gaan 
gebruiken. 

9:03 Wat is de tank van het Value Center? 
Eigenlijk zitten daar mensen van product management, marketing en sales. Gezamenlijk zijn 
die verantwoordelijk voor het aanbod van de particulier. Dus welke producten liggen er in de 
schappen, tegen welke prijzen, voor welke klanten. 

Waarom vanuit de Sales-hoek? Niet zozeer de sales hoek, maar in een vorige funetie was ik al 
bezig met onderzoeken wat gebeurd er op het gebied van crowdsourcing and co-creatie. Dus 
ik heb aangegeven dat ik deze opdracht graag wilde uitvoeren. Ik heb daarbij een beroep 
gedaan op de development kant, omdat de er direct niet zoveel mee doet. Ook aI kun je 
voorstellen, dat als je klanteninziehten binnenkrijgt dat je dan ook weer je sales kan 
verbeteren. Waar is er ruimte en waar zijn er mensen die hier bezig kunnen zijn. En bij 
marketing waren er ook ideeen en die ideeen waren toen niet zo concreet. 

11:05 Waarom wilde het MTeen degelijk platform? 
We gingen naar een vernieuwde website toe en op een gegeven moment is er gezegd we 
willen er ook een paar nieuwe elementen in. De gebruikservaring moet verbeterd worden en 
we willen wat meer interactie met de klanten. Betrek die klanten bij de ontwikkeling van de 
d iens tverleni ng. 
11:34 Om meer te verkopen? Nee, dat is niet de directe drijfveer geweest. Het betrekken van de 
klanten bij de dienstverlening, dus niet de sales. Dat is ook niet mijn drijfveer. Het is meer 
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vanuit customer experience en in contact treden met de klant. Niet vanuit de klassieke markt 
onderzoeksrnanier, maar op een directere manier en dat gekoppeld aan een nieuwe website. 

Verhoging van de klant loyaliteit? En market research? Ja eigenlijk weI ja. Meer voeding 
krijgen wat klanten precies willen. Plus, dat we irulOvatief ook voor de dag willen komen. 

13:06 Wat willen jullie bereiken? 
In potentie willen we al onze klanten, retail en onderkant van de zakelijke markt bereiken. 
Uiteindelijk hebben we het wei afgekaderd, ook door de ovemame van Fortis. We zijn ons 
gaan het eerste jaar vooral focussen op onze klanten die actief met Internet bankieren bezig 
zijn. Niet een specifiek segment. 

14:25 Hebben jullie andere online communities? 
Vlak daama is er een ondernemersnetwerk opgestart, dat heet Flametree. Flametree is een 
ontmoetingsplaat voor ondernemers waar ze kennis en ervaringen kunnen uitwisselen. Ook 
kunnen er deals beklonken worden. Het is powered bij ABN AMRa, maar wei onder een 
zelfstandig merk doorgezet. Er is geen relatie tussen Blackboard en Frametree. 

16:32 Zijn er ook offline projecten? 
Ja, dat gebeurt adhoc. De site werd vorig jaar opgeleverd. En tijdens het ontwikkelproces 
wordt er met klanten bekeken wat er op dat moment ligt, qua functionaliteit. En verder 
hebben we ons reguliere onderzoek. Het grootste is het klanttevredenheidsonderzoek, dat 
betekend dat we een keer per kwartaal kijken hoe de vlag erbij hangt. Het onderzoek heeft 
natuurlijk maar beperkte diepgang. 

17:45 Komen er veel nieuwe ideeen uit Blackboard, of waren het ook al zaken die bij de Adhoc 
mornenten waren naar bovengekomen? 
Het heeft ons weI wat nieuwe inzichten opgeleverd, maar ik denk dat het 50-50 is. We waren 
niet helemaal blind, maar we hebben toch wat voeding gekregen bij de markt. Maar dat de 
andere helft, waren ook wei zaken die we ook zelf al hadden onderkent. Naast Blackboard 
hebben we ook een andere intake van suggesties maar dat is vee I meer individueel. Dat zijn 
gewoon ideeen, suggesties, klachten. Dat is hetzelfde. Want een klacht is een negatief 
geforrnuleerde suggestie of anders om. Maar we hebben ook klachten management en die 
komen van individuele klachten binnen. 
Maar Blackboard is zeker weten een goede aanvulling van dingen die we al wisten. Het heeft 
zaken blootgelegd, waarvan we onvoldoende op de hoogte waren. Mooi voorbeeld is, is de 
zichtbaarheid van de nieuwe site, in de vormgeving. Ik ben er over te spreken maar dan ga je 
de klanterueacties zien: er zit rninder contrast in dan de vorige site. Slechtziende worden niet 
meegenomen in de ontwikkeling van de site, en via Blackboard krijg je hier lik op stuk. En 
dat rechtvaardigt het bestaan van Blackboard. En dan kunnen we hierrnee naar de 
developers: mooie site maar niet voor slechtziende. Dan wordt dat verbeterd. 

20:30 Wie is verder betrokken bij Blackboard en wat is jouw fimctie precies? 
Ik ben actief bij de nieuwe ABN AMRa organisatie, mbt de integra tie bij Fortis. Ik ben nu nog 
maar een klein deel van de tijd met Blackboard bezig, helaas. 

Maar ik ben concept-owner; heb het idee uitgewerkt, mensen binnen de organisatie 
enthousiast gemaakt en begrip gekweekt. Probeer de ontwikkelkalenders te bei'nvloeden en 
uit te leggen wat het idee achter Blackboard is. 

21:46 Aileen? 
Ja, in de praktijk ben ik er aileen mee bezig. Ik heb op een gegeven moment, toen ik werd 
gevraagd om actief te worden bij de integratie met Fortis, ook collega's van interactive 
banking (die verantwoordelijk zijn voor onze gewone Internet site) erbij betrokken. Willen 
jullie een rol spelen tijdens het dagelijks managen van Blackboard? Zij zijn toen actief 
geworden. 
Verder hebben we een ongelukkig jaar gehad, met die integra tie. Daarvoor hadden we 
redelijke ontwikkelingsvrijheid; tijdens de integratie zijn er een hele boel zaken op slot 
gegaan en teruggetrokken. Waardoor Blackboard ook niet de volle aandacht heeft, die het 
verdient. Er is vee I goodwill binnen de organisatie, maar de volledige support om de ambitie 
waar te maken is het nog niet. 

<Uitleggen, l11odereren, valideren, knowledge toevoegen> 

24:14 Hoe wordt de site gel11odereerd? 
Ik heb in het begin vooral zelf gemodereerd. Daarin moet je zelf een bee~e pionieren, een 
functieomschrijving of een profiel van een moderator bestaat niet. Maar wat we bij de 
lancering van Blackboard hebben gedaan, is een set van huisregels en voorwaarden opgesteld. 
We hebben geleend wat er op het Internet voor handen was, we wisten niet goed wat er 
allemaal mogelijk was. We hadden in die fase support van onze juridische coli ega' s, het is 
altijd goed om die hierbij te betrekken. Je hebt als bank een bepaalde verantwoordelijkheid, 
privacy, eindklanten. Dus toen hebben we het formeel goed afgedekt. 
En dan moet je de huisregels ook gaan enforcen, moet ik de huisregels actief gaan naleven? 
En als mensen bij ons aanboord komen, die verwachten vandaag gepost en morgen een 
antwoord. Ons platform zit niet zo in elkaar, gezamenlijk bepalen de klanten wat belangrijk is. 
Je geeft klanten een platform, je legt ze de spelregels uit. Ze kunnen met elkaar in discussie en 
aan het einde van de rit, komt daar dan een top 10 uit van zaken die men belangrijk vind. En 
dan is het onze zaak om daar invulling aan te geven, dat is de ideale wereld. 

26:41 Wat bedoel je met einde van de rit? 
Op een gegeven moment heb je voldoende massa, je hebt bijvoorbeeld 100 klanten die een 
probleem aangeven. Dan heb je iets waar je je druk over kan gaan maken. En aan de andere 
kant terugkoppeling geven aan de klant: we hebben je gehoord. 

27:23 Haal je ook reacties weg? 
Mm nee dat is nog nooit gebeurd, we zouden aileen vuilspuwerij weghalen. Dat is nog nooit 
gebeurd, we hebben nette klanten, maar we hebben weI een aantal hele pittige reacties gehad, 
waar we van zeiden nou ... Draak van een intemetsite, bijvoorbeeld. Die hebben we bewust laten 
staan, we zijn gaan pionieren en daar is dit ook een aspect van. Just do it. 
We hebben in die thread een paar keer gereageerd. 
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28:34 Hoe vaak bekijken jullie de site? En jij bent degene die zaken op de site zet toch? 
In het begin heb ik dat met mijn zakeJijke coil ega gedaan. Nu zijn er vier of vijf coil ega die 
gemachtigd zijn om een reactie onder ABN AMRO te plaatsen, mensen van interactief 
banking. 
We hebben een werkafspraak gemaakt, Internet is een 24/7 medium. Iedere dag kijken we 2 
keer, in toerbeurten. Als er iets geplaatst is, dan wordt het ter kennisgeving aangenomen, en 
als er iets geschreven is wat niet door de beugel kan dan wordt gekeken of ingrijpen gewenst 
is. Maar tot nu toe is daar niet echt sprake van geweest. 
Ik heb zeIf ook RSS feeds aanstaan en als ik thuiskom dan kijk ik zelf even wat er geplaatst is. 

30:29 Hoe ziet het stappenplan emit als er een comment geplaatst wordt? 
Je laat dat aangroeien. Je hebt altijd een groep klanten die verandering maar niks vindt, en 
vroeger was alles beter. Dus we had den verwacht dat het eraan zou komen, maar hoe je in de 
praktijk daar mee omgaat. Je wilt die mensen niet in het harnas jagen, en tijdelijk is 
Blackboard een uitlaat klep voor deze klanten. Ze kunnen nergens anders die frustraties kwijt 
en vinden het prettig om op deze manier te ventileren, we hebben dat laten gebeuren. En op 
een gegeven moment hebben we wei gezegd, we moe ten het concept nog een keer~e 
uitleggen. Want deze mensen zijn gaan reageren, die niet voor Blackboard bedoeld is. 

32:04 Ben je niet bang dat mensen met een positieve insteek ajhaken, als de negatieve suggesties 
tegenkomen ? 
De cultuur wordt inderdaad bepaald door de mensen die actief zijn op het forum, en we 
hebben in het begin erover nagedacht en de boel een bee~e op zijn beloop gelaten. Je moet 
een cultuur ook de gelegenheid geven om zich op te bouwen. En wij hebben gemerkt, dat we 
in het begin negatieve reacties kregen en na verloop kregen we ook positieve reacties. De 
negatieve reacties zijn wegebt, omdat men ook gewend is aan de site, dan wei men toch voor 
een andere bank heeft gekozen. We zien zelf ook de positieve dingen ontstaan, dat klanten 
vragen stellen en dat dan andere klanten vragen gaan stellen. Zonder dat we zelf in actie 
hoeven te komen. En in het nieuwe jaar gaan we het Forum opschonen, kijken of we een 
archief kunnen aanleggen. Issues die een jaar, half jaar geleden hot waren, kunnen nu niet 
mee van toepassing zijn. Bijvoorbeeld omdat ze zijn aangepast. 

33:53 Bijvoorbeeld met de topic 'site van een draak' geven jullie drie maanden later een reactie, waarom 
zolang? 
lk weet niet waarom het drie maanden later is. Toch om het idee, het hebben van kritische 
massa en als je op de negatieve reacties meteen gaat rea geren, dan krijgen de mensen de 
bevestiging dat het een klachtenforum is. We willen de juiste mensen belonen, de meer 
constructieve bijdrage. Op deze manier wilde we het platform sturen. Waar ga ik wei op in, 
en waar gaan we niet op in. En dan geven we de voorrang aan constructieve bijdrage, het 
moet een positief platform worden. Het is niet zo extreem geweest, we gaan de negatieve 
zaken eruit halen, dat lag niet in onze aard; we wilden transparant zijn. We wilden laten zien 
hoe het concept van het platform werkte. We hadden wei enigszins verwacht dat we wei 
mensen kregen die niet tevreden waren over de nieuwe site. Daar heeft de site ook een 
functie in gespeeld. 

36:25 Binnen welk tijdsbestek reageren jullie dan op posi tieve reacties? 
Dat ligt aan het aantal stemmen dat een suggestie krijgt, iedere suggestie kan een stem krijgen. 
Op basis daarvan ontstaat kritische massa en dan zeggen wij: dat pakken we op. En dan gaan 
we het intern uitzetten. Hebben we het al op een agenda staan? Zo nee, krijgen we het nog 
ergens op een agenda. En dan pas kunnen we terugkoppeling geven. 

36:53 Hoe geven jullie terugkoppeling? 
We moeten zelf erachter aan (idee op een agenda zetten). We hebben wei geprobeerd om wat 
samenwerkingsverbanden/ lijnen voor op te zetten binnen de organisatie. Maar op een 
gegeven moment werd het duidelijk dat we het voorlopig aileen voor het Internet bankieren 
wilde doen. 
Dus in die zin hebben we aileen contact gehad met de ontwikkelaars en hun agenda gevoed: 
gezegd dit is belangrijk voor onze klanten. Dit is wat jullie op de agenda moeten zetten en 
aan de ander kant geven zij terugkoppeling, van daar zijn we mee bezig, nee dit is vervallen. 
We zijn sterk geweest in het benadrukken in de dingen die we gaan oppakken en hebben 
opgepakt. Daar hebben we een speciale sec tie voor op Blackboard; genomineerde suggesties. 
Dat kunnen suggesties zijn die we daadwerkelijk hebben opgepakt. Maar dat kunnen ook 
suggestie zijn, die we gaan oppakken. Aileen is het af en toe lastig, dit is de andere kant van 
het verhaal, uit concurrentie overwegingen kunnen we niet altijd open en transparant op 
Blackboard communiceren! Van dan en dan gaan we het opleveren. Dat is een overweging, 
daarnaast blijkt nog wei eens dat in de praktijk, dingen die we in ontwikkeling hebben dat 
die om wat voor een rede dan ook (overname) door tegenvallende tests, vertraging oplopen. 
Dan ga je ook dingen op Blackboard beloven die je niet goed waar kunt rna ken. Op dat 
moment zijn we dan ook minder concreet dan dat we zouden willen. Maar we worden 
daardoor ook gedwongen door de situatie. 

39:10 Hoeveel idee hebben jullie binnen gehad, die jullie ook in ontwikkeling hebben genomen? 
20 ideeen hebben we met voldoen massa binnengekregen, ook dinge~es waarmee we 
opportumstisch zijn omgegaan, die bijvoorbeeld al op de lijst stonden. Minder mensen waren 
daar in ge·interesseerd. 
Momenteel droogt de ideeen stroom mbt Internet bankieren een bee~e uit. Ik zie weinig 
nieuwe dingen; heb alles al een keer voorbij zien komen. Sommige zaken staan al op de 
ontwikkelkalender 

40:30 Hoe komen mensen Irij jullie forum? 
Ook daar zijn we relatief terughouden in geweest, vanaf begin af aan hebben we binnen 
Internet bankieren een klein linkje opgenomen. Als je met je e-dentifier inlogt dan kom je 'm 
tegen op het startscherm. Daar staat een linkje naar een startscherm. Dat is de enige zichtbare 
toegangspoort om bij Blackboard te komen. En als je het URL mailt dan kun je er ook komen. 
Voor klanten in dat het enige linkje. We hebben wei nog steeds in schappen staan, een soort 
widget-achtige oplossing om Blackboard te verkopen. Dat je mensen uitnodigt op de 
spaarpagina om suggesties te komen doen. Of eventueel op externe sites. Maar we zijn op dit 
moment understaffed en in een reorganisatie bezig. We moeten nu met groter willen maken 
dan dat het is. 
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42:04 Je wilt mensen behouden, maar je verlelt dal hel fontm apdroogl, hoe denk je klan len te gaan 
behouden ap je forum? 
Wat ons betreft staan de suggesties centraal, even los van de klant die we ontzettend serieus 
nemen, zijn de suggesties het belangrijkste. Het zijn de suggesties die uitdrogen. We hebben 
de categorie stellingen toegevoegd. Oat we niet alleen de klanten de gelegenheid gaven, maar 
ook zelf en bijvoorbeeld ook onze productontwikkelaars een stelling voor. Ook daar hebben 
we onze gebaande paden voor, bijvoorbeeld klassieke marktonderzoek. In deze sectie kunnen 
we klanten stelling voor leggen. Verder zijn er weinig tot geen retentie maatregelen. Ook al 
omdat we zoiets hadden, die ambitie is groter; hypotheken, belegen lenen en sparen willen 
we toevoegen. En dan heb je een vee I breder scala, en dan speel er veel vaker iets. 

Als je nu op Blackboard kijkt dan lijkt het alsof we een vreselijke site hebben, maar we hebben 
uitstekende klanttevredenheidsonderzoeken. 

We doen er niets bijzonders om klanten te behouden of te werven. In ieder geval niet actie£. 
We hebben RRS-feed, dus klanten kunnen zich in ieder geval abonneren. 

45:39 En knowledge toevoegen? 
Ja, we hebben dat stellingen gebeuren, maar daar is nog niet zo veel gebruik van gemaakt. 
Oat heel nog niet tot schokkende veranderingen geleid. 
En nogmaals Blackboard staat op een lager pi~e dan we zouden willen hebben. 

46:02 Aan het begin vertelde ja dill het platform was ingekochl? 
We hebben het platform inderdaad ingekocht. We hebben het ingekocht, omdat ons Internet 
bankieren ontzettend streng is beveiligd. Om het platform te integreren in de Internet 
bankiers site, was veel tijd nodig. En ook een vee I grotere investering. De besluitvorming om 
Blackboard te starten was kort voor de lancering van de site. En de weg van de minste 
weerstand was om de site dan wt te besteden; daar een pakket voor aan te schaffen. 
Bovendien is het ook een platform, wat voor ons een soort leer omgeving is. 

Graag zouden we Blackboard wei achter de bankierensite willen zetten, bijvoorbeeld om ook 
het inloggen makkelijker te maken. Nu moet je voor Blackboard een tweede keer inloggen. 
Oat was ook een suggestie van een gebruiker. Maar soms moet je het doen met de schaarse 
middelen die je hebt. 

< Uitleg Robeco & Nokia lechnologie> 

50:00 Als er meer werknemers bij betrokken waren? Zou dal de cul/uur veranderen? En bijvoorbeeld 
mensen stimuleren mee te doen? < Uitleg Nokia, Starbucks> 
Oat is wei het uiteindelijke plaa~e waar wij naar toe willen, maar je daar wei bepaalde 
competenties bij nodig. Niet iedereen is geschlkt om in de openbaarheid te kunnen 
communiceren. Je zult daar dan toch bepaalde mensen verantwoordelijk moeten stellen. 

51:51 Welke compelenties? 

Je moet je goed kunnen uitdrukken. Je hebt snel interpretatie verschlllen hoe je met reacties 
om moet gaan. lk vind wei dat dat op een eenduidige manier moet in je communicatie. 
Iedereen moet wei zijn eigen identiteit houden, maar je moet wei een bepaalde consistentie 
hebben. Training zou daar een mogelijkheid voor kunnen zijn. 

Het belangrijkste blijft, dat je niet aileen bevoegd en bekwaam bent maar dat je ook mandaat 
hebt. Vaak komen er suggesties, maar daar is gewoon geld voor nodig om dat op de rit te 
zetten. Ja, je moet dedicated mensen en budget hebben om suggesties uit te voeren. 

55:44 Zijn er zaken veranderd in de communitie, behalve hel toevoegen van de suggesties? 
In het midden van het jaar hebben we een update gehad; we hebben een filtering 
geImplementeerd, we hebben ook dat stemmen toegevoegd. Toen kwam ook die draak van 
een Internet site weer naar boven drijven. 

<uitleg luisteren, belangrijk in de community> 

1:03:28 Wat zijn de do's and don 't' 
Een van de zaken waar ik niet tevreden over ben, is hoe de zaken intern geregeld zijn; interne 
daadkracht. We hebben het platform weliswaar snel kunnen opzetten, en we hadden boven 
verwachting veel suggesties. Maar de communitie moet een intrinsiek onderdeel van je 
bedrijf worden. En ik merk dat het heel moeilijk is om dat van de grond te krijgen (vooral met 
de overname). 
In de openbaring in contact treden met je klanten, daar zijn we nog niet heel sterk in. We 
doen dat weI met onze marktonderzoeken. Maar op deze manier is het koudwater vrees. Oat 
komt door de cultuur, en die laat zich niet zomaar veranderen. Oaar gaan een paar periodes 
over heen. Mensen die aan het hoofd staan kunnen eventueel een verandering teweeg 
brengen, dat zijn een soort cultuur drivers. 

<uitleg ABN-AMRO tv> 

Oe do is 'just do it'. Aan de ander kant heb je theoretische onderbouwing nodig, maar zonder 
ervaring kom je helemaal nergens. Soms moet je daarin acties ondernemen, en daar van leren. 
Bijvoorbeeld door leermomenten in te bouwen. Blijf om je heen kijken, leer van je buren en 
van de rest van de wereld. 
Waar ik nog meer van verwacht is de samenwerking met marketing, je vroeg heel terecht 
waarom is dit een initiatief van Sales. Zo zwart-wit is het niet helemaal. Maar ik denk toch 
weI als je op een geven moment marketing erbij betrekt, het Iijkt me de ultieme marketing 
tool. Ik ben momenteel ook in gesprek met een marketeer. Waar zit de grens, bij hoeveel 
communities kun je lid zijn. 

1:09:52 Hebben jullie onderzoek gedaan naar de gebruikers? 
We hebben nog geen onderzoek gedaan. We zouden graag willen weten uit welke doelgroep 
ze afkomstig zijn, studenten, ondernemers etc. Los wat je kunt herleiden, hebben we geen 
structureel onderzoek gedaan. 
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1:11:19 Waarom zouden mensen mee daen, wat is de motivatie? 
Voor een groot deel dat het betrokkenheid is, met een merk in de algemeenheid. 
Je hebt de klanten die de anderen op weg helpen, soort ambassadeurs eigenlijk. Dat zijn 
eigenlijk onze beste klan ten. Je hebt een aantal aardklagers, ze vinden het leuk om te klagen. 
Die zitten aan de andere kant van het spectrum. En daartussen zitten mensen die zichzelf 
willen profileren, ze dragen veel bij aan het forum. 
Er is nog een vierde groep, de mensen die een constructieve bijdrage leveren en gewoon 
bijdrage aan de dienstverlening. 
Je hebt 10% arnbassadeurs en 10% aardsklagers. En dan heb je misschien 10% die zichzelf 
graag profileert. En dan heb je de rest die een constructieve bijdrage levert. 

1:15:17 Welke geta/len praten we over? 
<overhandigen forrnuJier> 
Je kunnen raten, commenten, lezen en suggesties geven. 

<uitleg users-piramide broekhuis> 

1:21:37 Wie heeft het forum Il£lngeleverd. 
En de feitelijke bouwer van het forum is Lostboys. 

<presentatie voor intern gebruik wordt toegelicht, zaken die nog niet besproken zijn, zullen 
worden toegelicht> 

In het verslag heb ik verder het aantaI FTE (1,5) toegevoegd en wat het platform gekost heeft 
(lOOK). Verder heb ik het aantal geposte ideeen, stemmen en comments toegevoegd. 

6.3 ABN AMRO: Survey Users 

De eerste tien vragen hebben betreklGng op uw deelname in de Blackboard community. De 
laatste twee vragen gaan over communities in het algemeen en uw relatie met ABN-AMRO. 

Alvast bedankt voor het invullen van de vragenlijst. 

1. Kunt u kort omschrijven hoe u betrokken bent geraakt bij de Blackboard community? 
a. Ik zag op deABN-Amro site dat het mogelijk was om zo commentaar te leveren 
b. Ik zag op de website een soort oproepje staan om te helpen de site te verbeteren (of 

zoiets). 
c. Op de website van ABN-AMRO stond een verwijzing naar het Blackboard. 
d. Ik ben zelf betrokken bij de ontwikkeling van Internet Bankieren van ABNAMRO 

en was nieuwsgierig naar reacties van klanten. 
e. Ik had een paar kleine verbeteringen, die ik allang door wilde geven. 

2. Sinds wanneer bent u betrokken bij de Blackboard community? 
a. ca. 1 jaar 
b. Januari 2008 

c. Sinds 6 december 2007. 
d. Sinds een jaar 
e. Ik meen iets meer dan een jaar 

3. Hoe bent u betrokken bij de Blackboard community? (stemmen, comments geven, ideeen 
posten) 

a. Ai en toe iets geschreven 
b. Ai en toe een bericht plaatsen of reageren op het bericht van een ander. Maar 

voornamelijk door te lezen en te denken "ik reageer later wei even", wat ik vaak 
weer vergeet. 

c. Ik heb gestemd, comments gegeven en suggesties ingebracht. De laatste maand 
beperk ik me tot het bekijken van de laatste suggesties. 

d. Ik heb een aantal ideeen gepost 
e. Ik heb een aantal ideeen gepost, ik heb een enkele keer die van anderen gelezen. 

Mijn nog uitstaande idee levert erg veel reacties, die belGjk ik sporadisch. 

4. Hoeveel stemmen/comments/ideeen heeft u (ongeveer) in totaal aangedragen? 
a. geen idee 
b. Weet ik niet, maar het zijn er niet veel geweest. 
c. 45 
d. 3 
e. lk heb meen ik drie ideeen aangedragen. 

5. Hoeveel tijd besteedt u maandelijks aan Blackboard? Is dit meer of minder geworden sinds 
uw eerste deelname? Waarom? 

a. 1 seconde, het haalt narnelijk toch niets uit. Er wordt niet naar geluisterd door 
ABM-AMRO 

b. Ik denk een uurtje per maand ofzo. Het is minder geworden omdat de tijd vaak 
ontbreekt. 

c. 30 minuten. Dit is minder geworden (ca. 30 minuten) dan sinds de eerste deelnarne, 
omdat er weinig nieuwe suggesties worden gedaan en de reacties van het 
Blackboard-team beperkt zijn. 

d. Ik besteed er af en toe een uurtje aan en dat is eigenlijk steeds wei iets minder 
e. Ongeveer een half uur. Het is minder geworden, omdat ik niet de indruk heb dat er 

veel mee gedaan werd. Mijn eerste idee was al binnen een paar weken uitgevoerd, 
was ook zeer eenvoudig. Mijn nog staande idee, levert wei veel her kenning, maar 
een beetje bureaucratische reactie van de bank. 

6. Waarom bent u betrokken bij de Blackboard community? Noem minirnaal2 drijfveren. 
a. Omdat veel dingen niet goed gaan op de ABN-AMRO site en ik hoop dat ze 

eindelijk eens luisteren naar de klanten 
b. Ik vind het prettig als producten worden aangepast zoals gebruiker het graag wi!. 

Iemand kan nog zo'n mooi programma schrijven, maar de gebruiker merkt 
uiteindelijk wat het handigst is en wat niet. En in het begin was het een leuk 
tijdverdrijf. Maar de laatste tijd is het drukker geworden. 
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c. fk maak dagelijks gebruik van Internetbanieren - eigenbelang dus bij verbeteringen 
-, ik help graag iemand die een probleem heeft dat ik kan oplossen, en ik ben oud
medewerker van de bank. 

d. Zie antwoord op vraag 1. Andere betrokkenheid heb ik niet. 
e. Het is rnijn werk om interfaces te rna ken, ik yond het leuk om dat erbij te doen, op 

het moment dat ik wat problemen tegenkwam. lk denk er zelf voordeel van te 
hebben als de ideeen worden uitgevoerd . 

7. Hoe vindt u dat ABN-AMRO de aangedragen suggesties oppakt? Waarom? 
a. Volgens rnij pakken ze (vrijwel) niets op, zie ook antwoord op vraag 5. 
b. Ik zie veel dezel£de vragen/ suggesties voorbijkomen en krijg wei eens de indruk 

dat de ABN niet luistert naar de suggesties en er weinig aan doet. 
c. Niet erg goed. Het heeft vervuiling van de suggesties Jaten gebeuren (te veel 

soortgelijke suggesties los van eJkaar laten ontstaan, klachten niet direct 
doorverwezen naar k1achtenprocedure en daarna verwijderen). ReJatief eenvoudig 
uit te voeren suggesties niet genomineerd (de laatste norninatie is van 15-9-2007). 
Een essentiele veel opgevoerde suggestie voor het kunnen opzoeken van mutaties 
op naam en rekeningnurruner nog steeds niet opgepakt. Te vaak verschuilt het 
team zich achter "stem op een suggestie dan pakken we het wei op" . 

d. Een redelijk aantal suggesties wordt wei opgepakt maar worden bijna even zo vaak 
door budgetperikelen of zoals in het afgelopen jaar door de overnameperikelen 
weer stop gezet. 

e. Ik vind dat de bank erg langzaam omgaat met relatief goede ideeen. 

8. Kunt u omschrijven hoe ABN-AMRO uw participatie stimuleert? 
a. Op geen enkele marlier 
b. Dat gebeurt eigenlijk niet. 
c. Ik ondervind geen stimulatie. 
d. Ik merk er niets van dat ik door de bank gestimuleerd wordt om Blackboard te 

gebruiken. 
e. Nee, dat doen ze niet. Ik zie aileen reacties van anderen, indien aangeven dat ik 

ideeen in mijn mail moet krijgen. 

9. Kunt u omschrijven wei ke zaken u goed vindt aan de Blackboard community? 
a. Zeer weinig, Veel kritiek en commentaar, maar ABN-AMRO doet er niets mee. 
b. Het heeft een duidelijke structuur en het is prettig dat je ergens je 

suggesties/ gebruikerservaringen kwijt kunt. 
c. Mits goed beheerd en met een snell ere (re)actie van het team is het een goed 

toegankelijk rniddel om klantenwensen zichtbaar te maken. 
d. Dat het Blackboard er is is een heel goede zaak maar ik vind het forum niet echt 

toegankelijk. 
e. Het initiatief op zich 

10. Welke zaken zou ABN-AMRO kunnen verbeteren aan de Blackboard community? Noem 
minimaal 2 verbeterpunten. 

a. ABN-AMRO moet luisteren naar de k1achten en die verhelpen en geen pseudo
verbeteringen door voeren die de site aileen slechter maken. 

b. Berichten die nagenoeg hetzelfde onderwerp hebben groeperen. Er worden naar 
rnijn mening veel dezelfde vragen/suggesties aangedragen en daarvoor wordt 
iedere keer een nieuw onderwerp geopend. Aangeven welke suggesties al zijn 
doorgevoerd . 

c. soortgelijke suggesties bijeenbrengen en dubbele suggesties eruithalen, wijzen op 
de spelregels en suggesties die hieraan niet voldoen eruithalen, ideal iter verdient 
iedere nieuwe suggestie een antwoord, inzichtelijk maken welke suggesties in de 
pijplijn zitten voor realisatie 

d . In het forum zijn maar 2 categorieen gedefinieerd, Betalen en Website/lnternet 
Bankieren. Beide categorieen worden dooreen gebruikt. Breid dit uit naar de 
hoofdfunctionaliteiten van IB zoals die in het menu voor komen en dan is dat voor 
de klant duidelijker en kan het forum een stuk overzichtelijker worden. 
Genomineerde suggesties zijn suggesties die recentelijk doorgevoerd zijn op lB. 
Deze genomineerde suggesties kunnen beter onder de noemer Resultaat 
gepresenteerd worden. Daarmee laat je de klant zien welke suggesties allemaal al 
gerealiseerd zijn. Beter zou zijn om vanuit de suggesties die geplaatst zijn de 
klanten te laten stemmen welke voor Genomineerd in aanmerking moeten komen 
en ga daar dan mee aan de slag. Laat de klant ook voorstellen doen hoe zij denken 
de suggesties op te lossen door er een denktank aan koppelen. 

e. Ik zou zelf zo nu en dan een post doen, die actief onder de aandacht van gebruikers 
brengen. Ik zou de verbeteringen aan aile Internetbanieren gebruikers beter 
communiceren, bijvoorbeeld met niewsflash. Nu moet je maar gaan zoeken naar 
nieuwe mogelijkheden, zoals onlangs de ingevoerde alerts . 

11. Bent u actief in andere communities? Zo ja, welke communities? 
a. Te vee I om op te noemen 
b. Nee 
c. Neen. 
d. Nee 
e. Nee, tenzij u LinkedlN, rnijn werk etc bedoeld 

12. Kunt u aangeven of u een zakelijke of particuliere klant bent? 
a. Particulier 
b. Ik ben zelf als particulier klant bij ABN AMRO, maar doe de boekhouding op een 

kantoor en mijn werkgever heeft ook diverse (zakelijke en prive)rekeningen bij 
ABN. Dus ik ken beide. 

c. Particulier. 
d. Ik ben zowel particulier als zakelijk klant en ook personeelslid. 
e. Beiden 
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Appendix IV: data sources 

7.1 Robeco: Observation 
User Company 

Identity For conswning or participating Employees have a special 
no registration is required. company ID when they submit 
However by posting an e-mail comments. 
address is required. 

Presence Presence is not announced. Presence is not announced. 
Relationship No functionality for establishing No functionality for establishing 

relationships. rela tionshi ps. 
Conversations User can start conversations by Employees are participating in 

submitting ideas or comments conversations by posting 
comments and providing 
additional information 

Groups It is not possible to form a group It is not possible to form a group 
of interest of interest. 

Reputation The reputation is not presented. The reputation is not presented. 
Sharing Users can share suggestion and Employees share comments, ideas 

comments 'under action' 

7.2 Robeco: Interview Community Manager 

Introductie Olivier Bloemendaal 
Robeco laat een presentatie zien gepresenteerd in de Jaarbeurs in Utrecht met de titel open Robeco. 
Open Robeco staat voor visie die we hebben. Open Robeco staat voor een aa ntal zaken en het 
community denken 'online' is daar een onderdeel van, Robeco Connect. 
Even iets over Robeco: Robeco is een beleggingshuis sinds 1929. Robeco Oirect is een 
distributiekanaal, met 500.000 klanten en we bieden naast fondsen ook bankzaken als 
hypotheken, sparen en pensioen aan. 
Onze uitdaging is het afstandelijke en arrogante rationeel ingestelde Robeco toegankeLijk 
rna ken en dichter bij de k1ant brengen. Oat is een uitdaging omdat enerzijds hebben we dat 
imago en we zijn onderdeel van de Rabobank maar we hebben eerder een ABN-AMRO 
imago: afstandelijker en rationeler. 
Tegelijkertijd zijn we ook een direct bank en de klan ten zien ons niet, en wij zien de k1anten 
niet. Oat creeert een gevoel van afstand en daar hebben we een programma voor ontwikkeld. 
Eigenlijk willen we interactie met de k1ant aangaan, we willen inzicht en uitleg geven. We 
willen mensen laten ervaren wat we doen en waarom we dat doen. We willen discussie met 
de klant, samen creeren. Oat sarnen willen we een plek geven. We willen doorlopend getoetst 
worden door de klant, zijn we op de goede weg? We willen ook dat klanten elkaar gaan 
ontrnoeten, weten dat ze van ons klant zijn. 

Er is een hechte Robeco club, zo noemen k1anten ons. Ze ervaren ons als een club en het is iets 
dat ze van jongs af aan, hun ouders zaten ook al bij Robeco, en nu zitten ze ook bij Robeco. 
Oit alles hebben we samengevoegd in customer advocatie waarden, dit betekend dat we 
eenvoud willen creeren, transparantie, onbaatzuchtig willen zijn en vertrouwenswaardig. Oit 
zijn vier pijlers waarlangs we gezegd hebben waar we actief willen zijn met onze k1ant. 
Advocaat worden van de k1ant. 
Wat willen we daarmee bereiken: we willen ons imago bij de klant verbeteren, daardoor 
loyaliteit verhogen. En daarmee dat ze onze ambassadeur worden. 

3:48 Word of Mouth? 
}a inderdaad. We hebben een programma daarvoor bedacht, we hebben een k1antbord, 
innovatieprijs, k1antenforurn (Robeco Connect) en Events. Oat zijn 4 hoofdthema's waarmee 
we commwliceren naar onze klanten. We hebben nieuwsbrieven, magazines, website, 
Internet. Op Youtube hebben we filmpjes. 
K1antbord is in 2006 gestart, beperkt aantal groep deeLnemers de verdieping in: praten met 
mensen over thema's en wat ze bezighoud (offline). Om de paar weken hebben we die groep 
bij elkaar en gaan we de diepte in eventueel met specialisten van Robeco. Oeze mensen zijn 
als eerste online gegaan, op een klein forum. Het forum wat ze daar hebben gehad, hebben 
we opengezet en zijn we mee verder gegaan. 

5:58 Wat voor een mensen zijn dat dan? 
Oit is een dwarsdoorsnede van onze k1anten. We maken segmentatie van onze klanten 
bijvoorbeeld op vermogen en financiele grondhouding: hoe ze in het leven staan. Zijn ze 
gereserveerd of offensief. Hebben ze bepaalde dienstverlening of beheer. Op deze manier 
hebben we groepen gemaakt, rekeninghouder met mannen als vrouwen, leeftijd mee te 
nemen. 
Het is nu voor het 3dc jaar. Ieder jaar komt er een andere groep bij elkaar. Er melden zich, 75-
100 mensen aan. 
Oit is buJls-eye: we gingen hiermee van start, en we gingen het meten. Toen vielen we van 
onze stoel van de bekendheid van dit fenomeen, en de waardering. 

7:26 Hoe del1k je dat komI? 
Mensen waarderen de serieuze aandacht. We gaan luisteren en mensen kunnen de dingen 
aangeven en ze krijgen van te voren onderwerpen. Ze merken dat het op wordt gepakt; 
dingen die hieruit komen worden opgepakt door de organisatie. 

Het klantenforum begon klein, het leuke is dat het k1ankbord is ontstaan uit de klantgroep. 
Oaar werd gezegd we willen graag online met jullie communiceren. Ze hebben aile twee een 
ander doe!. Klankbord is voor de inhoudelijke dieping en klantenforum is vooral participatie 
van een hele grote groep en je ziet dat de inhoudelijke verdieping wat moeilijker te realiseren 
is. Het zijn eerder mensen die wat roepen, of willen lezen. Maar ze gaan niet echt de diepe 
discussie in als op het klankbord, daarom zijn het twee andere instrurnenten die je nodig hebt, 
vinden wij om verdiepen met de k1ant te realiseren. 
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Naast het forum hebben we ook een innovatieprijs neergezet, daar konden mensen zaken 
insturen. Momenteel zijn ze nog meer met Robeco in discussie, dan met elkaar. We hebben 
mensen die regelmatig reageren, goede vraag of mededing. Het terugkerende aantal 
bezoekers blijft terugkeren. Met de crisis hebben we extra updates op de site en dat blijft ook 
oplopen. 
We introduceerden Connect to en die crisis speelde is een steun~e voor Connect is geweest: 
Actuele informatie. ledere week een update of Irex, ons research instituut. Zij analyseren de 
markt en geven hun onafhankelijke visie. 

Innovatieprijs is vorig jaar ge'introduceerd, en we hebben toen de vraag gesteld aan onze 
klanten: breng de ideeen aan. En klanten konden ook zelf stemmen, voor het beste idee. In 
drie weken tijd hebben we meer dan 220 inzendingen gehad, overweldigend. Dit was oak 
weer een bulls-eye, we gooien een balle~e op geven er rukbaarheid aan en het liep echt storm. 
En kwalitatief goed ook, A4~es, tekeningen. De klanten voelde elit is serieus en namen de tijd 
om iets goeds te maken. En ideeen goed uit te werken. 
Dit jaar gaan we dat niet doen, dat heeft er mee te maken dat nog zo vee I ideeen in de 
uitvoeringsfase zitten, dat we het niet nog kunnen doen. Moeilijke kant van een klantdialoog, 
dat is voor rnij frustrerend, ik ben begeleider van het klankbord, en daar komen goede ideeen 
uit. Net als uit de innovaneprijs. Je ziet dat de verwezenlijking wat door de klant is gezegd, 
dit is door marketing ge·in.ineerd maar de reahsane is niet aileen marketing maar je ziet dat 
het hele bedrijf moet veranderen en dat kan niet. Het is ongelofelijk moeilijk. En dan zegt 
iedere manager dit moe ten we do en, dit is belangrijk maar heeft het de prioriteit? Oat is een 
ongelofelijke valkuil van dit hele open community. 

15:04 Is deze gepresenteerde strategie vanuit marketing of vanuit het hele bedrijf opgesteld? 
Zelf al doe je vanuit het he Ie bedrijf dan zal alsnog gezegd worden door de meeste mensen: 
we zijn heel benieuwd hoe jullie dat gaan doen, maw: het is heel moeilijk om commitment te 
hebben bij mensen die feitelijk in het dagelijkse praktijk toch wat verder vanaf staan. 

15:41 Welke mensen/ afdelingen zijn dat dan? 
(Ik ben onderdeel van development, maar dat is marketing omdat we ons bezighouden met 
dienstverlening.) 
Het gaat bijvoorbeeld om het contactcenter, waar adviseurs zitten of de afdeling operations, 
die de afwikkeling van administratie moe ten doen. Banken zijn eigenlijk hele grote 
adrninistratiekantoren die adrninistratie op orde hebben winnen het van de ander, heel stom. 
Maar het zijn allemaal processen die je allemaal soepel op orde moet hebben, zo snel mogelijk 
en zo goedkoop mogelijk. Heel groot stuk van onze dienstverlening zit verborgen onder de 
klep van operations. Dan hebben we ook nog rCT, en ICT is een ander belangrijke afdeling. 
Meestal. 40% van de mensen werkzaam bij de banken is ICT, want die zijn de he Ie dag bezig 
met het bouwen, van systemen en aanpassen van systemen behorende bij hele operationele 
proces van al die adrninistratie. Oat is een hele waarde keten, bedrijfsonderdelen die feitelijk 
mee moe ten veranderen, voordat de klant het merkt. 
Heel veel ideeen die aangeleverd worden, vallen onder ICT. Bijvoorbeeld: ik wil geen post 
meer, stuur alles over Internet. Je wilt niet weten, waar je tegen aanloopt. Of rendementen 
online zetten, nou zou je zeggen dat is het meest 10gische: daar zijn jullie van, dat is een hele 

zware IT aanpassing met warehouses waar de rendementen berekend worden en aangepast 
worden en via allemaal tussenlagen naar de site van de klant. Oat is een hele zware en 
kostbare operatie, waar de afweging moet plaatsvinden; gaan we dit doen of gaan we zorgen 
dat stabiliteit van de site in orde is. En in die prioriteiten discussie heeft deze het niet gered. 

19:18 Hoe gaan klanlen daar mee om?Jullie krijgen feedback van klan ten en jullie gaan daar iets mee 
doen. Hoe communiceer je dal ienlg naar klanten? 
De berichten komen bij rnij en Bart binnen, we beoordelen of we ze zelf kunnen 
beantwoorden en anders sturen we het door naar specialisten; een redactie die we kunnen 
contacten. En dan koppelen we dat weer naar de klant toe, door het op het forum te 
publiceren. We kunnen aileen geen specifieke persoonlijke adviezen geven, deze berichten 
sturen we door naar ons ca IIcenter. 

20:50 En mbl ideeen? 
Oat koppelen we niet concreet terug naar de klant, je kunt het niet bel oven. We hebben wei 
de innovatieprijs in het CP magazine gecommuniceerd, dat er een innovatieprijs is geweest 
en wie heeft gewonnen. 

Er worden heel veel ideeen wei gerealiseerd, maar je kunt van te voren heel moeilijk bel oven 
dit kun je ermee doen. We zouden nog beter kunnen uitnutten naar de klanten, dat wat we 
doen, hun aangeven. Daar zijn we nog niet zo heel goed in. Ik denk wat de achilleshiel is van 
dit verhaal, dat je heel veel ideeen krijgt, maar dat het heel moeilijk is om de ideeen die door 
klanten worden aangedragen ook allemaal uit te voeren. En de organisatie daar ook in mee te 
krijgen, je probeert weI op verschillende plekken wei elingen te regelen, maar je hebt er niet 
altijd grip op. 

22:28 Komi dal omdal de organisatie administratief is ingerichf? 
Ik denk dat het komt omdat elke organisatie een programma heeft, ze hebben ideeen: deze 
kant willen we op. We hebben een budget en deze kant gaan we op. Ga je met de klant praten, 
komt er iets heel anders uit. Hoe ga je dat nou langs die lat leggen van het hele plan dat je 
hebt. la, zegt de ene manager dat pik ik wei mee in dit project. la, zegt de andere manager, 
uhrnm het is belangrijk maar het heeft geen prioriteit. En zie maar in dat spel maar eens even 
iets wat fundamenteel ingrijpt. Oat betekend dus dat je je bestaande programma moet 
aanpassen. En zie dat maar een te realiseren. Ik denk dat dat niet met een bank te maken heeft, 
maar dat geldt voor elke organisatie. 

24:10 We hebben ook nog een 4de pijler evenementen. We hebben gewoon een lopende 
kalender met evenementen, ook gebruiken voor persoonlijk contact. We bekijken wat klanten 
beweegt. 

Met deze vier pijlers onderhouden we het contact met de klant. En via magazines publiceren 
we hjerover. 
Dit zijn cijfers van NIPO, dit is na anderhalf jaar: 6 van de 10 klanten is zeer positief over ons 
klankbord. 
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En je ziet dat we het in het eerste jaar hebben geIntroduceerd en het tweede jaar zijn we meer 
gaan comrnuniceren. En het derde jaar zijn we gaan bijsturen op het format. En zijn we gaan 
uitrollen om Connect beter aan te pakken. Forum is een belangrijk onderdeel van Robeco, 
maar je hebt meer instrumenten nodig omdat het Forum een zekere oppervlakkigheid kent. 

Het Robeco programma ontwikkelt zich, dat is iets wat klanten aangeven. 

In het begin waren we zoekende wat moeten we zelf doen en is een soort vliegwiel wat we 
een keer aanjagen en dan loop het vanzelf wei, een soort sneeuwbal effect. Of moet je het 
continue blijven voeden. 
Nog even: de angst, om klanten in control te laten is steeds onrechtvaardig gebleken. Een van 
de grootste baITi~res van bedrijven voor ons, moeten we dit weI willen, want we zetten de 
deur open voor klaagrnuren. En elke keer blijkt weer dat je een stapje inzet dat het aJleen 
maar positief is. Het kan ook misgaan, bijvoorbeeld het Blackboard van ABN-AMRO. 

27:59 Hoe verklaar je dat er zo'n verschil is? 
Ik denk dat ze het makkelijk hebben opengezet, met het idee het loopt weI. Dat was dus niet 
echt het geval. 
Ze hebben ook een ander initiatief. Flametree, dat is een soort MKB netwerk ding. 
Je ziet dus: je doet het er niet even bij. Je moet er geld, tijd en mensen voor vrij maken. Je kunt 
niet ergens een leuke applicatie kopen, en zeggen: tegen de junior manager, joh maak er maar 
watvan. 
We plaatsen alles mits het niet kwetsend is. Als je gaat schelden dan verwijder ik het, maar 
zwaar kritische dingen laten we staan. Sams wacht ik wei even totdat ik antwoord heb van 
een specialist, voor dat ik het plaatst. Want als je meteen een goed antwoord kWlt geven, dan 
is het gewoon klaar. 

<summery> 

32:24 Wat is jullie target groep? 
Aile klanten. We hebben een bepaalde doelgroep waar we ons op richten, mensen met een 
vermogen van meer dan 50.000 euro. We hebben 500.000 klanten, en het zijn klanten die 
Internet geInteresseerd zijn die onze website be zoe ken. Ook mensen die geen klant zijn 
kunnen participeren. Er komt ook steeds meer content op de site staan. Het heeft ook een 
marketing activiteit. En die openheid, je zet jezelf neer als autoriteit in beleggen. En we leggen 
zo contact met onze eigen klanten of mensen die zich daarin herkennen. 

34:18 Welke mensen zijn betrokken bij dit forum? 
Oat ben jij. De site hebben we extern gehost, we hebben geprobeerd binnen te krijgen. Maar 
dat ging te lang duren, hetzelfde ging met de blog functie. En met deze externe host zijn we 
flexibeler als we aanpassingen willen doen. 
Development en comrnunicatie. De redactie maar dat is ook comrnunicatie. Secondanten; 
hoofd van de specialisten afdeling. Oeze personen kan ik dus bellen en zeggen ik zit met een 
vraag, Een paar mensen met een nehverk. 
Maar de dagelijkse zaken doen Bart en ik, daaromheen zit de redactie met zes personen. 

Oit is niet fulltime, dit is voor erbij. Ik ben er dagelijks mee bezig, er komt regelmatig iets 
binnen. En we zetten er actuele berichten, tarieven, polletjes. 

In het begin van het project kost het veel tijd, en dan staat het en dan loopt het. Het is een 
platform waar allerlei zaken samenkomen en je kunt er niet de hele dag mee vullen. Sammige 
zaken worden door Robeco Group ontwikkeld, zoals je tv-tool, deze worden ook gezet op 
andere sites, zoals belegger.n1. 

39:20 Wanneer zet je zaken niet op de site? 
Ais het grof is. En in principe plaatsen we alles; dat hebben we beloofd. We kunnen ook vaak 
goed antwoord geven, dan kan het geen kwaad. 
Soms pas ik wei zaken aan zoals hoofdletter. Het verhaal wat er ingestuurd wordt, wordt 
gewoon geplaatst. 

40:03 Jullie zet/en er vee! content op, is het de bedoeling dat jij tegen de klant praat, of dat de klant ook 
terug praat? 
Het is wei de bedoeling dat de klant zaken instuurt en dat we die zaken aanzetten. En verder 
zijn het nieuwszaken die we erop zetten. Bijvoorbeeld zaken met Quote Media. En we gaan 
dit jaar hiermee experimenteren komend jaar kijken hoe het aanslaat. 
Er wordt regelmatig gereageerd. 

41:31 Zijn er vee! medewerkers die reageren? 
Te weinig. Oat hebben we wei gezegd, dat is niet anders met klanten, als je wilt dan kun je 
reageren. Nu is het dat ik mensen vraag om te reageren, maar ik zou willen dat mensen zelf 
gaan kijken en reageren. Ik zou willen dat de hypotheek specialist zelf zou moe ten reageren. 
Oit is een ongelofelijk mooie tool, we lopen echt voorop in het gebied met klanten 
comrnunicatie en de meeste mensen binnen Robeco, waaronder directeuren, die dit niet 
kennen. En dan vraag ik me af hoe dat kan. 
Zo moeilijk is het om de beleving, in andere divisies te krijgen, omdat ze met andere dingen 
bezig zijn. ' 

43:19 Hoe proberen jullie de commitment te verbeteren binnen Robeco? 
Steeds onder de aandacht brengen, met bijvoorbeeld presentaties. Management teams. 
ledereen die het wil weten kan het weten. We comrnuniceren intern, bijvoorbeeld in de 
interne nieuwsbrief, dan kan je daar een bannertje in krijgen. 

44:00 Wat posten de mensen zoal? 
Ivm de crisis hebben we vooral deposito vragen gekregen; met name is het nog safe bij jullie. 
Maar we krijgen ook ideeen, en dan beoordeel ik het idee en dan ga ik eventueel bij de juiste 
persoon om het idee te overleggen. Mits het kan dan wordt het uitgevoerd. En als het idee 
uitgevoerd kan worden dan wordt dat vermeldt. 

45:44 Waarom doen gebruikers mee? 
Nu nog omdat ze dat als nieuwsdienst ervaren, en waar ze vragen kunnen stellen en 
suggesties kunnen posten. Voornamelijk is het nog lezen, wat speelt erbij Robeco. 
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46:00 Hoe welen gebruiker dat Robeco Connect bestaal? Bijvoorbee/d het magazine, welke infonnatie 
nog meer? 
Op de homepage van Robeco staat het venneld met een link. Vanuit je inlogpagina heb je ook 
een link. En her-en-der op de site. Verder hebben we reclame gernaakt in ons blaadje, met een 
interview. 

47:51 Meten jullie conversies? Of zien jullie hoeveel mensen iets in zouden willen sturen? 
We meten aileen wat er puur in wordt gestuurd. We houden ook de aantallen page-views bij, 
wat mensen posten of aantal terugkerend bezoekers. En al die cijfers blijven oplopen. Steeds 
meer mensen blijven terugkomen, en steeds meer zaken worden er gepost. 
49:20 Wat waren jullie vmvachtingen 
In het begin was ik zeJf een beetje sceptisch, ik had mijn twijfel of dit zou gaan vliegen. Maar 
het was gelijk de pilot waard. Toen we van start gingen, hadden we nog niet zoiets als dit; dat 
je als bedrijf jezelf openstelde en met klanten in contact te treden over alles wat er maar is. 
Een Googlelabs, Nokialabs dan ga je applicaties toetsen. En relatief veilige omgeving, want je 
bouwt iets en is nog niet klaar en mensen mogen daarop reageren. Dat is iets anders als je de 
deur openzet, zeg maar wat je wi!. Wij vonden dat een hele stap. 
Met betrekking tot de verwachtingen, ze worden overtroffen door het huidige forum. 
Wat weI een worsteling is, is de interactie met de klanten. Wat je hier nu ziet, en dat is ook 
een belangrijke ontwikkeling, we gaan af van aileen maar zenden. Dat is een zoektocht tussen 
zenden en overlaten aan de klant om een reactie te posten. Wat daar de verhouding tussen is, 
is zoeken denk ik. 

52:23 Wat zijn de kosten/ budget? 
Het opstartbudget zat bij Marketing en daarna is het overgenomen door de afdeling Channel. 
Het klankboard wordt nog weI door marketing betaald. 

53:15 Jullie hebben moe ten investeren en wat waren de verwachte uitkomsten? 
We hadden opgesteld dan we 20.000 klantenbezoeken in het eerste jaar zouden hebben, en 
dat hebben we ruimschoots gehaald. Maar we zijn meer gestart van, we hebben een pilot 
budget, op dit gebied willen we verder komen en we reserveren daar een budget voor en we 
gaan pionieren. We hoeven niks mee te verkopen. Wat we nu moeten doen is het aantal 
reacties verhogen, per week. 
Op het marketing- en comrnunicatiebudget is dit een kleintje, we zien het resultaat hiervan en 
we weten dat dit een nieuwe manier is van comrnuniceren met je kJanten. En daar hangen we 
geen KPI's aan. En als je ziet hoeveel mensen wij wekelijks bereiken, en als je daar het 
safemagazine tegenover zet. Volgens mij is het Safemagazine 3-4 euro per boekje. Op 1 Safe 
kunnen wij 5 jaar een forum laten draaien, als het niet langer is. 
En als je ziet hoeveel mensen wij in een week, rond de 5000 mensen, onze site bezoeken dan 
is dat weI van een andere orde. Daarbij komt nog dat je als je een blad maakt dat je een stuk 
ver van te voren moet aanJeveren, en dat sommige zaken niet meer up-to-date zijn. Terwijl 
dat op Connect weI het geval is. 

57:01 Als het bedrijfverder betrokken zou zijn in de communitie, zouden er dan meeT klan ten 
meedoen? 
Ik denk dat er veel groeipotentie inzit. En het gaat om de hoeveelheid. Het percentage 
mensen dat reageert, blijft constant aan het bezoekers aantal. Dus hoe meer bezoekers hoe 
meer reacties. En op een gegeven moment ga je over de kritische massa heen en dan krijg je 
meer reacties. 
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Appendix V: Analysis 

1. Analysis concept phase 
1.1 Value proposition 
Which benefits are the main drivers for users to participate in the corporate co-creation community? 
The benefits are divided into community, product, medium and monetary related benefits. In table 14 
the main drivers for the both communities are drawn up. In the text below these aspect will be 
explained and supported by arguments. 

My-Starbucks-Idea Dell-idea-Storm 
Value proposition Product: imprauing products Product: improving products 

Conununity: sense of efficacy & increased & Community: sense of efficacy 
recognition Related benefits 
& Medium related benefits 

Target Group Everyone who has an idea about Everyone who is interested in technology 
Starbucks 

.. 
table 14: Value propositIOn My-Starbucks-Idea & Dell Idea Storm 

Starbucks indicated that there are three drivers why members want to participate in MSI. The first 
reason is that people can 'participate in the Starbucks dialog and they have the feeling that they have 
been heard'. This driver is a community related benefit, because people have sense of efficacy; the 
feeling that their information had some effect on their environment. Moreover, this can refer to 
increased recognition 
According to the Starbucks, the second reason is that 'if you have an experience or need this is a place 
to tell, the company is hearing you voice' . This is as a product related benefit; users can help to 
improve the Starbuck products. 
Finally, Starbucks declares that ' renewal of features also contributes to enhance the participation'. 
People get motivated when new features are added to the website, this aspect can be categorized as a 
medium related benefit: people enjoy to use the website. 
Starbucks mentions that they provided little gifts to heavy users. However, these little gifts were 
never announced on the site. Therefore, monetary rewards cannot be qualified as a benefit to 
participate. 
Starbucks targets on 'everyone who has an idea about Starbucks, we want to hear from them. We 
have had some audience in mind we who want to reach.' 

Dell indicated two reasons why would people participate in DIS. First, 'the user has an idea about the 
product and would like to that idea in a new product'. The first benefit can be categorized as a 
product related benefit, because people submitted the idea to improve the quality of the product. 
The other benefit is the community aspects. Dell: 'I think they enjoy the community aspects', people 
like to discuss with other people technical aspect and give their option. However the Dell states that 
only 1 - 2 percent of the users probably experience the community benefits. These are the users who 
actively post comments. The second benefit is a community related benefit, because people have 
sense of efficacy; the feeling that their information had some effect on their environment. 
In the survey with the heavy users, these aspects are verified. Heavy User: 'An important reason is 
enjoyment of the community that developed within Dell-Idea-Storm'. Or: k 
Dell is targeting on 'everyone who is interested in technology. That is all'. 

1.2 Value network 
How are the roles of the company and customers, which create value to corporate co-creation 
communities, performed in the community? 
First the roles of the company will be discussed. Second the roles of the consumer will be analyzed. 

1.2.1 Roles company 
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Employees are needed to fulfill the proposed roles (tasks), like moderating, solving technical issues 
and validate ideas. First the directly involved employees are discussed. Next their tasks will be 
elaborated. 

Directly involved employees MSI 
1 Program Manager, part of the marketing 
team 

1 Community Manager, part of the 
marketing team 
30-40 Moderators, spread out over different 
development teams 

Directly involved employees DIS 
2 Community Manager, part of the 
marketing team 

Tasks 
Lead moderator, internal reporting, 
technology issues, adding knowledge and 
mobilizing people. 
In charge of the moderators and monitoring 
ideas. 
Moderate and Monitor their section (food/ 
beverage etc) Start a dialogue with 
community members 
Validate and promote good ideas with in 
their team. 
Tasks 
Moderate and Monitor the community. 
Start a dialogue with community members 
Validate and Promote good ideas to the 
right Business Group 
Technical issues 

Table 15: Directly involved Employees My-Starbucks-Idea & Dell Idea Storm 

Time required 
Full time 

Full time 

Few homs a week 

Time requiret/ 
Full time 

Starbucks uses a team of two people who work full time for the community: the community manager 
and the program manager. 
The community manager is in charge of all the moderators and all things that go one on the site, in 
terms of ideas. 
The program manager is the lead moderator and does all the internal reporting at the site. Moreover 
it is his job to think about where to take the site and community next. The technology aspects are also 
his responsibility. Furthermore, adding product information (knowledge) is his task. The program 
and community manager are part of the marketing department. 
Furthermore, there are 30 or 40 moderators, spread out of the company: 2 or 3 in the food team, 2-3 in 
the beverages team etc. They have two tasks, the first one is to monitor their section on the site and 
have conversations with clients. The other job is to find ideas, which are interesting, analyse the ideas 
and promote those within their team. In other words validate the posted ideas. They spend on 
average 2-3 hours a week. 
All employees are responSible for mobilizing the people in the community. In Table 15 he employees 
and their tasks are presented. The tasks will be explained in-depth in the next section. 

Dell states, that there are two community managers who work fulltime in the community. It is their 
task to moderate and monitor the community and have a dialogue with community members. 
Furthermore, they have to find the right development team for the submitted ideas. Dell stated: 
'when ideas are appropriate, we work with the right business unit. This team is not dedicated or 
engaged in DIS. However, there are some teams more engaged and communicate sometimes with the 
community, but it is not there official tasks and they not getting a compensation for it. 
The community managers provide the progression of the ideas to the community. Moreover, the 
community managers are responsible for mobilizing the members and the technical issues. 
The community managers are part of a centralized 'community team'. This team is working on 
different onJine projects, under which DIS. 

In Table 16 a summary of most important issue within the roles are presented. Below these aspects 
will be explained in depth. 
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Value nehvork company (Tasks) My-Starbucks-Idea Dell-Idea-Storm 
Mobilizing 
- Attracting -OnlineWOM -OnlineWOM 
- Retaining - Showing Visible Action - Engage in Conversations 

- Engage in Conversations with with a human voice 
adequate knowledge and human 
voice 
- Renewal of the features 

Validating - Showing Visible action - Presenting status of the idea 
- Presenting status of the idea - Giving reasonable 
- Giving reasonable arguments, arguments, regarding the 
regarding the status of the idea status of the idea 
- The need of executive support 

Knowledge - By validating Ideas - By validating Ideas 
- Posting an issue with real-
world constrains 

Moderating - Checking content after - Checking content after 
publishing publishing 

Technology - out-of-the-box product - out-of-the-box product 
- sharing knowledge and - sharing knowledge and 
opinions opinions 
- having conversations - having conversations 
- user identity - user identity 
- user recognition - user recognition 

Table 16: Value network company My-Starbucks-Idea & Dell Idea Storm 

Mobilizing 
The mobilizing of users can be divided in two aspects. The first aspect contains the attracting people 
to community and the second aspect contains retaining the people in the community. 
The first 10 day Star bucks advertised actively for MSI, which generate some traffic. For instance they 
had an announcement on the corporate website and an advertisement in the New York Times. After 
these 10 days no advertising is made and the traffic started to grow. Starbucks indicates that online 
Word-of-Mouth (WOM) was very important to attract people to the community. As the Starbucks 
stated 'it is really online WOM'. 

Regarding to second aspect of the mobilizing, Starbucks declares that three aspects are important to 
retain the people in the community. 
The first aspect is to show visible action: 'you have to show that some numbers of ideas are getting in 
action. Because none of the users will come back if there is no action.' 
The second aspect is to have a humanly dialogue with the users. Starbucks states that 'people would 
like to have a rich conversation; customers are providing information and suggestions and Starbucks 
need to respond humanly and accurate on these input.' 30-40 employees are involved . These 
employees engage in the community have a high level of involvement in the community 'because we 
assign moderators to a specific area in the community'. These specific areas correspond to the 
departments of those moderators. For instance, 2-3 persons who are working in the WI-FI program 
are responsible for the WI-FI section on the website. In the conversations these users provide the 
users with additional information, regarding the issues. For instance, explain the circumstances why 
some ideas cannot be taken in action. Observation of the community supports this aspect: in Figure 15, 
a moderator explains, after a submitted idea about free WI-PI, why Free WI-PI is not possible in the 
Starbucks stores. Because the moderator is working at the WI-FJ team, he can add adequate 
knowledge to conversation. 
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Figure 15 : Comment moderator MSI, referring to free 
WI-FI in Starbucks stores 

The third aspect is the renewal of the features on the site, for instance adding a 'status-symbol' to the 
users' profile. These new features keep the users interested in the site. 

Dell did actually no marketing. Dell mentioned: 'When we launched the site, we had it in a pilot 
version for a few weeks. Michael Dell announced DIS at speaking-event around education and it took 
off from there. Everything that happened since is viral Word-Of-Mouth: People talking about it. Right 
now we do not have a targeted marketing program.' 
To retain the people in the community Dell indicates that one aspect is important; engagement. We 
engage by a showing Dell presence on the site and respond to ideas. 'If Dell didn' t have a presence 
on the site or if we weren't responding on the ideas, it definitely extinguish away. Like Starbucks, 
Dell is providing the users with additional information, regarding the issues. For instance observation 
in the community resulted in an example where a moderator is responding to a new idea, related to a 
service test (Error! Reference source not found.) . According to Dell, engagement in the conversations 
is very important. You have to build a relationship and engage in the conversation. Not to go in to 
the battle and have a debate but really show the humane site of the company. And to have a face and 
to build relationships with the customers and to say: we are here and we hear you. 

~ dell_admin1 Service test 
May 24.2007 2 Comments 

@rleibman - I believe your idea is similar to this one: 
http://IMoIow.ideastormcom/article/show/67421. Please place your 
comments on this thread and cast your vote there . 

Figure 16: Comment moderator DIs, referring to service test 

This is confirmed by heavy user: 'Responsiveness to user ideas and question is a very important key 
to success. Other sites that just provide a canvas to write ideas can not succeed in the long run 
because they don't retain user interest.' 

Validating role 
After the submission of the ideas the ideas need to be validated by the company, whether the ideas 
are valuable. 
Starbucks explains that a part of the validation of the idea is in hands of the users, the users can vote 
whether they like to idea or not. This role will be discussed at 'the roles of the user'. 
Another part of the validation is in hands of the moderator. Regardless, if an idea has many votes, if 
the idea can be relevant for the team the moderator will pick up the idea. 
Thus, if the idea gets a lot of votes or if the idea seems relevant to the moderator, the moderator will 
promote the ideas to 'vice-president' of his team. This vice-president will make decisions if the ideas 
are relevant and realistic. If the idea is approved, the vice-president will promote the idea to the 
executive level. The 'status' of the idea is aIU10unced on the site. For instance, the idea can be under 
review, reviewed or launched. The ideas in action are mentioned in a special blog. The argumentation 
why an idea is taken into action or declined is mentioned. 
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According to Starbuck, three aspects are important in the validation of ideas; the first one is the 
response time: 'users want to see visible action' . Thus the ideas need to be reviewed and commented 
in a certain time period. 
The second aspect is importance of giving reasonable argumentation, explaining why ideas are under 
action or why not. 
Another important aspect is the support of the executives within the company. According to 
Starbucks: 'I think you need executive support, it is very important, to take action on ideas'. 

Dell employs the procedure as Starbucks: A part of the validation of the idea is in hands of the users 
and another part of the ideas is picked up by the moderators. However, the community managers 
have to find the right development team for popular and valuable ideas. The development team will 
take the ideas into consideration. If the idea is approved the community is informed. 
The 'status' of the idea is announced on the site. For instance, the idea can be under review, reviewed 
or launched. The ideas in action are mentioned in a special blog. The argumentation why an idea is 
taken into action or declined is mentioned. 

Knowledge supply role 
The knowledge role refers to knowledge and new information the company adds to the community. 
Starbucks explains, that the majority of the knowledge by the company is added by validating the 
ideas. For instance, explaining the status or circumstances of the submitted ideas. 
Starbucks is, besides adding of this sort of knowledge, also experimenting with 'assignments'. In 
these assignments Starbucks shares a 'real-world constraints tough issue with MSL' Starbucks ask 
their members to you come up with some ideas that fit in these real world situations. According to 
Starbucks 'the quality of those ideas was much higher then previously and you turn the issue from us 
versus you to all of us versus the problem.' 
Starbucks indicates that giving an issue with real constrains is making the discussion much richer, 
this results in better quality of the ideas. 

Dell is only adding knowledge by validating ideas. An initiative like the Starbucks assignment is not 
applied by Dell. 

Moderating 
MSI is moderated by 30-40 moderators. Those people are 'looking at the submitted content and 
moderating this content'. Moderators are assigned to a specific part of the site. The content is post
moderated. The site is post-moderated; thus users can view their content immediately. If content is 
not conform the policy the content will be remove, like spam. 

DIS is moderated by 2 community managers. According to Delt moderating implies checking the 
comments and ideas on the website. The site is post-moderated as well. According to Delt 'we think 
that people have the right to share their idea. Obviously, we have a lot of negative in this business 
and we learn to accept it. My biggest thing is: I am not concerned about the tone; the important thing 
is that you have an idea. So if you come on the site to complain about something, we won't leave it on 
and we will send you a note.' 

Technology 
Starbucks mentions that the community software of MSI is a 'Salesforce product'. 'This product 
handles the databases engine, posting ideas, voting, commenting and tracking'. However the 
Starbucks handles the content information and the registration of users. 
The users need to login, before they participate in the community. When they login they have access 
to their ideas, comments, and other comments to their ideas. Furthermore they can select favorite 
items. The most active users are recognized and mentioned on a leader board . Employees of 
Starbucks have a company ID. 

Dell uses a Salesforce product as well. The manner the data is handled and stored corresponds to the 
manner Starbucks uses the data. The users need to login, before they participate in the community. 
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When they login they have access to their ideas, comments, and other comments to their ideas. 
Furthermore they can select favorite items. The most active users are recognized and mentioned on a 
leader board. It is possible to see the contribution of other users, like the number of posted comments 
or ideas. Employees of Dell have a company ID. 

Involvement departments 
In chapter 4 is explained that the involvement of the firm in the community can have impact on 
business model. Involvement of the firm is described as the commitment of several departments and 
employees to participate in the community. 

Within Starbucks employees from different departments are directly involved in the community. In 
Table 15 an overview is provided. The community manager and program manager are part of the 
marketing department. The other employees, 30-40 moderators, are spread out of the company and 
come from the different development teams. 
The users and employees of different teams communicate directly about specific issues. These 
employees promote and validate the ideas within their department. 
The involvement of these employees in the community is globally presented in Figure 17. 
Within Dell, mainly two employees, the community managers, are responsible for DIS. In Table 15 an 
overview is provided. The community managers communicate with the user, find appropriate ideas 
and contact with the development teams to promote those ideas. However, the development teams 
are not directly involved into the community. Furthermore, the community managers update the 
community if ideas are taken into action or under review. 
The involvement of these employees in the community is globally presented in Figure 18. 

Figure 17: Involvement Starbuck Figure 18: Involvement Dell 

According to Starbucks, 'the direct involvement makes MSI richer and more experienced Because we 
have nutrition's are talking about the food and it is not me going and talking to the experts and trying 
to translate that to the website.' Moreover Starbuck assumes that the involvement of the company is a 
success for the community. 'I think we would on their way back and die, if the employees who not 
dedicatedly involved, by taking action and commenting. That is why the users come back. 
Furthermore, the ideas are must more valuable, because they are validated by experts. 
As a result of the involvement the cost of maintenance of the community increase, 30-40 moderators 
are working in part-time on the community. However, Starbucks indicates that 'It is not a major time, 
if you compare it to the company. Moreover it is not a large constrain in the money.' 

Dell states 'Every time I am able to have more people from the technical site on the community the 
people love it. They want to be engaged with the engineers and the people doing that work.' 
'Therefore Dell believes, that bigger involvement of the firm 'would surely increase the number of 
ideas used and it would probably increase the quality of the ideas. 
Heavy user declares: perhaps far more important for me would be actual interaction with a wider 
range of Dell employees. 
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1.2.2 Roles Users 

table 17: Value network Users My-Starbucks-Idea & Dell-Idea-Storm 
Within MSI, the users can consume. The users can view the information, comments and ideas posted 
by Starbucks or other user. Furthermore, users can rate posted ideas. The rating can be either positive 
or negative. If you like the idea you can vote positive: promote the idea. If you do not like the idea 
you can vote negative; demote the idea. Moreover, the users can participate by adding comments to 
an idea and produce by submitting ideas. Promoting of MSI happens outside the community. 
Through the great attention MSI received by online WOM it can be determined that people have been 
promoting MSI on the Internet. 
Observation of the community shows that users manage the community as well. In figure 14 a 
comment of a user is presented. The user is responding on an idea about free samples. Because, 
Starbucks is already offering free samples, this user submits a comment regarding this idea. 

BLKC 
3h9/~~OOS 2~11 P~l 

E\"('<ry Starbucks J've ever visited is 81wn~'5 bappy to D').ake a ~e 

sample. Plus, they ALWAYS say, if you get it a nddou 't like it..,. 
they'll make you anything rou want to replace your purchase, 
\Yay-to-go Starbucksl l! ! 

Figure 19: Comment MSI user, referring free 
samples at Starbucks Store 

Within DIS, the users can perform the same roles as within MSI. As the Dell explained, the 
community became a hit through online WOM, it can be assumed that the users have been promoting 
the site all over the Internet. The manager role can be verified by observation. (Figure 17). Moreover 
the users can also 'report abuse' by clicking on a link. 

elka, 
Dec 8, 2003 Personany, it some company is willing to pay tor part ot my new computer 

by having their software pre-Installed, I'm qurte happy to let them do rt . I'n 
iust uninstall thei, stuff when I get rt. 

Same goes wrth tv . I don' watch commercials. I pre-record shows, then 
watch them later and tast·torward through the commercials. Sure beats 
paying even more to the cable company. 

Advertising is an annoyance. but my w allet is very happy rt exists. 

Figure 20: Comment DSI user, referring to a request to eliminate 
pre-installed based programs. 

However, Dell mentions three interesting aspects. First, users do not often post 2 or more ideas: 'we 
have almost 11.000 ideas, and we have approximately 9000 persons who posted those. You do no see 
very often that people post multiple ideas. Most of the people post 1 or 2 ideas. 
Furthermore, 80% of the comments are post by approximately by 450 users. Thus 80% of the 
comments are posted by 5% of the users. The remaining users post and vote on ideas. 
Finally, Dell found that there is a linear correlation between the number of ideas and number of votes. 
If the number of ideas increases the number of votes increases with the same amount. There is no 
correlation between the number of comments and the number of ideas or votes. 

1.3 Revenue model 
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Investments 

Operation Cost 

Platform software & servers 
Little advertisi 
2 full-time employees 
30-40 part-time employees 
Little gifts 
Platform software & servers 

Platform software & servers 

2 full-time employees 
Platform software & servers 
Little gifts 

table 18: Costs Dell-Idea-Storm My-Starbucks-Idea & Dell Idea Storm 
Starbucks indicates that it made the following expenses to establish the community and to keep the 
community running. First, the salary of the directly involved employees; 2 full-time employees and 
30-40 part-time employees, who work on average 2-3 hours a week. 
Moreover, the software platform and the servers need to be purchased and retained. 
The first 10 days, 'little advertising' is done on the New York Times and cards are distributed in the 
stores. Furthermore, Starbucks declares that approximately 500 dollars per year are spent to 
appreciations, like gold cards and gadgets. 

Dell states as well, that they have platform cost and there are two persons working on DIS full time. 
Sometimes DIS provides surprises, for instance when we implement an idea. We give Dell accessories, 
like a bag or a mouse. However this is not alU10unced on the website. Moreover, Dell declares that 
they did not need to do any marketing around DIS: 'it took off so quickly that we didn't need to 
market it'. So no money is spent on advertising or so ever. 

1.3.2 Value return 
M y-Starbucks-Idea Dell-Idea-Stoml 

Product knowledge 70.000 ideas. Few percent turned into 11.000 ideas. 2% turned into action 
action 

Customer Loyalty Important tool to communicate with Important tool to communicate with people 
people 

Customer Knowledge Preferences of Customers Preferences of Customers 
table 19 : Costs Dell-Idea-Storm My-Starbucks-Idea & Dell Idea Storm 

Since the Starbucks established MSI, 70.000 ideas are submitted. The amount of submitted ideas 
satisfies the expectations; the expectations were five times lower. 
According to Starbucks 'all the ideas have some value, because people can give their opinion. But the 
most ideas you can not really tum to action.' Approximately 10 fundamental changes have been 
implemented, as a result of MSI for instance, increased emphasis on environmental issues and gold 
card program. Furthermore, other ideas have leaded to small changes. Some of these issues where 
already in our sight, for instance by other customer programs. MSI made those issues more visible, 
through the high site-visits and votes. Moreover, the preference of customers is reflected by the 
voting the ideas and needs. 
Starbucks addresses also the importance of the cOlU1ection with the customers, 'MSI is an important 
tool to communicate with our customers' . 
Starbucks declares that they do not have targets on 'value return'. Starbucks: 'We really didn't look at 
it that way. That is a question I get a lot and people are surprised by the answer. We wanted to get in 
tOJ.ch with the consumer and get closer to the consumer and a place for valuable feedback and we 
haven't think about the RIO and we never gone test the RIO ever. That is not the way we look at it, 
because it is not a big of expenses. It is not trivial or high on the list in term of dollars. We have the 
fundamental extend that we needed to listen to our customers.' 

Since the Dell established DIS, 11.000 ideas are submitted. By the start of DIS, Dell had no 
expectations regarding the number of posted ideas. Dell: 'Right now there are still no expectations 
from our site, but we can say it is a success.' In September 2008, approximately 2% of the ideas are 
implemented. Dell indicates that they do not measure the potential revenue of submitted ideas. 
Regarding to potential cost reduction Dell states 'I think there is a potential to reduce the number of 
focus groups in the development teams. But we are not dismissing it at the moment.' For another part 
of the community, Dell Forum, they do definitely see cost reductions: people who are helping each 
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other, instead of calling the service. Around, ideas it is more information and less efficient. So we do 
not measure that directly. 
Furthermore Dell declares, 'this tool is perfect to become more human as a company. And that 
increase customer loyalty, because you are not longer a big corporation. People feel that they really 
know you. It is a good CRM tool.' 
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2. Development concept phase 
2.1 Value proposition 
In Table 20 the main drivers for the communities are drawn up. In the text below these aspect will be 
explained and supported by arguments. 

Table 20: Value proposition Samsung Innovators 

Samsung mentioned that are there are two main drivers why person would participate in Samsung 
Mobile Innovators. The first reason is that, 'we provide any kind of tools that developer need to 
develop applications and we provide technical support'. This driver can be categorized as a product 
related benefits, users are interested to learn about the new knowledge provided by Samsung and 
other users. 
The second reason mentioned, is the possibility to gain money. Hub users can sell, together with 
Samsung, the applications on in an online applications store. 

The group Samsung target on software developers who are interested in developing mobile 
applications. Inside Mobile Innovators there is Samsung IQ, and this part is focussing on student 
developers. Developers need to have skills in C++. The information how to apply this in mobile 
applications is explained in the community. 

2.2 Value network 
How are the roles of the company and customers, which create value to corporate co-creation 
communities, performed in the community? 
First the roles of the company will be discussed. Second the roles of the consumer will be analyzed. 

7.3.2.1 Roles company 
Employees are needed to fulfill the proposed roles (tasks), like moderating, solving technical issues 
and validate ideas. First the directly involved employees are discussed. Next their tasks will be 
elaborated. 

Directly involved actors Samsung Mobile Tt1sks 
Tillie required Innovator 

12 persons of Sarnsung Mobile Innovators Internal communication Part time 
team Supporting and adding knowledge, tools 

Moderating 
Technology issues. 

Several employees of technical departments Supporting on technical issues Part time 

Table 21: DIrectly Involved Actors Samsung Innovator 

Samsung indicates that in the Samsung Mobile Innovators 12 persons are employed. Moreover 
several employees of technical departments are involved as well. 
The team is responsible for the community, as well the direct contact with the core users . Moreover 
the team deals with internal communication, proposes applications to other business units and 
receives new tools and knowledge. The team moderates the site, delivers the content, supports the 
users and deals with questions. 
Ft:;.rthermore, several employees from technical departments are involved to support the community 
with technical issues. 
These employees are responsible for the whole Samsung mobile innovators project. As mentioned, 
hub users are a part of the project. Thus, the employees are part time working with the hub 
community. The majority of the time is spent to the professional partners. 
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In Table 22 summary of most important issue within the roles are presented. Below these aspects will 
be explained in depth. 

Value network company (Tasks) Samsung Innovator 
Mobilizing 
- Attracting OnlineWOM 

Promoting on universities 
Free signing 

- Retaining Supporting with technology 
Monetary gain 

Validating Signing 
Virtual testing 
Checking with business units 
Offering a business proposal 

Knowledge Offering knowledge, tools and applications 
Moderating Checking content after publishing 
Technology Own developed website 

Sharing knowledge, tools and applications 
Having conversations 
User identity 
User recognition 

Table 22: Value network company Samsung Innovator 

Mobilizing 
Samsung declares that core users are invited to participate in Mobile Innovators. The hub users are 
mainJy reached by Online WOM. Developers' blogs and forum announced the launch of the mobile 
innovators platform'. Moreover, Samsung IQ, the part for student developers, was also announced on 
universities around the UK. 
Furthermore to attract user, Samsung has launched a small promotion campaign, 'called the free 
signing'. Normally 'there is a small amount of money involved when you do the Symbian signing in 
our program we sign applications for free'. 
To retain users Samsung provides users with technological support, for instance there is a virtual 
device laboratory which enables developers to test applications on real phones from a remote location. 
Moreover user can earn money by selling their application. Furthermore, specifications are shared 
and technical staff can answer questions or provide additional information. Figure 21 an example of 
moderation is provided. 
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Figure 21: Comment moderator Samsung MI, supporting on a capability issue. 

Validating role 
Applications can be 'signed' by the users themselves. This means that the quality of the application is 
checked virtually. Samsung declares 'that enables developers to certify any kind of application, 
because of security issues. It gives a kind of quality and it approves the quality of the application. 
Moreover if the application is signed, Samsung 'business developers' will evaluate the product for 
potential further uses. There are dashboards where members can track the progress of their 
submissions. If a business proposal will be approved and the application will be become available on 
the application store. 
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Knowledge-supply role 
Samsung shares devices and application knowledge with the users. Samsung states: ' the users receive 
information how that feature works. We are providing Samsung specific details. Moreover technical 
knowledge is available in the community. Employees are participating in discussions and explaining 
technical issues. Moreover several tools are provided by the Samsung, like a virtual testing tool where 
user can test there applications on a real Samsung phone. 'The virtual testing is that we have devices 
connected to network or server, a real device, and people would be able to active that device online'. 
Moreover validation software is provided, the signing software. 

Moderating 
One of the involved employees is in charge of the moderation part of the website. The site is post
moderated. He are looking at the posted content and where needed the content is moderated. 
Confidential issues and terms of abuse are deleted . 

Technology 
Samsung has an own developed platform to communicate with the user and to share tools and 
knowledge. In the knowledge part of the website, software, knowledge and tools are shared. In the 
discussion part of the website this knowledge is subject of discussion. To consumer the discussion 
board no registration is required . However, to obtain knowledge registration is required. Moreover, 
to rate, participate and produce registration is required as well. Company employee haves got their 
own 10. And can thus be distinguished from hub or core users. 

Involvement departments 
Withln Samsung employees from different departments are involved in the community. In Table 21 
an overview is provided. The technical staff is directly involved into the community. The users and 
employees of different teams communicate directly about specific issues. Moreover, these employees 
provide adequate knowledge and support by the validation of applications. 
The involvement of these employees in the community is globally presented in Figure 21. 

Figure 22: Involvement Samsung 

2.2.2 Roles Users 
The users can fulfill different roles withln the community. 

Users Roles Samsung Innovator 
Consumer Reading comments and knowledge 
Rater Comments can be rated 
Participant Commenting 
Producer Developing applications 
Promoter Promoting Samsung Mobile Innovator by online WOM 
Manager Making rectification of submitted comments 

Table 23: Value network Users 
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Within Innovators, the users can consume. The users can view the information, knowledge posted by 
Samsung or other user. Furthermore, users can rate posted comments. The rating can be either 
positive or negative. Moreover, the users can participate by adding comments or to propose 
applications. Promoting of Mobile Innovators happens outside the community. Browsing the Internet 
showed that many blogs have announced the launch of Samsung Mobile Innovators, thus online 
WOM is present and thus the promoter role as well. 
Observation of the community shows that users do not manage the community. No posts can be 
found, which indicate management characteristics. 

2.3 Revenue model 
What are the likely outcomes of co-creation communities for the company in terms of cost and 
generated value, based on a viable business model? 

7.2.3.1. Investments and maintenance cost 
Samsung mentions that the budget is confidentially. However, to establish and to keep the 
community running at least the following costs need to be addressed. First, the salary of the involved 
employees needs to be taken into account. Moreover, the platform needs to be retained. 
One of the benefits to participate is the monetary gain. However, Samsung pays the users not directly. 
Samsung provides a platform where the user can sell the application, and both the user and the 
company gain from the sale. Thus the cost for monetary incentives does not need to be calculated. 

7.3.3.2 Value return 

Investments 
Operation Cost 

Samsung Innovator 
Platform software & servers 
Platform software & servers 
Part-time employees 

Table 24: Costs Dell-Idea-Storm Samsung Innovator 

Sarnsung Innovator 
Product knowledge - New ~lications & knowledge 
Customer Luya/ty -

Customer Know/edge -

Direct Monetary gain Samsung and the user share in revenues 

Table 25: Costs Dell-Idea-Storm Samsung Innovator 

The major value the company gains from the community is the development of new applications. The 
availability of new applications can increase attractiveness of the Samsung phones and strengthen the 
sales of mobile devices. Samsung states: 'This software increases the handset value'. Moreover, the 
company shares in the revenue of the sold applications. The number of developed applications is 
confidentially as well. 

Samsung addresses that the Samsung combines the professional applications developers, with the 
'regular' developers on one platform the additional cost are negligible. Regarding to the professional 
applications, Samsung indicates that Mobile Innovators has led to workload reduction of other 
departments, because the communication is now facilitated by Mobile Innovators. 
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Appendix V 
3. Analysis test phase 
3.1 Value proposition 
In Table 26 the main drivers for the Nokia are drawn up. Moreover the target group for the services is 
indicated. In the text below these aspect will be explained and supported by arguments. 

Nokia-Betalabs 
Value proposition Product: gaining new product (technology) and product curiosity 

Community: sense of efficacy and anticipated recognition 
Target group Lead users; 1 % most fashioned Nokia Users 

Table 26: Value proposition Nokia-Betalabs 

According to a user study conducted by Nokia, there are two important reasons why users use beta 
applications (Peltrol, 2008). A first reason is: I get to see what's out there and following what is 
happening in the mobile front. The second reason is I get to use the newest mobile applications before 
other. Both reasons can be defined as product related benefits. The user is curious about the new 
products. 
Nokia did also research toward the reasons why people give feedback. The first driver for the user is 
'enjoy helping others'. This construct is a community related benefit. The user wants to help Nokia 
and other users; anticipated recognition. 
The second driver indicated by the users is 'I want to make a difference'. This driver can be defined as 
self efficacy; the users would like to change their environment. Self efficacy is a community related 
benefit as well. 
Nokia states that they 'want to target 1 % of the most Nokia fashioned users, because these people are 
most demanding, most relied'. In the thesis of Peltrol (2008) these user are determined as lead users. 
Our intention was not to reach technical communities but more fashioned users. So far we had many 
technical users, be we also want to reach other kind of people, who are fashioned about photographic 
or gaming enthusiasts. Those people have specific wishes and we can check if these wished can be 
satisfied. From the user study followed that these users have lead user characteristics. 

3.2 Value network 
How are the roles of the company and customers, which create value to corporate co-creation 
communities, performed in the community? 
First the roles of the company will be discussed. Second the roles of the consumer will be analyzed. 

7.4.2.1 Roles company 
Actors are needed to fulfill the proposed roles (tasks), like moderating, solving technical issues and 
validate ideas. First the directly involved actors are discussed. Next their tasks will be elaborated. 

Directly involved actors of Nokia Beta Tasks 
Time required 

Labs 
2 Community Manager (part of the Moderate and monitor the community. Start Full time 
development team) a dialogue with community members 

Promote Betalabs by Nokia developments 
teams 
Find appropriate applications 
Technical issues 

Employees of different developments Validate ideas, respond to questions and Part time 
tec>ms provide applications (updates) and 

explaining knowlegde 

Table 27: Directly involved Actors Nokia Betalabs 

Nokia uses a team of two people who work fulltime for the community, two community managers. 
The community managers are responsible for the website and the user community. Moreover, they 
conduct a lot of internal work like developing a new website or to find new initiatives from Nokia 
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and helping them toward Beta release. 10 percent of my time goes to managing the public community, 
talking to people. 
Furthermore, behind each application in beta, for instance Nokia Maps or Nokia Music, there is 
always a development team. And they are also participating: they listen to the users, what the user 
have to say about the applications and they update the applications. In Table 27 an overview is given. 

In Table 28 a summary of most important issue within the roles are presented. Below these aspects 
will be explained in depth. 

Value network company (Tasks) Nokia Betalabs 
Mobilizing 
- Attracting - Online WOM by high profile websites 
- Retaining - constant flow of new and valuable applications 

- Engaging in Conversations with adequate knowledge 
Validating - Unfiltered to the development team 

- Presenting status of the application, when the application is updated. 
Knowledge - posting frequently new (updated) applications. 

- provide an explanation of the applications in blog format 
Moderating - checking content after publishing 

Technology - own developed website 
- sharing knowledge and applications 
- having conversations 
- user identity 
- user recognition 

Table 28: Value network company NokIa Betalabs 

Mobilizing 
Nokia declares that they have not had active marketing at all. Nokia announced Betalabs by 'different 
high profile websites and blogs who are writing about mobile applications and software. These 
websites publish an article when we release a new application.' This manner of attracting can be 
defined as online Word of Mouth. Users on the Internet inform each on the new applications. 
Nokia tries to retain the users by providing 'valuable things'. As Nokia mentions 'most important 
thing is to have a constant flow of interesting new applications and services coming'. Moreover Nokia 
argues, 'you have to respect the user community, respect their time respect their thoughts and make 
sure that they feel appreciated. Because if they don't know that you are appreciating them, they stop 
contributing.' You can do that by involving in the conversations, listing and appreciating frequently. 
Moreover, employees of different development departments are also involved, and where needed 
additional information is provided to the users. Figure 23 an example of moderation is provided. 

Wed, 01l28J2009 - 13:23 ~ 

Thank you for the s uggestions 

Th~l1k you for the feedb.8ck! W!l~ take a look into many things. you\'e hted above in the future. For Z{J(}.:1'I images~ 

Images can be zoomed with # and · buttons, or volume .keys . NGte: yo..tume keys do r..ot work jf ~Ec p.,layer is open. We are trying to improve the 
ZO<lming behav;ourth<>ugh. 

Figure 23: Comment moderator Nokia Betalabs, referring to a Nokia image exchange application 

Validating role 
Nokia explains that the submitted feedback directly and unfiltered goes to the respective 
development team and this team decides what is relevant or not. Depending on the importance of the 
application the information is sorted by category, for instance you have 10 times same bug, and so on. 
On the basis of the feedback the application will be updated. 'Bugs will be fixed and improvements 
suggestions are handed to the product manager. He makes a professional judgment regarding the 
suggestions and prioritizes them, because there are always more ideas than you have resources for. 
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The update application will be released on the site, and in the blog the update of the product will be 
explained. 
According to Nokia, one should be careful with the amount of the information: If the teams receive 
too much information they get overloaded and might even stop listening to the users. Moreover it is 
important to explain to the user what is update in an application and why. 

Knowledge-supply role 
Nokia provides new beta applications and updates of beta applications. To inform the users an 
explanation of the application is provides and if possible, known issues are presented. Users can read 
this information on the blog and beta part of the site. The knowledge is mostly added by employees 
of the development team. 
Nokia mentions that 'they launched approximately 2 applications and maybe 4 or 5 applications 
updates every month. This amount is happens to be not our choice, it depends on how many 
applications R&D is working on. It is our good luck that it is a natural flow of new ~pplications. And 
we also learned; when you update these applications to often, the user get a bit annoyed or bored' 

Moderating 
Nokia is moderated by 2 moderators, the community managers. They are looking at the posted 
content and where needed the content is moderated. The moderation happens afterwards. However 
'surprisingly it is very little comments that need to be deleted'. 

Technology 
Nokia uses an own developed platform to communicate with the user and to offer applications. 
Applications can be downloaded in the 'beta' part of the site. An explanation of the product is 
provided. Moreover the status of the product is mentioned, for instance stable or many known issues. 
If the user has downloaded the application, he can submit the feedback, for instance bug reports or 
improvements in the forum part of the website. Moreover, the user can write a review. To post 
feedback a user-id is required. Furthermore, users can discuss with other users. Updates and new 
announcements of the Nokia team are posted on the blog. 

Involvement departments 
In chapter 4 is explained that the involvement of the firm in the community can have impact on 
business model. Involvement of the firm is described as the commitment of several departments and 
employees to participate in the community. 
Within Nokia employees from different development departments are directly involved in the 
community. In Table 29 an overview is provided. The users and employees of different development 
teams communicate directly about applications. These employees take care of the applications, 
validate the suggestions within their department and submit new updates. 
The involvement of these employees in the community is globally presented in Error! Reference 
source not found .. 

Table 29: Involvement Nokia 
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Nokia Betalabs is a R&D initiative and the involved employee work in R&D department en team. The 
involvements of differ developments teams is necessary to continue the stream of new applications. 
The involvement is also needed to ensure the additional explanations of products and to answer 
questions of user. According to Nokia the user the involvement of the R&D is needed to enhance the 
partici pa tion. 

3.2.2 Roles Users 
The users can fulfill different roles within the community. 

Users Roles Nokia Betalabs 
Consumer Reading the blogs, explanations, discussions, reviews, suggestions and bug reports on 

the website. 
Download the application 

Rater Rating the application. 
Participant Commenting on blogs and feedback of other users. 
Producer Submitting bugs, suggestions, starting a discussion, writing a review, post private 

feedback. 
Promoter Promoting Betalabs by online WOM 
Manager Making rectification of submitted feedback 

Table 30: Value network Users Nokia Betalabs 

Within Nokia Betalabs, the users can consume. The users can read the blogs, the features of new 
applications and view the feedback of other users. Moreover the consumer can download an 
application. Furthermore, users can rate the application. 
As a participant the user can comment on blogs and feedback of other users. As a producer the users 
can submit bug and suggestions. Moreover, the users can start a discussion, write a review or post 
public feedback. Promoting Nokia Betalabs happens outside the website. Nokia indicated 
'community members are writing on related blogs and websites'. Observation of the community 
shows that users manage the community as well. In Figure 24 a comment of a user is presented. The 
user is explaining to another user how an error can be solved. 
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1 had-the $8me Error (106) on my 62200 Ctassic. After a soft-reset of the phone insta.lling was worki'..g. Bu-t doo'! forget to make a backup before;) 
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Figure 24: Comment Nokia user, how to solve an error 

3.3 Revenue model 
What are the likely outcomes of co-creation communities for the company in terms of cost and 
generated value, based on a viable business model? 

3.3.1. Investments and maintenance cost 

Investments 
Operation Cost 

Nokia Betalabs 
Platform software & servers 
2 full-time employees 
Several part-time employees 
Platform software & servers 

Table 31: Costs Nokia Betalabs 

Nokia indicates that they are not allowed to tell the budget. But they can say: 'we are cheap' . 
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To establish and to keep the community running at least the following costs need to be addressed. 
First, the salary of the directly involved employees needs to be taken into account; 2 full-time 
employees and the part-time employees. Moreover, the software platform and the servers need to be 
purchased and retained. 

3.3.2 Value return 
Nokia Betalabs 

Product knowledge Monthly 1300 bug/ suggestions for product improvement. Improvement time-to-
market and product quality 

Customer L01Jaity Online communication through blogs and websites 
Customer Knowledge Find out if a application can be launched in the market 
Learning Benefits Experience with open innovation & co-creation 

Table 32: NokIa Betalabs 

Nokia receives over 1300 suggestions for product improvement monthly. This numbers is increasing. 
The 1300 suggestions include reviews, bug reports and improvements. K"okia declares that, 'working 
with the most 100.000 fashioned users, we can create better applications and services. The quality and 
time to market should improve.' 
Moreover there are also benefits like low risk of failure, that if Nokia tries something at Betalabs and 
the cost of failing are quite low, R&D benefits are massive in Betalabs.' With Betalabs, Nokia can 
investigate if a product is ready for the market. This can be defined as customer knowledge. 
When Nokia launched the community only a few departments with small applications participated. 
Through the huge amount of attention and valuable feedback these applications received, other big 
development departments decided to participate as well. 
Nokia indicates that a side benefit of Betalabs is a marketing benefit: 'our audience includes the most 
of productive bloggers: people who write about Nokia, products and services online. However, the 
marketing benefit has not been the main driver of Nokia; R&D was the initial benefit to start Betalabs. 
Furthermore, Nokia states that Betalabs is a learning exercise. On strategic level Nokia realized that 
co··creation crowdsourcing and open innovation are important. With Betalabs we can experiment with 
these kinds of innovation. 
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Appendix V 
4. Analysis test phase 
4.1 Value proposition 
In the main drivers for the both communities are drawn up. Moreover the target group for the 
services is indicated. In the text below these aspect will be explained and supported by arguments. 

KLM Bluelab ABN AMRO Blackboard Robeco Connect 
Value proposition Product: improving Product: improving products Product: improving products & 

products gaining knowledge 
Community: sense of 
efficacy & increased 
reco~ition 

Target group Customers of SME Users of Internet Banking Customers and Persons interested 
in Robeco products 

. . 
Table 33: Value proposItIon 

KLM declares that the main reason why customers would like to participate in Bluelab is that they 
have the possibility to improve the services. This construct implies that the users want to improve the 
service of KLM. This is a product related benefit. 
The second driver mentioned by KLM is that the users have the feeling that KLM is listening and 
taking action on the ideas. This driver can be categorized as a community related benefit. The users 
experience a sense of efficacy; the people had some effect on their environment by adding their 
informa tion. 
With this community KLM targets the SME customers, because these customers have special needs. 
'These customers fly frequently and have special need especially compared to leisure-customers'. 

ABN AMRO mentions the product related benefit as KLM. Customers would like to participate in 
Blackboard because they have the possibility to improve the services. Heavy users address the same 
value proposition; 'I like it when products are adapt to the requirements of the users' . 
The target group contains every customer who has used the Internet banking site and has a 
suggestion. 

Robeco indicates that the users visit and participate to gain information about the Robeco funds and 
products. This driver shows that customers are participating for the product related benefits. 
Moreover, they participate to improve the service of Robeco. This is as well a product related benefit. 
Robeco aims to reach the Robeco customer and every potential customer who is interested in Robeco 
services and products. 

4.2 Value network 
How are the roles of the company and customers, which create value to corporate co-creation 
communities, performed in the community? 
First the roles of the company will be discussed. Second the roles of the consumer will be analyzed. 

4.2.1 Roles company 
Actors are needed to fulfill the proposed roles (tasks), like moderating, solving technical issues and 
validate ideas. First the directly involved actors are discussed. Next their tasks will be elaborated. 

Directly involved actors ofKlM Bluelab Tasks Time required 
5 employees of Sales department KLM Moderate and monitor the community Part time 
Nederland Start a dialogue with community members. 

Initiate a subject of discussion 
Validate ideas and provide feedback 
Promote and communicate Bluelabs and 
ideas in service departments 

Employees of different service Validate ideas and provide feedback Part time 
departments, depending on the subject of Start a dialo~e with community members 
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the discussion 
2 employees of an External Partner 

Directly involved actors ABN AMRO 
Blackboard 
1 employees Value center department 

4 employees Interactive Banking 

Directly involved actors Robeco-Connect 
2 employees of Communication/ Internet 
department 

Several employees working on general 
communications department 

Attracting the users 
\1oderate the community 
Technical issues 
S • • t th I d • Bl Ib 
Tasks 

Moderate and monitor the community 
Validate ideas and provide feedback 
Promote and communicate Blackboard and 
ideas in service departments 
Technical issues 
Moderate and monitor the community 

Tasks 
Moderate and monitor the community 
Validate ideas and provide feedback 
Promote and communicate Connect and 
ideas in service departments 
Technical issues 
Supplying content and knowledge 

Table 34: DIrectly Involved Actors Bluelab, Blackboard and Connect 

Part time 

Tillll! required 

Part time 

Part time 

Time required 
Part time 

Part time 

KLM explains that there a five employees from the sales department who are directly responsible for 
Bluelab. These employees moderate and monitor the community. They start a dialogue with the users, 
validate ideas, provide feedback and promote Bluelab and the ideas in other service departments. 
Moreover, the employees bring up the subject of the discussion on Bluelab. Customers can submit 
any issue on Bluelab, however the employees select main subject(s) of discussion. Concerned 
employees of specific service departments are involved to support the discussions about the specific 
subject. For instance, if the subject is 'online in checking', employees of the corresponding service 
team will be involved in Bluelab. For other issues the core employees need to promote the idea to 
other service departments. In cooperation with the innovation board these employees validate ideas. 
Furthermore, two employees of an external company are involved in the community. This company 
takes care of all the teclmical issues, like the site and the database. Moreover the employees have 
promoted the community by the SME customers. These employees moderate the community as well, 
and they support the employees of KLM Bluelab. The external company also advised and supported 
KLM during the establishment of the community. Table 34 an overview is given. 

ABN AMRO declares that there one person responsible for the community, the community manager. 
He moderates and monitors the community, validates suggestion and provides feedback, and 
promotes the suggestions of Blackboard in the rest of the company. He is employed in the Sales 
department of the Customer Value Centre. This department develop and sells products for particular 
users. Moreover employees for the interactive banking department are involved; these employees 
monitor the community as well. When issues appear they will discuss that with the community 
manager and where necessary feedback will provided to the users. 
The community managers and the employees are only a few hours per week employed. 

Within Robeco two community managers are directly involved in the community. 
They moderate and monitor the community, validate suggestions and questions and where possible 
provide feedback, and promote the suggestions of Connect in the rest of the company. Moreover, they 
ensure the availability of new content on the site. The new content is delivered by general 
communication department. These community managers are working with the communication 
department. 

In Table 35 a summary of most important issue within the roles are presented. Below these aspects 
will be explained in depth. 
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Value netw'ork KLM Bluelab ABN AMRO Blackboard Robeco Connect 
company (Tasks) 
Mobilizing 
- Attracting - Sending a e-mail with movie - Banner on Internet Banking site - Advertisement on 

- Offering incentives Internet site and 
magazines 

- Retaining - Specific subjects & partly live - responding towards positive - responding to 
- Engagement suggestions suggestions 
- Offering incentives 
- Action on Ideas 

Validating - Showing Visible Action - Presenting status of the idea - If possible presenting 
- Presenting status of the idea status of the idea 
- Giving reasonable arguments, 
regarding the status of the idea 
- Executive support 

Knowledge - By validating Ideas - By validating Ideas - posting news about 
- Posting an issue with real-world products and financial 
constrains markets 

Moderating - checking content after publishing - checking content after - checking content 
- special section on the site for publishing before publishing 
frustrations - little attention for on the site for 

frustrations 
Technology - purchased platform - purchased platform - purchased platform 

- sharing knowledge - sharing knowledge - sharing knowledge 
- having conversations - having conversations - having conversations 
- user identity - user identity 
- user recognition 

Table 35: Value network company Bluelab, Blackboard and Connect 

Mobilizing 
To attract users to the community KLM has sent a mail to all their SME customers. In the mail a 
movie was attached. Moreover, in the mail the incentive was announced. On the basis of the mail 
approximately 16% of the clients are participating in the community. 
To retain the customers, KLM states that the customer wants to know what has been done with the 
idea. Therefore, KLM is involved in the community. Moreover KLM indicates that they communicate 
on human way in the community, instead of the human way they are used to. 
KLM indicate that they have a problem with keeping the community 24/7 alive. At the start of the 
community many topics and issue have been discussed. And after a while the flow of new 
suggestions dries up and the discussions fade out. Users have mentioned their problems and KLM is 
improving the services or explained why the problems can't be solved. 
To overcome this 'drying up' KLM initiated a 'three times a year a three weeks live-period' 
concerning a specific topic. This means that three times a year, the users and KLM intensively discuss 
a certain topic for a period of three weeks. Within this period KLM is restricted to answer in a day 
and the community can actively participate. The approach is used to keep it interesting for the user; in 
these three weeks there is enough traffic and discussion. The subject is chosen to ensure new and 
fresh suggestion, instead of repeating old discussions. 
Beside the live period, users can also post suggestions or comments, however the traffic is low and 
the discussion does not really taken place. KLM responds during this period within a week. 

ABN AMRa announces the community with a link on the Internet Banking site. Customers who have 
been using the site are invited to visit the community and to leave suggestion. 
To retain users, ABN AMRa did not really employ a policy. This is verified by the Heavy Users as 
well' ABN AMRa does not enhance my participation'. 
However, ABN only responds to positive formulated suggestions, to enhance the positive ambiance 
on the platform. If the content is critical and negatively formulated the moderators will ignore this 
content. According to several heavy users 'this approach is not appropriate'. Users put effort in 
submitting content and regardless if it is negative or not they want to have the feeling that ABN 
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AMRO is listening. By ignoring the content, users do not feel recognized and will show their 
inconvenience with the product and platform or the user will stop returning to the platform. 

Robeco attracts users by announcing Robeco Connect on several places on the general website. 
Furthermore, Connect receives attentions in the customer and employee news magazines of Robeco. 
To retain users, Robeco delivers frequently new content and answers questions of users. Especially, 
during the sub-prime mortgage crisis user are very interested if their money is still safe. 

Validating role 
KLM uses a similar procedure as Starbucks and Dell: a part of the validation of the suggestions is in 
hands of the users, the users can vote whether they like to idea or not. Another part of the validation 
is in hands of the moderators and the committed employees of other departments. Regardless, if a 
suggestion has many votes, if the suggestion can be relevant for the team the moderator will pick up 
the idea. Thus, if the idea gets a lot of votes or if the suggestion seems relevant to the employees, the 
idea will be presented at the innovation board. This board will decide if a suggestion will be 
implemented. The innovation board are managers of the committed departments. The 'status' of the 
idea is announced on the site. For instance, the suggestion can be under review, reviewed or launched. 
The ideas in action are mentioned in a special blog. The argumentation why an idea is taken into 
action or declined is mentioned. 

ABN AMRO employs the procedure as Starbucks, Dell and KLM. However ABN AMRO emphasizes 
the importance of involvement of the company in the community. To have decisiveness to implement 
the suggestions and to change the existing the responsible departments need to be committed, 
otherwise the suggestions will not be performed. Nevertheless, committing the departments is far 
form easy. Development departments have their own limited budget and agenda. And if there are not 
committed to the community, it is difficult to persuade them to implement the suggestions. 

The community manager within Robeco Connect decided whether a suggestion is applicable for 
implementation. They propose and promote the idea toward the responsible development team. This 
team decides if the suggestion is performed. Howeverm, Robeco addresses the same issue as ABN 
AMRO; it is very hard to commit responsible development teams in the community. 

Knowledge role 
The knowledge role refers to knowledge and new information the company adds to the community. 
KLM explains, that the majority of the knowledge by the company is added by moderating and 
validating the ideas. For instance, explaining the status or circumstances of the submitted ideas. 
ABN AMRO is only adding knowledge by moderating and validating ideas. 
Robeco add regularly new knowledge to the site. For instance, information about funds, stock rates, 
advices how to invest money. 

Moderating 
B1uelabs is moderated by 5 employees of KLM and 2 employees of the external partner moderate the 
community. These people are looking at the submitted content and where necessary the content is 
moderated. The site is post-moderated; thus users can view their content immediately. If content is 
not conform the policy the content will be remove, however this is not done before. 
According to KLM, fighting is a high involved product and consumers can sometimes be frustrated 
about the products. To distinguish the real suggestions from the frustrations KLM established an 'air
spot' on Bluelab. On this air-spot users are invited to post frustrations, so that the suggestions part 
contains only suggestions. This should enhance the positive atmosphere in the suggestion part. 

By ABN AMRO the community is moderated by 5 employees. This community is also post
moderated and if content is not in accordance with the rules the content will be removed, however so 
far this was not needed. ABN AMRO only responds to positive formulated suggestions, to enhance 
the positive ambiance on the platform. If the content is critical and negatively formulated the 
moderators will ignore this content. According to several heavy users ' this approach is not 
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appropriate'. Users put effort in submitting content and regardless if it is negative or not they want to 
have the feeling that ABN AMRa is listening. By ignoring the content, users do not feel recognized 
and will show their inconvenience with the product and platform or the user will stop returning to 
the platform. 

Robeco is moderated by the two conununity manager and the site is pre-moderated. The moderator 
checks the content, before the content of the user is displayed on the website. This approach is used to 
prevent the site from spam, and inappropriate content, for instance personal data. 

Technology 
The external partner of KLM developed the platform. Before viewing the content or participating in 
the community the user has to sign in. On the platform user can share their ideas, promote or demote 
ideas and conunents on ideas. The status of the ideas is posted on the blog, users can conunent on this 
blog as well. The users have a profile where the 'karma' of the person is presented. The karma 
displays the persons activity and contribution. When they login they have access to their ideas, 
comments, and other comments to their ideas. Furthermore they can select favorite items. 

ABN AMRa mentions that the community software is developed by an external company. To 
consume the content, no registration is required. However, to review the suggestions, post conunents 
and suggestions registration is needed. On a news page ABN AMRa posts feedback and informs user 
about new developments. Furthermore, ABN AMRa provides propositions and users can review and 
comments the propositions. 

Robeco has also purchased the conununity software. To view the content or to participate on the 
website no registration is required . On the platform user can share their ideas and comments on ideas. 
Furthermore, Robeco shares content. 

Involvement Departments 
KLM explains that there a five employees from the sales department who are directly responsible for 
Bluelab. These employees moderate and monitor the community. As mentioned before, the 
employees bring up the subject of the discussion on Bluelab. This subject is 'live' for three weeks. 
During these three weeks, concerned employees of specific service departments are involved to 
support the discussions about the specific subject. For instance, if the subject is 'online in checking', 
employees of the corresponding service team will be involved in Bluelab. In cooperation with the 
innovation board these employees validate ideas. 
However customers are free to submit any issue any time on Bluelab. For these issues the five 
employees of the sales department need to promote the idea to other service departments. These 
departments are not directly involved into Bluelab. The situation is presented in Figure 25; depending 
on the subject the development employees are involved, otherwise the community managers need to 
approach them. 
KLM mentions the importance of the involvement of the innovation board; 'if they agree with the 
suggestion, the suggestions is easier picked up for implementation' . 

ABN AMRa declares that there one person responsible for the conununity, the community manager. 
He is employed in the Sales department of the Customer Value Centre. He promotes the suggestions 
of Blackboard in the rest of the company. The departments responsible for implementation are not 
involved. As discussed in the validation part, conunitting this department is far form easy. 
Development departments have their own limited budget and agenda. Therefore is difficult to 
persuade them to implement the suggestions. Support from higher management levels could enhance 
the commitment. In Figure 26 the situation is presented. 

Within Robeco two community managers are directly involved in the community. They promote the 
suggestions of Connect in the rest of the company. However, they walk against the same obstacle as 
ABN AMRa, it is very difficult to find commitment in the responsible implementation organisations. 
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Figure 25: Involvement KLM Figure 26: Involvement ABN 
AMRa 

Figure 27: Involvement Connect 

4.2.2 Roles Users 
The users can fulfill different roles within the community. 

Value network KLM Bluelab 
ABN AMRO Blackboard Robeco Connect 

Users 
Consumer Reading suggestions, comments, Reading suggestions, comments, Reading news, 

Ideas on action Ideas on action suggestions, 
comments 

Rater Promoting or Demoting the Idea Promoting the Idea -

Participant Commenting on posted Commenting on posted Commenting on 
suggestions suggestions posted suggestions 

Producer Post Suggestions Post Suggestions Post Suggestions 

Promoter - - -

Manager Making rectification of submitted - -

suggestions 

Table 36: Value network company Bluelab, Blackboard and Connect 

Within Bluelabs, the users can consume. The users can view the information, comments and ideas 
posted by KLM or other user. Furthermore, users can rate posted ideas. The rating can be either 
positive or negative. If you like the idea you can vote positive: promote the idea. If you do not like the 
idea you can vote negative; demote the idea . Moreover, the users can participate by adding comments 
to an idea and produce by submitting ideas. 
There is no evidence that Bluelab is promoted by user to convince other user to participate. The users 
are persuade bye-mail and no SME customer blogs can be found where online WOM has taken place. 
However promotion could occur during flights, however no evidence is available. 
Observation of the community shows that users manage the community as well . In Figure 28 a 
comment of a user is presented. The user is responding to a suggestion of bring more than one hand 
luggage in the plane. Because, the user had never a problem with bring more than one piece of hand 
luggage, this user submits a comment regarding this suggestion. 

Junior Slrous 
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1 -: ott:)oeJ 20·) :' 1 ~ 37 
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Ik heb wei meergemaailt dat er geen ruimte meerW3S in de EC vQor de bagage. 
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Figure 28: Comment KLM Bluelab user 

KLM announce an interesting aspect as well. There a more users who post an idea, 
compared to the users who post a comment. However there are more comments than ideas 
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posted on the site. There can be assumed that the users who are commenting are more active 
than the users who only post an idea. 
Within Blackboard, the users can perform the same roles as within Bluelabs. However no evidence is 
found that users have been promoting the site. Moreover the manager role is not obvious presented. 
among the users. 
Within Robeco the users can consume the content, comment on the content and submit 
suggestions. There is not possibility to rate the content. Moreover no evidence of the 
promoter or manager role can be found. 

Maybe through low engagement no promoting and manager role can be found In 

Blackboard and Robeco. 

4.3 Revenue model 
What are the likely outcomes of co-creation communities for the company in terms of cost and 
generated value, based on a viable business model? 

7.5.3.1. Investments and maintenance cost 

KLM Bluelab ABN AMRO Blackboard Robeco Connect 
Investments External Company Platform software & servers Platform software & servers 
Operation Cost External Company Platform software & servers Platform software & servers 

several part time Part-time employees Part-time employees 
employees 

Table 37: Costs Bluelab, Blackboard and Connect 

KLM addresses that the major expenses for Bluelab include the cost for the external company and the 
employee cost. As explained the external company arranged, the technology and promotion. 
Moreover, the external company provides training and moderates the community. However KLM is 
not able to tell the cost, they can tell 'it is enough'. 
Moreover, KLM provided some incentives, like tickets, however these cost can be ignored compared 
to the other costs. 

ABN AMRO indicates that 1,5 FTE is needed to retain the community. That is including moderating, 
promoting ideas and implementing the ideas. The platform is estimated on lOOK. That is including 
the updates. No advertisement is done. Moreover, no incentives are provided. 

Robeco mentions that the most important costs are employees cost and platform costs. According to 
Robeco: 'Compared to other marketing initiatives this is a very small one' . 

7.5.3.2 Value return 

KLM Bluelab ABN AMRO Blackboard Robeco Connect 
Product knowledge 1300 suggestions. 1400 suggestions. 1,5% is turned into Important 

3% turned into action 
action 

Customer Loyalty Important tool to - Important tool to 
communicate with communicate with people 
people 

Customer Knowledge Preferences of Preferences of Customers -
Customers 

Learning Benefits - Experience with open innovation & Experience with open 
co-creation innovation & co-creation 

Table 38: Costs Bluelab, Blackboard and Connect 
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Since establishment KLM received approximately 1300 suggestion. 40 of these will be or already 
implemented. According to KLM, the value return was must higher than expected. 'It is amazing that 
customers provide us with honest information'. 
Regarding the loyalty, KLM argues, 'we receive a lot of positive reactions of users, they are 
enthusiastic about Blualab. However, we cannot measure the increased customer loyalty'. However 
'co-creation is a good way to get in touch with you customers'. 
We perceived Bluelabs as success; Bluelab leaded towards 2 other communities within KLM. 
Bluelab has not led to reduction of cost, in other areas of customer research. 'We retain the traditional 
market research'. 
KLM mentions an important aspect; there is a danger that you do not keep receiving enough new 
content .At the start of the community many issues have been discussed. And after a while the flow of 
new suggestions dries up and the discussions fade out. Users have mentioned their problems and 
KLM is improving the services or explained why the problems can't be solved. 

ABN AMRO received 1376 suggestions. 20 are taken into action. ABN AMRO had targets how many 
users needed to submit, and these targets were fully met. But according to ABN AMRO are the 
learning benefits the most important ones; 'the co-creation' community is a good way to experiment 
how to communicate with customers on Web 2.0'. 
However, ABN AMRO faces the same issues as KLM. At the beginning, a lot of suggestions are 
submitted, and after a while the submission of new suggestion flow fades away. 

Unfortunately no product knowledge data is available for Robeco. However the product 
related benefits are present' often users provide suggestions. Moreover the learning benefits 
are also available. 'Robeco Connect is a good way to pioneer with the new media'. 
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